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S AH S IXTIETH ANNUAL MEETING 

Letter from the General Chair 

In 2007 SAH returns for its Sixtieth Annual Meeting to 

Pittsburgh, where we have gathered twice before, in 1956 and 

1985. Long known as "the very heart of industrial America" 

(H.L.Mencken), Pittsburgh is also one of the country's most 

dramatic and fascinating cities. It boasts an enormous range 

of first-rate architectural monuments by architects such as 

H.H.Richardson, Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer, Richard 

Neutra, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Richard Meier, Robert 

Venturi, and Philip Johnson. While Pittsburgh's industrial past 

is still clearly visi ble in the factories and steel mills that dot its 

landscape, the city is also rich with intact ethnic neighborhoods 

whose different church spires and housing s tyles speak of waves 

of immigrants that arrived in the city. 

This Spring SAH will release Franklin Toker's Buildings of 

Pittsburgh, the first city guide to be produced in the Society's 

Buildings of the United States series. The new BUS guide to 

Pittsburgh architecture, appearing more than twenty years 

after Toker's substantial Pittsburgh: An Urban Portrait, has been 

H. H. Richardson. Allegheny County Courthouse and jail. Pittsburgh. PA. 1884 - 86 

excerpted-with s ignificant additions-from the upcoming 

BUS volume edited by Lu Donnelly, Buildings of Pennsylvania: 

Pittsburgh and Western Pennsylvania, which will be released as 

part of the BUS series in 2009. Buildi11gs of Pittsburgh is the first 

of what we hope will be many city spin-offs that the BUS series 

will produce, and represents just one of the new d irections that 

we anticipate the series will take with the support of our new 

publishing partner, University of Virginia Press. 

One could hardly imagine a more festive backdrop for the 

Sixtieth Annual Meeting of the Society of Architectural Histo

rians than the William Penn Hotel in downtown Pittsburgh. 

When bui lt by William Clay Frick in 1913, to the designs of 

Janssen and Abbott, Frick promised that it would be the finest 

hote l in the United States. When it doubled in s ize in 1929 

(Jannsen & Cocken), the Austrian-born architect, furnitu re and 

stage des igner Joseph Urban designed the delightful Art Deco f 
Fin-de-Siecle Vienna style ballroom at the top Aoor where we will 

gather on our first evening. 
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Beginning with the Preservation Colloquium on Wednesday 

(Pittsburgh's Fifth and Forbes Debate, Lynda Waggoner, Chair), 

the topics of our twenty five sessions again cover a wealth of top

ics from the architecture of Antiquity, the Middle Ages and the 

Renaissance to a range of themes of nineteenth and twentieth 

century architecture, several of them dealing directly or indi

rectly with the architecture of our host city. We are proud to be 

able to award more than twenty-six travel fellowships to annual 

meeting speakers who come froin all over Europe, the Middle 

East, Asia, Australia, the US, and Canada. 

Appropriate to the introspection that usually accompanies 

major anniversaries, we have asked an astute observer from the 

outside, British architectural historian Andrew Saint to deliver 

our plenary speech this year: 'An Englishman's Reflections on 

American Architecture.' This talk will be given in the spectacu

lar Carnegie Music Hall in conjunction with the Annual Award 

Ceremony on Thursday, April 12. 

We extend our sincere thanks to the local meeting chai r 

John Martine and his fantastic team for generously sharing their 

knowledge and time with us for creating the rich tour program 

and for extending valuable help with the selection of meeting 

sites in the city. 
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While the Society was founded in 1940 and began holding 

small meetings and study tours that same year in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts, the meetings as we know them today began 

6o years ago, in 1947. On February r, 1947 SAH 's Board voted 

to drop the word "American" from its name and the group 

incorporated in Connecticut. The same year they held their first 

annual meeting outside of Cambridge, in New York. After that 

the meetings rotated to different cities every year. From a small 

society with twenty five members we have grown to the leading 

organization in our field with an international membership of 

close to 4000 and regular attendance at our conferences of be

tween 400 and 6oo scholars. We have begun major initiatives to 

make the Society fit fo r the digital age and to reach out to other 

societies with similar interests and goals. In short, we have many 

reasons to celebrate. 

Welcome to Pittsburgh! 

Dietrich Neumann, SA H First Vice President 

General Chair of the 6o'" Annual Meeting, Pi ttsburgh 

Above: Harrison and Abra movitz. Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh . PA, 1953 



SAH SIXTI ETH A NNUAL MEETING 

Letter from the Local Chair 

How does one begin an invitation to visit a city that was once 

described as "Hell with the lid taken off'? With trepidation per

haps? This oft-repeated quote, though usually attributed to Mark 

Twain, was actually spoken by the biographer james Parton 

during a visit to Pittsburgh in r868. Anthony Trollope, during 

a stopover in Pittsburgh s ix years earlier, called it "the blackest 

place I ever saw." They were not exaggerating. There was a time 

when the city's streetlights were on all day, noon could well have 

been mistaken for midnight, and white-collar workers took an 

extra shirt to work in order to change after their commute. For 

those who have not visited in yea rs, the perception of a still

smoky city persists. The image has proven hard to shake, even 

after decades of significant change. 

And indeed, change did come about. After plans devised in 

the late 30s and early 40s to regulate smoke output were put 

on hold until after World War II, an unusual pairing of two 

talented, albeit unlikely, candidates-Mayor David L. Lawrence, 

a Democrat, and Richard King Mellon, a Republican-<Jccurred, 

as they joined forces to bring about what is now referred to in 

Pittsburgh as "Renaissance 1." These two leaders saw that the 

answers to the city's fate lay in its future, and not in its past. 

They were joined in their efforts by the Allegheny Conference on 

Community Development, a new organization comprising the 

city's top business, foundation, and cultural leaders. Cleaning 

up the city and bui ldi ng anew was paramount. And so, in the 

late 40s and ea rly sos, the city began to see the fruits of these 

efforts. It was the era that gave us Point State Park at the forks 

of the Ohio River; the original Alcoa Building by Harrison and 

Abramovitz, tl1e world's first aluminum curta in wall skyscraper; 

Gateway Center; and Mellon Square, by architects Mitchell and 

Ritchey, and Simonds and Simonds, landscape archi tects. 

To correctly understand "Renaissance I" in the context of 

a historical timeline, one needs to backtrack, if only brieAy, to 

consider the city's origins. For those of you who did not view the 

recent PBS special "The War that Made America" (no, it wasn't 

the Revolutionary War but the French and Indian War!) , you 

missed learning that the forks of the Ohio River (now a national 

landmark) were pivotal in the struggle between the French and 

the British for supremacy over the great land mass west of the 

Alleghenies-in otl1er words, for control over most of North 

America. Since we do not speak French here in Pittsburgh , you 

can guess the outcome. The British defeated the French at Fort 

Duquesne and renamed it Fort Pitt after then British Prime Min

ister Will iam Pitt. Pittsburgh 's historical sign ificance is directly 

related to geography. A young George Washington had surveyed 

the area earlier and realized its strategic importance, later using 

this understanding as the basis for his major role in the eventual 

struggle over the French. 

Cut off from the eastern seaboard by the mountains, the 

early settlement had to be self-sufficient. Fortunately, the area 

was blessed with an abundance of raw materials that fueled its 

early industries. Although Pittsburgh is synonymous with steel, 

its earliest major industries included oil refining and glass mak

ing. Manufacturing success during the rest of the nineteenth 

century was so great that by the turn of the twentieth century 

the cash on deposit held by its many financial institutions was 

second only to that of New York. 

The city produced numerous great titans of industry-Carn

egie, Frick, Westinghouse, and Heinz, along with the financial 

empire of the Mellon family. It also was rich with immigrant 

labor. The first waves came from the British Isles and Germany, 

followed by Eastern and Southern Europe, and then from our 

own deep south. These laborers produced the steel for the Brook

lyn Bridge and the Empire State Building, air brakes, turbines, 

engines for America's industrial revolution, and canned food 

to feed the nation. The titans left us great buildings and institu

tions, while the immiwants bui lt great neighborhoods. We will 

be visiting many of these neighborhoods, each distinct from the 

other, and constantly re-inventing themselves. Historic preserva; 

tion has played a major role in the revitalization of our city, and a 

great deal of credit goes to the pioneering work of The Pitts

burgh History and Landmarks Foundation, established in 1964 

by Arthur P. Zeigler, Jr. and james D. Van Trump. 

Our region boasts such international architectural treasures 

as Richardson's Allegheny Courthouse and Jai l and Wright's 

Fallingwater, but we hope that during your visit you also discover 

our many unsung architectural gems that are scattered through

out the remarkably rich topography of Western Pennsylvania. 

john Martine, Local Chair, 

SA H 6o'11 Annual Meeting, Pittsburgh 
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STUDY TOUR REPORT 

Architecture and Landscapes 
of the Hudson River Valley 

With visits to more than two dozen sites during five days, the 

SAH tour of the Hudson River Valley, October 4-9, 2006, il

luminated important issues and strategies related to preservation 

of the buil t environment. Our tour group was fortunate to ben

efit from the organization and expertise of our leaders Winthrop 

Aldrich, advisor to the Hudson River Valley National Heritage 

Area and Former Deputy Commissioner of Historic Preservation 

in New York State, and Michael Lewis, who teaches American art 

and architecture a t Williams College, as well as Elizabeth Barlow 

Rogers, our tour's SAH Board representative. As we fo llowed the 

Hudson River from New York City to Albany, it became increas

ingly apparent why the region spawned significant 19th-century 

movements in American art, literature, arch itecture, and land

scape design. This study tour report, due to s pace constraints, 

can only touch on some of the many fascinating s ites we visited, 

but I hope this sampling of our time in the Hudson River Va lley 

will aptly demonstrate the benefits of participation in SA H study 

tours . 

On our first day, as we made our way out of New York City, 
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we visited Wave Hill (1843), originally conceived as a country 

retreat, now a twenty-eight-acre public garden , featuring the 

work of ga rdener Marco Polo Stufano and magnificent views of 

the Palisades across the Hudson. From Wave Hill we continued 

to Tarry town where we visited Lyndhurst (1838), a Gothic Revival 

mansion designed by Alexander jackson Davis, and Rockefeller 

State Park Preserve, which includes the s ite of Rockwood Hall. 

Once the largest mansion on the river, Rockwood Hall no longer 

exists, but the s ite retains its des ign significance as a landscape 

designed by Frederick Law Olmsted. 

At Garrison we enjoyed guided tours of two significantly dif

feren t sites: Boscobel (r8o4) , an example of Federal arch itecture; 

and Manitoga (1942), a modernist house. Boscobel, once located 

in Montrose, New York, was th reatened by demolition and 

moved fifteen miles in 1956 to its current location on the Hud

son River opposite the United States Military Academy at West 

Point. Despite its history of relocation, Boscobel rests seam

lessly in its new setting. Our other destination in Garrison was 

Manitoga, the studio, home, and landscape of des igner Russel 

Above: View of Hudson River from Boscobel. Garrison. NY 



Wright, whose design career advocated a practical, easy approach 

to living and entertaining. Scarred by a history of lumbering and 

quarrying at the time of Wright's acquis ition, Wright trans

formed the site over the course of th ree decades into a system 

of woodland paths and garden nodes reflecting h is ecological 

approach to design. Here we enjoyed guided tours of Wright's 

woodland garden and his studio and residence, which overlook 

an abandoned qua rry. 

In Newburgh we met historian David Schuyler, who gener

ously contributed his time and knowledge of the town's archi

tecture and landscape. As the biographer of Andrew jackson 

Downing and a Newburgh native, Schuyler was particularly well 

poised to guide us through the town. The highlights of our time 

in Newbu rgh included the Du tch Reformed Church (1835) and 

Downing Park (r889) . The Dutch Reformed Church, a Greek Re

vival style ecclesiastical design by Alexander jackson Davis, was 

vacated in the late 196os and is currently classified as one of the 

"roo Most Endangered Sites" by the World Monumen ts Fund. 

While there, we learned about the s ite's early glory, eventual 

Above: Flower Garden , Wave Hill. Bro nx, NY. 1843 

decline, and the s uccess of ongoing efforts to restore it. In New

burgh we also visited Downing Park, a municipal park designed 

by Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux, the designers of 

Central Park. Downing Park was conceived as a m em orial to 

Andrew jackson Downing, who had drowned in the Hudson 

River in 1852 during a s teamboat accident. The park honors 

Downing's brief but influential career, which con tributed signifi

cantly to the development of the Picturesque style in American 

landscape design and architecture. 

As we continued through the heart of the Hudson Valley, our 

tour included s ite visits in New Paltz, Poughkeepsie, and Bar

rytown. Mohonk Mountain House, a Victorian-era resort with 

a s pectacular s iting on Shawangunk Ridge near New Paltz, was 

immensely popular among our tour group, with many vowing to 

make a return visit. The impressive rusticated structure evolved 

over time from 1879 to 1910, and includes work by Napoleon 

LeBrun and james Ware. In Poughkeepsie we visited the Hud

son River State Hospital (r867), designed by F.C. Withers and 

situated in a landscape designed by Olmsted. The hospital, now 
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Clockwise rrom lop lert: AlcxJndcr )Jckson Davis. Lyndhurst. Tarrytown. NY. 1838: Mohonk Mountain 

House. Nc\\ Paliz. NY. 1879·1910: Mohonk Mountain I louse. gt·neral vic\\ 



abandoned, is an example of the Kirkbride Plan, which arranges 

wings in a staggered formation to maximize the rapeutic views 

of the landscape from each room. Restoration plans are in place 

to rescue the hospita l from oblivion by adapting it as a hotel fo r 

heritage touris ts . At Edgewater ( t8zz), o ne of seve ral s ite vi sits 

in the Barrytown area, we were greeted by architectural preserva

tionist and owner Richard Jenre tte, who explained that the house 

has been attributed to South Carolina architect Robe rt Mills, a 

possible explanation of Edgewater's southern character. 

On our fourth day we visited Olana (r869- 1872), the resi

dence of Hudson River School artis t Frede ric Church , and a 

highly anticipated destina tion on our tour. Inspired by Islamic 

architecture he encountered while traveling to jerusalem, 

Church collabora ted with Calvert Vaux to crea te Olana. The 

exte rior and inte rior of Olana reflect Church's vocation , with 

pu nctuations of color and pattern and the calculated alignment 

of windows with the landscape, res ulting in framed picturesque 

views. During our tour we we re fortunate to sec O lana in ways 

a fforded to few others. Besides having access to the second Aoor, 

we also had the opportuni ty to enjoy rooftop and tower views, 

and we are the las t visitors to see the attic in its original condi 

tion before it is converted to accommodate a new HVAC system . 

In Albany, our northernmost des tination , our tour concluded 

with s ite visits including the General Philip Schuyler House 

(t761) and the Sta te Capitol (t867-1899) · The Capitol des ign , a 

work of mult iple arch itects, was comple ted by H. H. Richardson, 

and our tour included his Senate chamber and magn ificen t "mi l

lion dollar s taircase." 

I would like to thank SAl-! members for s upporting the fel

lowship program and making it possible for graduate s tudents to 

participate in the Society's educational adventures. Also, I would 

like to thank my fellow tou r participants for sharing the ir many 

ways of seeing. As a student of landscape his tory, my eyes often 

focused out and away, wh ile m y fe llow tour participants looked 

elsewhere, some at architectural de tails and others at decorative 

arts. These multiple perspectives m ade ours a very satisfying 

tour. 

james Schissel 

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 

H udson Ri ver Valley Tour Fe llow 

Clockwise from top left: Edgewater. Barrytown, NY. ca. 1822: Frederic Church and 

Calver t Vaux. Olana. 1869-1872: Olana . view from tower 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Scholars Sought for National 
Trust Historic Sites 

The National Trust for Historic Preserva

tion is seeking more than a dozen schol

ars to assess and enhance the interpreta

tion at four of its historic sites-Decatur 

House (Washington, DC), Drayton Hall 

(Charleston, SC), Lyndhurst (Tarrytown, 

NY) and Shadows-on-the-Teche (New 

Iberia, LA)-to ensure its tours, exhibits, 

publications, school programs, and other 

educational activities incorpora te diverse 

perspectives and current scholarship. 

Supported by the Institute of Museum 

and Library Services, scholars will be paid 

$3 ,000 and travel expenses to attend a 

one-day on-s ite workshop in mid-2007 

to examine the collections, buildings, 

and landscape; assess the s ite's curren t 

interpretation; identi fy needs and op

portunites for research; and prepare an 

article interpreting the s ite from his or 

her perspective. 

Each site will bring together several 

scholars specializing in different disci

plines, such as African American history, 

labor history, diplomatic h istory, leisure 

history, social history, architectural histo

ry, cultural geography, or military his tory. 

Participating scholars must have: a mas

ter's degree (doctoral degree preferred) 

in history or another academic discipline 

appropriate to the project; 2-3 years ex

perience in academic research , teaching, 

h istoric s ite interpretation, public history 

or equivalen t; written 2-3 professional 

articles, book reviews, reports or mono

graphs; actively participated in a regional 

or national professional conference in the 

last five yea rs; fluency in English; ability 

to climb and descend ladders and stairs to 

a height of fifteen feet. 

To apply or find more information, 

contact Director of Interpretation and 

Education Max A. van Balgooy at: 

202.588.6242 or max_vanba lgooy@nthp. 

org. • 
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Spatial Recall: The Place of Mem
ory in Architecture and Landscape 
College of Environmental Design, 
UC Berkeley 
9-10 March 2007 

Spatial Recall assembles a group of ac

complished scholars and design profes

sionals to discuss the role of memory 

found or built in the environment andfor 

in their work. The program will cover the 

subjects of cemeteries and memorials, 

issues of preservation and neglect, the 

reuse of past styles, the natural courses of 

rivers, the destruction of the architecture 

and landscapes of prior poli tical regimes, 

the role of cultural landscapes in land

scape architecture, and connections be

tween the arts and environmental design. 

These will be presented from internation

al and multidisciplinary perspectives. 

The symposium is open to the public 

and free of charge, but registration is 

required. Please reserve online: http:// 

www.ced.berkeley.edufs itesfspatialrecall

symposium 

For further information contact 

Sameera Sutton: sutton@berkeley.edu; 

5!0.642.0324 . 

Architecture - Race - Academe: 
The Black Architect's Journey 
Department of Architecture, MIT 
16-17 March 2007 

This conferencefworkshop-moder-

ated by Mark Jarzombek and Darian C. 

Hendricks-will touch on a range of 

significant issues about race, ethnicity, 

blackness, and professionalism , with 

architectural academe as its central focus. 

The conference will be organized around 

the topic of "work," "education," and 

"profess ion." Presentations will be given 

by janet Helms, Professor at Boston 

College and the founding director of the 

Institute for the Study and Promotion 

of Race and Culture at Boston, and by 

Melvin Mitchell , Professor at University 

of the District of Columbia , and author of 

The Crisis of the African-American Archi

tect: Conflicting Cultures of Architecture and 

(Black) Power. Ted Lands mark, Director 

of Boston Architectural Center and a 

nationally-recognized advocate of African

American issues in academe, wi ll give the 

keynote address on Friday night. Robert 

T . Coles, Daren Braithwaite and Charles 

Bradley will be pared with architects and 

educators such as Donald Stull, Darryl 

Fields (University of Kentucky), Yolande 

Daniels (Columbia University), and Wes 

Henderson (Florida A&M University). 

Larry Sass, professor at MIT, will also 

speak as well as Eric Sheppard, Dean of 

the School of Engineering and Technol

ogy of Hampton Univers ity. The confer

ence is free and open to the public. For 

further information contact the History 

Theory Criticism Section at MIT, Depart

ment of Architecture: htc@mit.edu • 

Historical Architectural Heritage 
in the New Social Political 
Situation 
18-25 February 2007, Florence 

The notion of cultural heritage has 

come to include a broader recognition 

of human coexistence with the land and 

human beings in society, requiring new 

approaches to and methodologies for 

urban conservation and development in 

territorial context. l nternational charters 

and recommendations have not yet fu lly 

adapted to this evolution. 

Architects, historians, and state 

bodies concerned with the protection of 

monuments from post-Soviet and Eastern 

European countries, as well as profes

s ionals from European coun tries, are 

welcome to participate in the conference. 

Together we hope to draft a set of 

practical recommendations concerning 

the questions posed by the conference. 

For more information see: www. 

fondazione-delbianco.org. • 



Architectural History and 
Heritagization in Canada 
34th Annual Conference of the 
Society for the Study of 
Architecture in Canada (SSAC) 
Universite du Quebec a Montreal 
17- 20 May 2 007 

Call for Papers 

Convened in the spirit of inclusiveness 

and integration the Montreal meeting 

wi ll explore the theoretical and practical 

past and present relationships between 

architectural history and heritagization. 

Workshops will be developed based on 

the thematic s imilari ty of the papers 

selected. Our goal is to bring people to· 

Gifts and Donor Support 

1 October - 30 November zoo6 

gether and spur reflection on the various 

methods and practices that shape heritage 

constructions , considering all methods 

of studying built environments and their 

significance, from the most traditional art 

historical approach to transdiscipli nary 

heritage and sociocultural assessments. 

Please send paper proposals (title and 

a brief description of no more than 300 

words) to the scienti fic committee by 15 

February 2007, at the following address: 

Lucie K. Morisset, Professor President, 

SSAC Conference Science Committee, 

Vice President, SSAC, lnstitut du patri· 

moine Universite du Quebec a Montreal, 

P.O. Box 8888, Downtown Station , Mon· 

treal, QC Canada H3C 3P8 • 

Susan Schwarl2 

William Stern 

Margaret Sullivan 

Caroline Rob Zaleski 

Fellowship Funds 

33rd Annual Byzantine Studies 
Conference 
11-14 October 2007, Toronto 

The 33rd Annual Byzantine Studies 

Conference will be held at the Univers ity 

ofToronto from Thursday evening, 11 

October, unti Sunday midday, 14 October 

2007. The conference is the annual 

forum for the presen tation and discus

s ion of papers on all aspects of Byzantine 

Studies. It is open to all, regardless of 

nationali ty or academic status. Deadline 

for submission of proposals is 15 March 

2007. For more information, see our 

webs ite: www.byzconf.org • 

Charnley-Persky House Museum 

Foundation 

Gifts under $250 

Andrew Chandler 

Deborah Howard 

On behalf of the SAH Board and members, we sincerely thank the members 

listed below who, in October and November. made gifts to a variety of funds 

including the Annual Appeal, annual meeting fellowshjp funds, the Charnley

Persky House Museum. the ARCHES endowment fimd, and the Buildings of 

the United States. We are extremely grateful to all of you for you r generosity 

and your willingness to help the Society fulfill its scholarly mission. Rosama S. Berry Annual Meeting 
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Ada Louise Huxtable 

Raymond Terry Tatum 

Annemarie van Roessel 

SAH An nual Appeal 

Gifts of St,ooo • $4,999 

Dietrich Neumann 

Gifts of$250 · S999 

Paul Campagna 

Joseph Connors 

Russell Donnelly 

Stephen Harby 

Dixie Miller 

Marjorie Pearson 

Widgeon Point Charitable 

Foundation 

Gifts under $250 

Nicholas Adams 

Peter Ambler and Lindsay Miller 

Daniel Bluestone 

Betty Blum 

Bruce Boucher 

John Carnahan 

Andrew Chandler 

David Chase 

Jane Clarke 

Janna Eggebeen 

Peter Fergusson 

J. Steven Frear 

Marlene Heck 

Roger Hollander 

James Earl )ewell 

Dale Kin ney 

Henry Kuehn 

Evonne Levy 
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Andrew Morrogh 
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Jonathan Reynolds 
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Mary Woods 

Lori Zabar 

SAH Tours 

Gifts of$250 · $999 

)ames Ackerman 

Ian Berke 

Nancy Bliss 

James Buttrick 

Leslie Close 

Sheila Donahue 

Jean France 

Alfred Godfrey and Laurie 

l.imbacher 

James and Margo Heegeman 

Ellen Kuner 

Albert and Helen LeBlanc 

William and Judith Locke 

Cynthia Macgowan 

Lindsay Miller 

Thomas Beischer 

Deborah Howard 

Walker Johnson 

Robert and Helen Lillibridge 

Henry and Judith Millon 

Christine O 'Malley 

Raymond Terry Tatum 

George R. Collins Memorial Fellowship 

Famd 

Deborah Howard 

Susan Klaiber 

Mary McLeod 

Janet White 

Mary Woods 

Spiro Kostof Annual Meeting 

Fellowship Fund 

Nancy Break 

Dian ne Harris 

Deborah Howard 

Hugh Maguire 

Henry and Judith Millon 

Erik Neil 

ARCHES Endowment Fund 

Gifts of$t,OOO • $4,999 

Cynthia Field 

Gifts of$250 · $999 

H. Allen Brooks 

Buildings of the Unjted States 

Gifts of $t,ooo · $4,999 

New England Chapter, SAH in 

memory of Leslie Norman Larson 

Southeast Chapter, SAH 

Gifts of$250 · $999 

Anonymous 

)essie Poesd1 

Gifts under $250 

Ken neth Breisch and Judith Keller 

John Burns 

Andrew Chandler 

Sherman Clarke 

Dan Deibler 

William Lake Douglas 

Kim Hoagland 

Philip and Helen Jessup 

Henry and Judith Millon 
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OBITUARIES 

Richard Hubbard Howland, 
1910-2006 

For most of his ninety-six years, Richard 

Howland was a relentless contributor to 

worthy causes. That contribution m ore 

often than not took the form of leader

ship-as a founder, charter member, 

chairman, curator, president, vice presi

dent, or trustee. Few SA H members have 

likely ever approached his level of involve

ment with so broad a scope of organiza

tions related to historic architecture and 

its preservation. 

Born into an old and distinguished 

New England fami ly, Howland gradu

ated from Brown University in 193r. 

Two years later he received his Master's 

degree in classical archaeology and art 

history from Harvard. Before World War 

II he taught at Wellesley College, but also 

was engaged in earning his doctorate in 

classical archaeology at Johns Hopkins 

University. After serving in the Office of 

Strategic Services identifying properties 

of high cultural value in the European 

theater during the war, he ea rned his 

Ph.D. in 1946. That same year he became 

acting chairman of the department whose 

program he had just completed, and in 

1947 organized the new Department of 

Art History, wh ich he chaired for nine 

years. 

Howland 's involvement in archaeol

ogy was longstanding. From 1933 to 1936, 

he received the Norton Fellowship to 

work on the excavation of the Agora in 

Athens under the auspices of Am erican 

School of Classical Studies. Eleven yea rs 

after his fellowship, he became a member 

of that institution's managing commit

tee, which he chaired from 1965 to 1975. 

While at Wellesley, he helped fou nd the 

Society for the Preservation of Greek 

Antiquities. After moving to Baltimore he 

became president of the local "Society" of 

the Archaeological Institute of America 

(1948-1950) and served in the same 

capacity for the Washington society just 
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before he became vice president of the 

national organ ization (T96 T-1 965). His 

book, Greek Lamps and Their Survivals, 

published by Princeton University Press 

in 1958, long served as a basic text for 

excavators. 

Architecture, especially that in the 

United States, loomed even larger among 

Richard Howland's passions. He was 

a charter m ember of SA H in 1940 and 

published an article on ancient Greek 

markets in the second issue (April 1941) 

of the j ournal. The fo llowing year, he was 

instrumental in establis hing SAH's fi rs t 

chapter-the Cambridge-Boston Local 

Group-which, he suggested, might 

serve as a springboard for other such 

bodies elsewhere in the country. While at 

Hopkins, he was one of the founders of 

the Baltimore chapter, and although that 

chapter has long been defunct, Howland's 

role in establishing Washington's Latrobe 

Chapter in 1967 met with enduring 

success. He was no less involved in the 

national organization, serving as SAH's 

vice president in 1955-57 and 1962-63 

and member of the board in 1954 and 

1958- 6o. While at johns Hopkins, How

land spent considerable time researching 

the city's then much unappreciated legacy 

of nineteenth-century arch itecture. With 

Eleanor Patterson Spencer he co-authored 

The Architecture of Baltimore (J ohns Hop

kins, 1955), which was a pioneer in ex

ploring a broad range of a largely ignored 

heritage or a major American industrial 

city. 

In the middle of a distinguished ca

reer, Howland left the academy to devote 

much of the rest of his life to education 

in a broader public realm. As president of 

the National Trust for His toric Preserva

tion (r956-r96o), he helped guide a still 

fledgling organization toward leadersh ip 

in protecting a vast and varied architectur

al heritage. His later efforts in supporting 

the British National Trust through its 

American affiliate, the Royal Oak Society, 

contributed to his being awarded the 

Order of the British Empire by Queen 

Elizabeth in 199 1. Howland's interna

tional involvement in preservation was 

extensive. He was a fou nding m ember of 

the International Council on Monuments 

and Sites in 1965 and from 1967 to 1969 

served as secreta ry-treasurer of the U.S. 

National Committee. He headed a 

UNESCO mission to Ethiopia to assist 

preserva tion efforts in that country and 

served in the sam e capacity in Nepal 

under the sponsorsh ip of th e John D. 

Rockefeller Ill Fund. In the U.S., he was 

a member of the Park Service's consult

ing committee for national historic land

m arks over an eighteen-year period, from 

1960 to 1978, and long served on the 

advisory committee for Mount Vernon. 

Afte r stepping down from the 

National Trust presidency, Howland 

became head cu rator, then chairman, of 

the Smithsonian's Department of Civil 

History, as it was called. In 1968, the 

Smithsonian's legendary secretary, Dillon 

Ripley, asked h im to serve as his special 

assis tant, a post he held until retirement 

in 1985. Among his numerous projects 

undertaken in that capacity was the resto

ration of the james Renwick's Smithson

ian Institution Building. Howland also 

embraced myriad new responsibilities

as a trustee of foundations in several 

states, the Athenaeum in Phi ladelphia, 

the National Building Museum , and the 

Victorian Society in Am erica. His presi

dency of the latter organ ization (1980-83) 

played a pivota l role in its revitalization. 

"Dick" Howland, as he wis hed to be 

called among friends, had a fierce sense 

of dedication and an equally intense love 

of all the many ventu res on which he 

embarked. A man of high standards and 

impeccable principles, he was no less 

an engaging colleague who vigorously 

embraced the joys of life. For him , social 

intercourse was a key component of work. 

With Frederick Gutheim, my predeces

sor at George Was hington University, he 

founded the Preservation Roundtable, a 



group that enabled those working in the 

field to gather monthly for lunch. With no 

program and no agenda, the only pu rpose 

of what james Marston Fitch dubbed 

the "Preservation Mafia" was for col

leagues to share news and ideas- to keep 

in touch in a world where the demands 

of work render such relationshi ps ever 

more d ifficult. That was fo rty-one years 

ago; the Roundtable continues to Aourish 

today doing its u nofficial work. A modest 

achievement, perhaps, but indicative of 

how Dick Howland knew even modest 

things could make important contribu

tions and how strongly he believed in the 

value of human exchange to im prove the 

world around us. 

Richard Longstreth 

Professor of American Civil ization 

Director of the Graduate Program in 

Historic Preservation 

George Washington University 

Walter Charles Leedy Jr-
1942-2oo6 

On November 7 the Society of Architec

tural Historians lost one of its outstanding 

members when Walter C. Leedy Jr. died in 

Cleveland, Ohio, at age 64. Occasionally 

a teacher must wri te in memoriam of a 

student. Since Walter was one of the best 

I had in thirty-eight years at the University 

of Michigan, I am glad to undertake this 

professional obl igation. 

Walter was born in Dearborn, Michi

gan, and took his Bachelor of Architecture 

in 1965. Popular with his classmates, he 

was of medium height, had a pleasant 

smile and high coloring, and was some

what cherubic in appearance. He did 

well in structu re and design , but it was 

certain that his mind was on architectural 

history. H is long term in terests were not 

altogether clear, but since he was highly 

intelligent and completely engaging, I was 

glad to admit him to the masters program. 

He Aourished. 

One day during the winter of h is 

first year Walter came into my office and 

d iffidently asked if I would support him 

for a Kosciuszko Fellowsh ip. I had never 

heard of this award and so inquired about 

it. He replied that it had been established 

by Americans of Polish descent for 

graduate work in Poland by young Polish 

Americans. Walter was eligible and had 

been swotting up on h is Polish at home. 

Fluency in the language was, of course, a 

necessity. I happily wrote a recommenda

tion, Walter won the award, and went off 

to Warsaw for a year. He traveled around 

the country a good deal to study its medi 

eval bui ld ings, noti ng a large number of 

double nave churches in country towns. 

There was no literature on these build

ings. Walter decided to fi ll the void. He 

gathered material , and on his return to 

Ann Arbor, wrote a master's thesis on the 

subject. His findings were later publis hed 

in a Central European journal. He was 

my teaching ass istant in r967-- 68 and 

received the M.Arch degree in the latter 

year. 

From Ann Arbor, Walte r went to the 

University of California at Santa Barbara, 

where he worked with Esther McCoy. 

Conditions at the university, however, 

were not altogether serene. The student 

upheaval of the nineteen-s ixties was 

in full swing. Walter decided to seek a 

doctorate at the Courtauld Art Institute in 

London. Sir Nikolaus Pevsner admitted 

him to the graduate program there. Un

der the supervis ion of Peter Kidson and 

Stephen Murray he launched his impor

tant study of medieval fan vaulting. The 

Courtauld awarded him a doctorate in 

1972. Thereafter he was often in England, 

usually as a visiting scholar at Peterhouse 

College, Cambridge University. Walter 

greatly enjoyed his contacts in Cambridge 

and used to regale h is friends with stories 

from the high table. 

In 1980 he published his remarkable 

Fan Vaulting: A Study of Form, Technol

ogy, and Meaning (Scolar Press. London 

and New York). As the years have passed, 

it has become clear that his volume is 

definitive. If it is a fan vault, it is in Leedy. 

I fit is not in Leedy, it is not a fan vault. 

In some quarters the author's contention 

that the construction of a fan vault was 

dependent on English skill with jointed 

masonry was greeted with skepticism, but 

time has validated his approach. There 

has been publications on certain of his 

monuments, but nothing has appeared 

to alter his conclusions. The book is 

illustrated almost entirely with his own 

photographs. An article on the technologi

cal side of his work appeared in Scientific 

American. 

In 1972 Walter was called to Cleve

land State University where he taught for 

his enti re academic ca reer. Within a few 

years he became chairman of a combined 

depa rtment of art and art history and 

soon proved himself adept at securing 

funds in the annual budget struggles. He 

bu il t a strong department and transferred 

his own research focus to the rich archi

tectural material which he found around 

him. Concentrating on public buildings, 

he published books on Tower City (the 

fo rmer Terminal Tower) and Cleveland 

Builds an Art Museum: Patronage, Politics, 

and Architecture (r884-r9I6) in 199r. 

Former Cleveland Museum of Art Di rec

tor Evan Turner, a good friend, referred to 

his "verve and energy and originality." It 

was a proper characterization. As with his 

work on fan vaulting, it is unlikely that 

any fu ture historian wi ll have to go over 

the ground aga in. Walter was thorough, 

and he taught this laudable habit in a 

series of seminars on the arch itecture of 

his adopted city. These became famous. 

In 1992 a local writer stated that he was 

"all at once an administrator and a diplo

mat, a scholar and an artist." A few years 

later The Cleveland Plain Dealer remarked 

that Walter was "one of the city's leading 

public intellectuals." These tributes were 

well deserved. 

Leedy bought a charming small house 
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in East Cleveland and remodeled it. It 

was, in his own words, "pleasant and cool 

and sort of artsy craftsy." He was an avid 

collector. With a slim pocketbook but a 

knowing eye, he collected s ilver of the 

Arts and Crafts Period. Then he collected 

thousands of old postcards of Cleveland 

and its neighboring cities. Walte r was 

surely correct in his assertion that such 

postcards, and contractor's brochures, 

handbills , and other advertisements 

a re neglected resources for the history 

of architecture and urbanism. After an 

exhibition of his postcards at the Cleve· 

land Museum of Art, he gave them to 

the library at his university. A few years 

later he gave an endowment of$25,000 

fo r the further acquisition of this kind of 

material. He sa id that he wanted the fun 

of making the gift while he was alive. 

Walte r Leedy was a s talwart member 

of the Society of Architectural His torians. 

Un til his last illness he went to most of 

its national and regional conventions. 

At these meetings he was a penetrating 

but sympathetic critic of papers at both 

medieval and modern sessions. He par

ticipated in several foreign tours. He was 

on the Board of the Society in 1982-84 

and was also on the Board of the Medieval 

Society of America. In addition to his 

books, he publis hed many articles and 

book reviews. And he was always willing 

to give a pro bono talk when asked. At the 

time of his death he had in hand a major 

study of the American work of Eric Men

delsohn. We can only hope that someone 

at Cleveland State will complete it. 

Walter C. Leedy is survived by a broth

er Derrick Leedy of Nome Alaska , a s ister, 

Ann Hubbard of Dearborn Heights, 

Michigan, and numerous nephews and 

nieces to whom he was devoted. A service 

was held for him on Friday, November 17. 

His family, his u niversity, his city, and his 

colleagues mourn his passing. 

Leonard K. Eaton 

Emil Lorch Professor of Arch itecture 

Emeritus, The University of Michigan 
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Editors' Note: As Walter Leedy's passing has Please note that the contribution is for 

evoked a special empathy from the communi- the Walter C. Leedy Endowment. 

ty of medievalists, we have elected to publish 

the following addendum to Professor Eaton's Virginia Jansen 

heartfelt obituary. Professor Em erita of History of Art and 

Visual Culture 

Walter Leedy continued to be known to Un iversity of Californ ia at Santa Cruz 

medievalists especially for his book on 

fan vaulting and his work on King's Col-

lege, Cambridge. just this summer at the 

annual conference of the British Archaeo-

logical Association in Prague, the book 

was cited as critical to the study of Late 

Gothic vaulting. 

Also remembered was his imp-

ish humor. At a lecture for one of Paul 

Crossley's classes in medieval architec

ture, to demonstrate vaulting statics, he 

lined up students to make a "human 

ca thedral ," young men with outs tretched 

arms representing ribbed vaults, young 

women bracing their s houlders as "flying 

buttresses," all, Paul reported, at fi rst 

"excruciatingly embarrassed," but soon 

won over by Walter's irresistibly puckish 

smirk as he swung in the middle ofAexed 

male arms portraying vaulting forces. 

This kind of wry comic humor was 

typical of Walter, who over the course of 

his leukemia sa id that he was astounding 

his doctors by feeling better ("frisky" was 

a word he wrote me) than indications sug

gested he should have, and who re lished 

with a sardonic grin dumping his out

dated clothing at the end of SAH tours 

in order to make room in his s ui tcase for 

more important things to carry home. His 

was a lovable, wacky s pi rit that is missed 

by all who knew him. 

In late r years his passion was bring

ing the past architecture of Cleveland to 

life via an astounding post card collection 

(www.clevelandmemory.orgfpostcardsf). 

Friends may make contributions to 

the endowment he established for the 

s tudy of the Cleveland built environmen t 

to: 

Cleveland State Foundation 

2121 Eucl id Ave 

Cleveland Ohio 44rr5 

Calendar of SAH Events 

SAH Annual Meetings 

n-15 April 2007 

Omni William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh 

23-27 April 2008 

Hilton Netherland Hotel, Cincinnati 

SAH Study Tours 

r8-29 May 2007 

journey to japan: Modernist Visions 

r6-24 August 2007 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe in New York 

and Berlin 

5-9 October 2007 

Historic Villages of the Saugatuck 

Lakeshore 

january 2008 

Palm Springs Modernism 

May 2008 

Architecture of Naples, Italy 



BOOK LIST 

February, 2007 

Recently published architectural books and 

related works, selected by Barbara Opar, 

Syracuse University Library 

Architects 

Carlo Scarpa: Ia fondazione querini stampalia 

a Venezia. Milano: Electa, 2006. 139P· ISBN 

9788837045920 S75.oo 

Giovanni, joseph. Materializing the Immaterial: 
The Architecture ofWallace Cunningham. New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2006. 159P· ISBN 

097495652X S5o.oo 

Howard, Hugh. Dr. Kimball and Mr. jefferson: 
Rediscovering the Founding Fathers of American 
Architecture. New York: Bloomsbury USA, 2006. 

305p. ISBN 1582344558 S25.95 

)ones, Peter. Ove Arup: Masterbuilder of the 
Twentieth Century. New Haven: Yale University 

Press, 2006. 364p. ISBN 0300112963 S4o.oo 

Leon Battista Alberti e l'architettura 1 a 
cura di Massimo Bulgarelli, et al. Cinisello 

Balsamo (Milano]: Silvana, 2006. 629p. ISBN 

9788836607327 S65.oo 

Michelangelo e il disegno di architetlura 1 a cura 
di Caroline Elam. Venezia: Marsil io, 2006. 239P· 

ISBN 8831791060 575.00 

Pawson, )ohn.john Pawson, Lecons du Thoronet: 
Exposition tenue a l'abbaye du Thoronet du 6 

mai au 31juillet 2006. Marseille: Images en 

manoeuvres, 2006. 74P· ISBN 284995070X 

S36.oo 

Pelkonen, Eeva-Liisa, and Donald Albrecht, 

eds. Eero Saarinen: Shaping the Future. New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2006. 408p. IS BN 

0300112823 540·95 

Tschumi, Bernard. Tschumi on Architecture: 
Conversations with Enrique Walker. New York: 

Monacelli Press, 2006. 192p. ISBN 1580931820 

S29·95 

Whyte, William. Oxford jackson: Architecture, 
Education, Status, and Style, 1835-1924. New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2006. 268p. 

ISBN 0199296588 5120.00 

Williams, Paul R. Paul R. Williams: A Collection 
of House Plans. 2 vols. approx. 95P· ea. (Reprint 

of 1945 and 1946 vols.) Santa Monica: 

Hennessey & Ingalls, 2006. ISBN 0940512440 

S5o.oo 

Architectural Design 

Cramer, )ames P. and Scott Simpson. Next 
Architect: A New Twist on the Future of Design. 
Norcross, Georgia: Greenway Communications, 

2006. 146p. ISBN 0975565486 S39.95 

Salingaros, Nikos A. Theory of Architecture. 
Solingen: Umbau-Verlag, 2006. 28op. ISBN 

9783937954073 $31.50 

Architecture, Asia 

Buck, David. Asia Now: Architecture in Asia. 
Munich: Prestel Art, 2006. 142p. ISBN 

3791336835 S35.oo 

Architecture, England 

Cooper, Nicholas. The jacobean Country House: 
From the Archives of'Country Life'. London: 

Aurum, 2006. 192p. ISBN 1845131363 $65.00 

Powell , Kenneth. Nottingham Transformed: 
Architecture and Regeneration for the New 
Millenium. London: Merrell, 2006. 168p. ISBN 

1858943353 S45.oo 

Architecture, Germany 

Feireiss, Kristin , ed. Zollverein School of 
Management and Design, Essen, Germany: 
Sanaa, Kazuyo Sejima + Ryue Nishizawa 
. Munich: Prestel Art, 2006. 127p. ISBN 

3791335391 S45.oo 

Architecture, History 

Bergdoll, Barry, ed. Fragments: Architecture 
and the Unfinished: Essays Presented to Robin 
Middleton. Festschrift. London: Thames & 

Hudson, 2006. 392p. ISBN 0500342148 S6o.oo 

Architecture, United States (Ohio) 

Painter, Sue Ann. Architecture in Cincinnati: An 
Illustrated History of Designing and Building an 
American City. Athens, Ohio: Ohio Universi ty 

Press, 2006. 352p. ISBN 0821417010 $35.00 

Architecture, United States (Massachusetts) 

Garrison,). Ritchie. Two Carpenters: Architecture 
and Building in Early New England, 1799-1859. 
Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2006. 

240p. ISBN 1572334851 $44.06 

Architecture, United States (Virginia) 

Masson, Kathryn. Historic Houses of Virginia: 
Great Mansions, Plantations and Country 
Places. New York: Rizzoli , 2006. 256p. ISBN 

o847828611 S55.oo 

Architecture, Ancient 

Aldrete, Gregory S. Floods of the Tiber in 
Ancient Rome. 304p. Baltimore: johns Hopkins 

University Press, 2006. ISBN 0801884055 

$6o.oo 

Architecture, Modern 

Anderson, Alex T. The Problem of the House: 
French Domestic Life and the Rise of Modern 
Architecture. Seattle: University of Washington 

Press, 2006. 240p. ISBN 0295986328 $6o.oo 

)odidio, Philip. Architecture: Nature . Munich: 

Prestel, 2006. 188p. ISBN 3791335278 $65.00 

Architecture, Renaissance 

Ajmar, Marta and Flora Denn is, eds. At Home 
in Renaissance Italy. London: Victoria & Albert 

Museum, 2006. 416p. ISBN 1851774882 $85.00 

Architecture and Fashion 

Hodge, Brooke and Patricia Mears. Skin 
and Bones: Parallel Practices in Fashion and 

Architecture. London: Thames & Hudson, 2006. 

271p. ISBN 050051318X $50.00 

Architecture and Society 

Smith, Terry E. Architecture of Aftermath. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006. 

246p. ISBN 0226764699 53o.oo 

Architecture and the Senses 

Barbara, Anna and Anthony Perliss. Invisible 
Architecture: Experiencing Places Through the 
Sense of Smell. Milan: Skira, 2006. 223p. ISBN 

8876242678 539·95 

Building Types 

Bradbury, Dominic. Mediterranean Modern. 
London: Thames & Hudson, 2006. 255P· ISBN 

050034227X $35.00 

Davies, Colin. Key Houses of the Twentieth 
Century: Plans, Sections, and Elevations. 
New York: W.W. Norton, 2006. 240p. ISBN 

0393732053 S45.oo 

Hammond, Michael. Performing Architecture: 
Opera Houses, Theatres and Concert Halls for the 
Twenty-First Century. London; New York: Merrell 

Pub., 2006. 239P· ISBN 1858942799 $49.95 

Le Chiese de Milano 1 a cura di Maria Teresea 
Fiorio. Nueva ed. Milano: Electa, 2006. 493P· 

ISBN 9788837037635 5156.oo 

Pelletier, Louise. Architecture in Words: 
Theater, Language, and the Sensuous Space of 
Architecture. London: Routledge, 2006. 241p. 

ISBN 0415394716 $64.95 

Port, M.H. Six Hundred New Churches: The 
Church Building Commission 1818·1856. London: 

Published for the Church Historica l Society, 

2006. 400p. ISBN 1904965083 S10o.oo 

Sharr, Adam. Heidegger's Hut. Cambridge, 

Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2006. 139P· ISBN 

0262195518 $24·95 

Slavid, Ruth. Wood Houses. New York: Abbeville, 

2006. 208p. ISBN 0789208881 $65.00 
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Design Competitions 

Jennings, jan. Cheap and Tasteful Dwellings: 
Design Competitions and the Convenient Interior, 
1879-1909. Knoxville: University ofTennessee 

Press, 2006. 320p. ISBN 1015723336oX 
S48.oo 

Image (Philosophy) , History 

Friedberg, Anne. The Virtual Window: From 
Alberti to Microsoft. Cambridge, Massachusetts: 

MIT Press, 2006. 357P- ISB N 0262062526 

534-95 

Interior Decoration, History 

Aynsley, jeremy and Charlotte Grant, eds. 

Imagined Interiors: Representing the Domestic 
Interior Since the Renaissance. London : V & A 

Pub.; New York: Distributed in North America 

by Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 2006. 304p. ISB N 

1851774920 S85.oo 

l andscape Architecture 

Morgan, Luke. Nature as Model: Salomon de 
Caus and Early Seventeenth-Century Landscape 
Design. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 

Press, 2006. 296p. ISB N 9780812239638 

S49-50 

Rainey, Reuben M. and J.C. Miller. Modern 
Public Gardens: Robert Royston and the Suburban 
Park. [S.I.J: Ram Publ ications, 2006. 16op. ISBN 

9780974621425 S45-00 

Society of Architectural Historians 

1365 North Astor Street 
Chicago, I L 6o61o-2r44 

Segre, Ada V. The Gardens at San Lorenzo in 
Piacenza, 1656-1665. A Manuscript Planting 
Notebook with a Study, Transcription, and 
Translation.Cam bridge: Harvard University 

Press, 2006. 107p. ISB N o884023028 S95-00 

Thompson, I an H. Sun King's Garden: Louis XIV, 
Andre Le Notre, and the Creation of the Gardens 
ofVersailles. New York: Bloomsbury USA, 2006. 

370p. ISB N 1582346313 S45.00 

Masterworks 
Eiffel, Gustave and Bernard Lemonine. La Tour 
de 300 Metres: Facsimile Edition. Multilingua l. 

[Koln]: Taschen , 2006. 16op. ISBN 382284148X 

S125.oo 

Professional and Technical 
Charlesworth, Esther Ruth. Architects Without 
Frontiers: War, Reconstruction and Design 
Responsibility. Amsterdam; Boston: Architectural 

Press, 2006. 175P- ISBN 0750668407$44.96 

Oliver, Paul. Built to Meet Needs: Cultural Issues 
in Vernacular Architecture. Boston: Architectural 

Press, 2006. 446p. 0750666579 $49-46 

Urban Planning 
Gutheim, Frederick and Antoinette J. Lee. 
Worthyofthe Nation: Washington, D.C. From 
L'Enfant to the National Capital Planning 
Commission. 2nd ed. Baltimore: johns Hopkins 

University Press, 2006. 440p. ISBN 0801883288 

s6s.oo 

Healy, Patrick and Gerhard Bruyns , eds. De
/Signing the Urban: Technogenesis and the 
Urban Image. Delft School of Design Series. 
Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2006. ISBN 

9064506116 S43.65 

Stern, Robert A.M. and David Fishman. New 
York 2ooo: Architecture and Urbanism From 
the Bicentennial to the Millennium. New York: 

Monacelli Press, 2006. 1300p. ISBN 1580931774 

Swo.oo 

The SAH Career Center gives 

employers and job seeking 
professionals an easy way to 
find one another. 

Visit http:ffcareers.sah.org 

today to post or search job 
listings. 

Membership in SAH is not re
quired to use the Career Center 
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Society of Architectural Historians 
61st Annual Meeting 
23-27 April2oo8 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

I 
Call for Papers 
This Call for Papers can also be read a t www.sah .org 

General Chair: Dietrich Neumann, Brown University 
Local Chair: Nnamdi Elleh, University of Cincinnati 

Members and friends of the Society of Architectural Historians 

are invited to submit paper abst racts by 17 August 2007 for 

the them atic sessions listed below. Abstracts of no more than 

300 words should be sent directly to the appropriate session 

cha ir; abstracts are to be headed with the applicant's name, 

professional affi liation [graduate studen ts in brackets], and 

title of pape r. Submit with the abstract a short res ume. home 

and work addresses, telephone and fax n u mbers, and e-ma il 

address. Abstracts should define the subject and summarize 

the argument to be presented in the proposed paper. The con

tent of that pape r should be the product of well-docum ented 

original research that is primarily analytical and interpretative 

rather than descriptive in nature. 

Papers cannot have been previously published, nor pre

sented in publ ic except to a s mall , local aud ience. Only one 

s ubmission per author will be accepted. All abstracts will be 

held in confidence. In add ition to the themati c sess ions li s ted 

below an open session is announced, listed below in alpha

betical order. With the author's approval , a thematic session 

chair may choose to recommend for inclusion in the open 

session an abs tract that was s ubmitted to , but does not fit 

into, a thematic sess ion. Thematic session chairs wi ll notify 

all persons s ubmi tti ng abs tracts to thematic sessions of the 

acceptance or rejection of thei r proposa ls by ' 4 September 

2007. Those submitting to the Open Sess ion will be notified 

by 2 4 September 2007. All sess ion cha irs have the prerogative 

to recommend changes to an abstract in order to coordinate it 

with a session program , and to suggest editorial revisions to 

a paper in order to make it satisfy session guidelines; it is the 

responsibi lity of session chairs to inform s peakers of those 

guide lines, as we ll as of the gene ral expecta tions for both a 

session and participation in the annual m eeting. Authors of ac

cepted proposals must submit the complete text of their papers 

to their session chair by 11 janua ry 2008. Sess ion chairs will 

return papers with comments to s peakers by 8 February 2oo8. 

Speakers must complete any revis ions and dis tribute copies of 

the ir paper to the session chai r and the other session speak-

ers by 29 February 2oo8. Session chairs reserve the right to 

withhold a paper from the program if the author has refused to 

comply with those guidelines. Each speaker is expected to fund 

his or her own travel to Cincinnati. SAH has a limited number 

of fellowships fo r which Annual Meeti ng s peakers may apply. 

However, SA H 's fu nding is not sufficient to support the travel 

of all speakers. For in forma tion about SA H Annual Meeting 

fe llowsh ips, please visit our web s ite a t www.sah.org. 
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Identities in Greek and Roman Architecture 

Identity is now a common theme of cultural histoty. Ethnic 

identity, religious identity, civic identity, political identity, social 

identity, and family identity are all concepts through which indi

viduals negotiate their status in a community. In the Greek and 

Roman worlds too, many different forms of identity competed 

for expression. Literature, epigraphy, sculptu re, and painting 

have all been studied to th row light on this issue. But to what ex

tent were such questions of identity raised or answered in archi

tecture? How d id the forms of buildings express membersh ip in 

a particular group? Can ancient buildings be considered as state

ments about the identity of an individual benefactor or of the 

group to which he or she belonged? How were regional, social 

or religious identities recognized in architecture? To what extent 

were inhabitants of the ancient world aware of regional or cul

tural patterns in arch itecture when they visited different cities? 

Following the 2007 panel on Civic Benefaction and Urban Iden

tity in the Roman Empire, papers are invited for a further panel 

at the 2oo8 meeting on more specific aspects of the expres-

sion of identity in Greek and Roman arch itecture. Presenters 

might consider aspects such as: expressions of cultural identi ty 

through architectural ornament; the significance of variations 

in plan or building type for regional, religious or social identity; 

individual buildings which m ight have made cultu ral statemen ts 

of this kind; the association of particular building materials, for 

example coloured marbles, with regional identity; visual analyses 

of buildings in terms of signs of cultural difference; studies of 

Cathedral of St. Peter in Chains (at left) . Henry Walter, 1840·45: Cincinnati City 

Hall (at right). Samuel Hannaford, 1888·93. Cincinnati. OH 
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ancient responses to architecture that offer ins ights into these 

questions; or other related topics . Abstracts and all queries 

should be addressed to: Dr. Edm und Thomas, University of Dur

ham, 38 North Bailey, Durham DHr 3EU, United Ki ngdom; fax 

0044 (o)r9r 334 r67r; e-mail: e.v. thomas@durham.ac.uk. 

Mimesis and Medieval Architecture 

Medieval architecture abounds in architectural copies-build

ings or parts of buildings that seem to be inspired by preexisting 

structu res. In a celebrated 1942 article, Richard Krautheimer 

intuited that the medieval predilection for archi tectural mimesis 

might be a cleft th rough which h istorians could pry open the 

problem of signification in the period's architecture. Krau

theimer concluded that in order to evoke particu lar meanings 

through arch itectural form, medieval bui lders and patrons frag

mented their prototypes into individual elemen ts and then reas

sembled them, often in different relationships to one another, as 

new structures. Audiences interpreted the new buildings on the 

basis of their knowledge of their prototypes. 

More recently, Paul Crossley lamented the schism in medi

eval architectural history between scholars who focus on form 

and those who emphasize function, concluding that exploration 

of architectural iconography has entered a period of decline. The 

recent translation into English of Gunter Sandmann 's con trover

sial 1951 opus, Early Medieval Architecture as Bearer of Meaning, 

invites a reappraisal of the relationship between arch itectu ral 

form and con tent, and between so·called copies and thei r 

sources. 

I propose that we revis it the problem of m imes is and medi· 

eva! architecture and explore how (or whether) our premises and 

our conclusions have evolved beyond Krautheimer's conception, 

taking advan tage of the last 6o years of advances in our under

standing of medieval arch itectural culture and the insights made 

possible by newer critical approaches. Th is session invi tes schol

ars to investigate the relationship between medieval buildings 

and their architectural sources from the standpoint of both form 

and content. Contributions exploring the interpretation of indi

vidual arch itectural features, of individual buildings, of building 

types, or of building complexes from diverse methodological 

approaches are welcome. Send proposals to: Areli Mari na, 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, at amarina@uiuc. 

edu or n 7 Temple Buell Hall (MC621), 6u Lorado Taft Drive, 

Champaign, IL 6r82r. 

Operating on the Margins: Interdisciplinary Challenges in 

Pre-Modern Architectural History 

The interdisciplinary nature of research in the field of arch itec

tural history is clear. Recen t issues of ] SAH (December 2005; 

March 2oo6) offer a num ber of essays by both arch itectural 

historians and scholars from other disciplines that focus on 



exactly this point. While this kind of discussion is significant to 

an understanding of the contributions of architectural h istory 

to the larger research enterprise, the theme of this session is 

more narrowly focused on the nitty-gritty of using the methods 

of other disciplines to design a s trategy for research in architec

tural his tory. Often the nature of the primary source materia ls 

that document the built environment before 18oo requires the 

architectural historian to operate on the margins of the disci

pline. The challenge is to turn to models from other disciplines 

and to do so with a requisite level of expertise. Yet the insights 

that occupy the inters tices betwee n two or more disciplines can 

be startl ing and provocative. 

This session invites participants whose focus of research is 

on the built environment prior to r8oo to share case studies of 

their experiences operating on the margins. Proposals should 

focus on projects in which methods borrowed from other disci

plines have been instrumental in solving problems in architec

tural history. Related disciplines might include, but are by no 

means limited to, economics, anthropology, sociology, religious 

studies and gender studies. Case studies, whether prompted by 

the monuments themselves, by the nature of extant documenta

tion for building or by the context in which building occurred, 

should highlight the process of work in the related discipline. 

Both works in progress and completed studies are appropriate 

for presentation at this session. Proposals should be sent to: 

Dorothy Metzger Habel, School of Art, Univers ity ofTennessee, 

1715 Volunteer Boulevard, Room 213, Knoxville, TN 37996-2410; 

(865) 974-9389 (office); (865) 74-3198 (fax); dhabel@utk.edu. 

Andrea Palladio at soo: Humanist, Practitioner, Author 

In the his tory of western architecture there is one figure alone 

we might consider the most influential: Andrea Palladio (1508-

rs8o). He rose from a humble background because of his talent 

and curiosity, received the patronage of important humanist 

thinkers in his native Veneto, and went on to build villas and 

churches we would today call "iconic," still in use as originally 

designed after more than 400 years. He also published. His I 

Quattro Libri was trans lated into Engl ish in the r8'11 century and 

the popularity of Palladian ism in Anglo-Saxon architectural taste 

has waxed and waned, but never left us. Therefore it is entirely 

fitting to celebrate the birth year of this important arch itect 

through a session exploring new research in Palladia studies. 

Because his influence was so far-reaching, papers may 

range across the centuries of reception of I Quattro Libri, the 

monuments themselves, and Palladianism as a marked trend. 

New methodologies, research ques tions and critical assessment 

are welcome. For example, can we apply the current notion 

of critical regionalism to the Palladian villa type, designed so 

specifically for the humid riverine plains of the lower Veneto? 

In 1976, when Colin Rowe published "The Mathematics of the 
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Ideal Villa," Palladia's oeuvre appeared extremely and essentially 

relevant; has this interest aba ted recently? What can we glean 

from Palladia's documentation of ancient architectural remains 

about his attitude towards the past and the role of architecture 

in a perceived historical continuum? What did he learn from the 

Romans concerning construction techniques, modularity and 

the application of the orders? How were gender roles reinforced 

or subverted through the design and decoration of his villas? 

How much of a "public relations" document is his famous I 

Quattro Libri? Many of his villas are still occupied by single fami

lies (though open to the public some hours each week)-what 

does this say about Andrea Palladia's skill at understanding the 

des ign brief? Or have his buildings simply become twenty-first 

century status symbols? Research that addresses the social, h is

torical , theoretical, and critical framework of Palladia studies are 

invited. Send proposals to: Elizabeth Riorden, School of Archi

tecture and Interior Design, Univers ity of Cincinnati, Cincinnati 

OH 45221-oor6; tel: 513-55 6 0946; fax: 513-556 1230; e-mail: li z. 

riorden@uc.edu or eriorden@yahoo.com. 

Architecture and Engineering: Interd isciplinary Contributions to 

Architecture, 1946-2oo6 

The es tablishment in London of the consultan t engineering 

practices Arup and Partners (1946) and F.) . Samuely and Part

ners (r956) can be cons idered as key events for understanding 

Western architecture in the second half of the twentieth century. 

Not only were the ' names' behind these offices involved in a 

number of iconic projects (the De La Warr Pavill ion, Bexhill, 

and the Skylon at the Festival of Britain for Felix Samuely; the 

Penguin Pool at Regents Zoo and Highpoint One in Highga te 

for Ove Arup). The offices also produced engineers who, to

gether with a generation of architects that includes Cedric Price, 

Norman Foster, and Richard Rogers, were part of creating a 

discourse network tl1at fundamentally effected how architecture 

was thought in Post War Bri ta in, and which provided a legacy 

that has had widespread influence. In this discussion the context 

of the technical-an invis ible topography of contractual, physi

cal, and production conditions surrounding architecture-came 

to inform architectural action in new ways, and the classical 

trope that identifies a privileged authorial relationship between 

an architect and an architectural work could be challenged. 

This session invites case-studies or historiographical analyses 

that examine the growth of interdisciplinary engineering/a rchi

tectural culture in London or other centers since the early 1950s. 

Papers might trace the historical development of such collabora

tions; they might consider the geneaology of engineering offices, 

collaborations between archi tects and engineering figures on 

individual projects, or the role of engineers in architectural edu

cation. An intriguing subject for study is also the issue of how 

we are to describe the s ignificance of interdisciplinary and en-
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gineering culture for architectu re. Are we to provide an account 

of "author figures" based on attribution ? Or are there other 

forms of exploration that emphasise network and con text rather 

than the link between author and work? Send proposals to: Tim 

Anstey, School of Architecture and Civil Engineering, University 

of Bath, Claverton Down, Bath BA2 7A Y, England; tel: +44 1225 

3869o8; e-mail: taa22@bath.ac.uk. (Please submi t by e-mail.) 

Entwined Perspectives for the Construction of the Colonized 

Land: Asia before WWII 

This panel deals with the multiple motivations and strategies by 

different stakeholders in the massive urban and arch itectural 

redevelopment pro jects for colonized areas in Asia between the 

beginning of the twentieth century and WWI!. It seeks to clarify 

the social background of key protagon ists, the roles played by 

urban and architectural professionals in this process, and their 

interactions with users and future inhabitants. The urban and ar

chitectural redevelopment of colon ized areas has previously been 

stud ied mainly by focusing on transformations and changes of 

formal designs and plann ing ideas. On closer inspection, how

ever, a much more complex pictu re emerges, which deals with 

the inA uence of the modern movement, changing institutional 

and capitalistic mechanisms, differen t scholarly epistem ologies, 

and nationalistic and social ideologies about desirable living 

conditions, notions of iden tity and arch itectural symbolism. The 

redevelopment of colonized areas was typically characterized 

by very complicated relationships between groups of stakehold

ers with different ethical values and planning approaches. It 

was neither a simple evolutional nor democratic progress, or a 

struggle between Orientalism and Anti-Orientalism. A typical 

case would be, for example, the u rban plans for Seoul that were 

developed under Japanese rule, and the resea rch undertaken 

by japanese scholars in Korea in order to facilitate the in tegra

tion of japanese immigrants there, or the planning activities of 

multiple sequential colonizers in Shanghai. Hence, the study of 

the redevelopment of modern colonized areas requ ires careful 

and process-oriented readings of the m inor, ordinary, and often 

contradictory social issues in the actual urban and arch itectural 

projects that clarify such interrelationships. In our panel, we 

wish to exam ine the different d ialogues that shaped the in terac

tion of participan ts in this process in Asia from the beginning of 

the twentieth century to WWI!. Please send paper proposals to 

the panel organizers: Izumi Kuroishi and Ki m Joo-ya at: Profes

sor Izumi Kuroishi, Aoyamagakuin Women's Junior College, 

4-r8-7 Kyodo, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan, Telephone and Fax: 

8r-3-5451-382o, e-mail: eaaao925@nifty.com; or Kim Joo-ya, 

K.imcheon Science College, Lecturer, 740-703 Kimcheon-s i, 

Samrak-dong 480, Korea, tel: (54)420-9282, fax: (54)430-4477, 

jooyak@hotmail.com. 
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The Muslim City: Continuity and Change 

Most Muslim cities have witnessed dramatic social and ur-

ban changes after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire , in the 

beginning of the twentieth century. These changes are worth 

examining in great detail, along with the modernization/west

ern ization processes th at resulted from colonization and took 

place in most old Muslim cities. While the history of Islamic 

arch itecture-and in particu lar the differen t stylistic approaches 

to the building type of the Mosque-have been stud ied in great 

detail, the development of Muslim cities in different parts of the 

world and at different times is not well understood. This session 

invites papers that analyze one or several Muslim cities in terms 

of their urban and spatial components, and examine the role of 

religion in the formation of these components over time. Equa lly 

in teresting are the social and environmental forces that shaped 

the u rban fabric through buildings and patte rns of use. Cities of 

non-Muslim origin such as Damascus, Aleppo, Jerusalem, and 

Cordoba could present particularly interesting case studies in or

der to gain a historic understanding of the role of Muslims in the 

social and urban modification of theses ci ties. The architectu ral 

and urban aspects of districts inhabited by non-Muslim minori

ties, such as Jews and Christians, of these and other cities that 

came under the control of Islamic law may also be examined. 

Recent efforts for preservation of traditional Muslim cities and 

revivalism of its urban principles will be also highligh ted. Please 

send paper proposals to: Dr. Hisham Mortada, Dept. of Architec

ture, College of Environmental Design, King Abdul Aziz Univer

sity, P. 0 . Box r2r6r, Jeddah 21473, Saudi Arabia; tel ++966-505-

610257; fax ++966-2-6926918; e-mail hmortada@kau.edu.sa. 

Span ish and Portuguese Colonial Architecture and 

Urbanism on the Fringes. 

Countless historic monuments and sites scattered in small 

towns, ru ral and even remote areas of the former Spanish and 

Portuguese domin ions in the Americas and elsewhere are 

an important part of the world 's van ishing cultural heritage. 

Seriously affected by natural disasters, lack of maintenance or 

abandonment across the centuries, these works have received 

little attention by scholars or have been totally ignored in the 

artistic literature of the field. A rare exception can be found in 

the pioneer research of Pal Kelemen, whose sens itive observa

tions in Vanishing Art in the Americas (1977) remain just as 

valid today: "Time and indifference are not the only causes 

of destruction. Awaken ing interest has led to the gutting 

of archaeological s ites by greedy foragers, the dressing-up 

of colonial buildings in the in terest of tu rismo with li ttle 

regard to their original styles. [I] have seen bu ilding facades 

"strengthened" either by stripping away the decoration or 

maki ng a cover of cement as a butcher m ight carry through a 

facelift. Saddened and with growing d ismay [I] have observed the 

At right: Cincinnati Suspension Bridge, John A. Roebling, 1856-66, Cincinnati, OH 



debacle-how modern technology obliterates a unique heritage 

to which three hundred years of artistic talent contributed." 

This session will be devoted to case studies documenting 

significant examples from this rich heritage, in an effort to 

rescue them from oblivion. Analytical papers presenting original 

theoretical models andjor new methodological approaches 

will be given priority. Submissions from different disciplines 

and interdisciplinary studies are particularly welcome. Send 

proposals to: Prof. Humberto Rodriguez-Camilloni, College of 

Architecture and Urban Studies, Virginia Tech University, 201 

Cowgill Hall, Blacksburg, VA 24o6r-o2o5; tel: 540-231-5324; fax: 

540-231-9938; e-mail: hcami@vt.edu. 

Colonial Frames/Nationalist Histories 

In much of the colonized world, the emergence of nationalism 

was partly shaped and modulated through colonial classifications 

of indigenous social and phys ical landscapes. For instance, the 

utilization of "history" as a device for framing the past has been 

closely associated with European colonialism. European colonial 

apparatuses constructed "historical" pasts for subject popula

tions that were based on orientalist perspectives on space, time, 

and subjectivities. In the search for national origins, colonial 

categories regarding visual cultures were reconfigured to sup

port nationalist agendas and later became an integral part of the 

rhetoric of new nation-states and their formal histories. Antiqui-
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ties once taken on by the colonizers as signifiers of timeless and 

orientalized pasts were appropriated as repositories of newly 

constituted national identities and invested with new meanings 

and values. Thus, colonial genealogies persist in contemporary 

imaginations of national pasts. We invite papers that address 

continuities and ruptures between colonial and nationalist 

discourses in the architectural and urban realms. Papers may 

choose to focus on a wide variety of subjects including the fo l

lowing: the relationship between the colonial and the national 

in terms of theoretical discourses regarding visual culture; 

the colonial legacies of institutional apparatuses such as the 

technologies of heritage preservation, and their cooption by na

tionalist agendas; or the histories of particular objects originally 

framed as colonial antiquities that have since been appropri

ated as national symbols. In the interest of moving beyond the 

confines of a particular area study, we welcome abstracts from 

all geographical areas and time periods. Professor Fin barr Barry 

Flood of the Department of Fine Arts, New York University 

will serve as discussant on this panel. Please send proposals to: 

Madhuri Desai at madhuridesai99@yahoo.com or to Mrinalini 

Rajagopalan at mrin.2007@nyu.edu. Proposals sent by mail 

should be addressed to: Mrinalini Rajagopalan, Draper Program 

in Humanities and Social Thought, New York University, 14 

University Place, New York, NY rooo3-4589. 
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Architecture on Display 

How has the exhibition been used to communicate archi tectural 

ideas and ideals to a mass-audience? Several projects fo r exhibit

ing architecture at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning 

of twentieth centuries used the realism of the bui lt example as 

a strategy. The period sees the establishment of the open-ai r 

museum as a new mode of exhibiting vernacular architecture 

and culture (Skansen in Stockholm is an ea rly internationally 

inAuential example, others include Bygd0)', Kristiania, Oslo); 

in the later part of the ninteenth century the world-exh ibitions 

consolidated into popular large-scale events and in the first part 

of the twentieth century the building-fair becomes established as 

a way to promote new archi tecture (one of the fi rst Bauausstellun

gen was that held at the Darms tadt Artists' Colony in r9or; the 

subsequent h is tory includes the WeijSenhofsiedlung in Stuttgart, 

1927, and the Stockholm exhibition in 1930). These different 

forms of exhibition-the open-air museum , the building-fair, 

the world-exhibition-have a commonality of inten tion. Even 

though their professed aims vary between the pedagogic, the po

litical, the h istorical, the consumerist, or the educational, they all 

exhibit architecture as a full scale, three-dimensional experience. 

Th is session invites case-studies or historiographical analyses 

that investigate the phenomenon of exhibiting architecture 

at full -scale, particularly at the turn of the twentieth century. 

Contribu tions might focus on how exhibitions have been used in 

the promotion of societal models and the modulation of cultural 

identity. Topics might include studies of the various strategies of 

display explored to communicate architectural ideas; the popular 

or professional reception of the exhibit; the experience and in

teraction with the architectural spaces on display; the use of new 

technologies and media in the exhibit; the emergence of cultural 

codes and behaviour in the exhibition environment; the effect of 

the exhibit in relation to society at large or specifically to archi tec

tural discourse. Send proposals to: Thordis Arrhenius, School of 

Architecture, Royal Insti tu te ofTechnology, SE-100 44 Stock

holm, Sweden. Phone: +46-73 7532154 E-mail: thordis@arch.lcth. 

se. (E-mail submissions preferred.) 

East, West, North, South: A Broader Geography for the Culture 

of Gardens, 8oo-r7oo AD. 

This session seeks to open discussion about the literal cross

fertilization of ideas, forms, and plant materia ls, beyond the 

national traditions to which they are typically ascribed. In a 

temporal and spatial view of longue duree, how autonomous 

and local could garden concepts and designs be in territories 

such as today's Spain, Italy, France, Turkey, and Persia, where 

conquests, migrations, travel and mercantile exchanges fostered 

continual encoun ters? The sess ion pu rsues connections between 

gardens in the territories of Italy, Spain, France, Turkey, Syria, 

North Africa and other dominions of the Arab and then Ottoman 
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Turkish empires, as well as possible dialogues wi th the Persian 

and Indian empires, from ancient to Safavid and Mughal. Much 

scholarship on these gardens has taken a somewhat narrow 

view of their traditions, looking, for Italian gardens, mainly at 

thei r relations to ancient Rome, or for Ottoman gardens, at their 

relations to Persia and Arabic Is lam. Consequently, insufficient 

emphasis has been given to the ways in which information and 

ideas Aowed across much broader geographies. Our intention is 

to question both the autonomy and isolation of concepts of these 

ga rdens as conventionally imagined and described. Papers might 

consider parallels in garden traditions, or the complex minglings 

of "foreign" presences on native soil, in sites such as Islamic 

Spain; Normano-Arabic Sicily; the Amalfi coast; suburban lstam

bul, etc. Participants are encouraged to cons ider the methodolog

ical and historiographical problems raised by the cases they dis

cuss, and to avoid the generic postulate of"lslamic inAuence," in 

favor of addressing specific territorial and local traditions. Papers 

may take a diachronic or synchronic approach, and may focus on 

design, typology, hydrology or fountains, botany or horticulture, 

textual descriptions or ga rden poetry, representations of gardens, 

or social functions . Please send paper proposals to: Prof. Mirka 

Benes, The University ofTexas a t Austin , School of Archi tecture, 

r University Station, 87500, Austin, Texas 78712-0222, tel:(512) 

232-7384, fax:(512) 471-0761, e-mail: mirkabenes@mail.utexas. 

edu; and Cammy Brothers, Associate Professor, Architectu ral 

History, School of Architecture, University of Virginia, tel. 202 

339 6956, fax 202 339 6419, e-mail: cbrothers@virgin ia.edu. 

Everyday Spaces of (Post)colonialism 

During the past few decades, architectural theory has developed 

an increasing interest in the realm of the everyday. Theories of 

the everyday (Lefebvre, de Certeau, etc.) obviously find their ori

gin in the critique of modernism and modernisation in general. 

In architectural history, however, and in the history of colonial 

architecture in particular, the field of the everyday remains 

understudied. Scholars of colonial architecture and urbanism 

seldom explore the social production and social construction of 

colonial spaces and the changing role of these spaces in the post

colonial condition. Sociologists and anthropologists, from their 

side, regularly resea rch the everyday in (post)colonial settings , 

but rarely address the role of physical space in their investiga

tions . Consequently, li ttle attention has been paid to the use and 

experience of concrete colonial spaces by the different actors on 

the (post)colonial scene. The echo of these "everyday" experi

ences in the discourses produced barely resonates in scholarly 

research. 

For this session, we are looking for papers that analyze how 

the spatial scene produced during colonialism wasfis appropri

ated andfor re jected by different actors using tactics ranging 

from accommodation to subversion and how this resonates in 



different discourses (of users, professional or popular media) . 

We are particularly looking for research that deals with the banal 

and ordinary, but nevertheless fundamentally new, colonial 

spaces that made up the dominant scene of everyday life in colo

nies, such as labor camps, missionary settlements, plantations, 

housing estates, educational and health institutions, industrial 

infrastructures (mines, etc.), rural and urban markets and other 

"new" spaces of exchange as stations, etc. In the twentieth cen

tury, these ordinary spaces of tl1e "colonial" everyday were often 

the subject of modernist experiments. Amongst the ques tions 

that interest us are: How didfdoes meaning arise in contested 

(post-)colonial spaces and how didfdoes this meaning alter over 

time? Do they present us a lived critique of colonialfmodernist 

norms of spatial production? Can an archi tectural discourse be 

discerned-be it implicit or explicit-that governs such spaces? 

Papers should deal witll colonial or postcolonial settings in the 

nineteenth or twentieth century and address various contexts 

(Africa, Asia, etc.) and colonial models (French, British , Portu

guese, Dutch, Belgian, etc.). Please send proposals to: Professor 

Bruno De Meulder, KULeuven, Department of Architecture, Ur

banism and Planning, Kasteelpark Arenberg 51, B3oor Leuven, 

Belgium, email: bruno.demeulder@asro.kuleuven.be. 

The Baby Boom Suburban Landscape Beyond the Home 

The American landscape changed after World War II as the 

nation's population embarked on a mass exodus to the suburbs. 

Time magazine docum ented tl1is migration with a 1950 cover 

story on developer William Levitt that featured the slogan, "For 

sale: a new way of life." Millions bought into this lifestyle, requir

ing an entirely new bui lt environment in the middle landscape 

between city and country. While a voluminous literature has 

arisen to examine domestic aspects of this development, focus

ing on homes, subdivis ions, developers, women 's roles, families, 

etc., the true nature of the architectural evolution that took place 

outside the home in America's postwar suburbs has largely 

eluded scholarly ana lys is. 

This session seeks papers on topics relating to the architec

tural development of the broader suburban environment beyond 

the home. Significant changes occurred in the ways people 

shopped, entertained tllemselves, were educated, worshipped, 

and generally lived their lives in this new suburban landscape. 

We will try to uncover how architecture may have created, 

informed, hindered, or otherwise affected those changes. For 

example, how did the suburbs' expansive geography impact 

existing institutions? What role did various levels of government 

play in shaping this landscape? Did architecture mediate tile 

suburbs' lack of tradition and alleged sense of impermanence? 

In particular, papers on such topics as shopping centers, banks, 

bowling alleys, schools, churches, restauxants, theaters, parks, 

and other ubiquitous suburban s tructures and landscapes, 
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covering the commercial , social, religious, educational, and other 

aspects of suburban postwar li fe are sought. However, papers 

should reach beyond mere histories of modern vernacular types 

to address how these creations were intertwined with suburban 

dwellers' lives. The session welcomes scholars in the areas of: 

architectural, American, urban, and cultural history; cultura l 

geography; sociology; American Studies; and anyone else who 

can contribute to a dialogue about this inAuential period in 

American history. Please submit paper proposals to: Dr. Dale 

Allen Gyure, Lawrence Technological University, 21000 W. Ten 

Mile Rd., Southfield, Ml 48075-1058; tel: 248.204.2925; fax: 

248.204.2929; e-mail: gyure@ltu.edu. 

Modernist Architecture in Africa 

Many African regions dispose of an important heritage of valu

able architecture that dates back to the fi fties, sixties, and early 

seventies. This was the waning period of colonialism and the 

early days of independence. In both conditions modernist archi

tecture tended to Aourish-in the late colonial period because of 

its role in providing welfa re state amenities such as schools, hos

pitals or administrative buildings; in the first years of indepen

dence because of its symbolic role in signaling a new beginning. 

Whereas the interest among architectural historians for this part 

of the world was minimal in the eighties and the nineties, there 

is recently a growing tendency to study these modernist build

ings and urban settings more closely-even if the conditions for 

such research are far from benign (lack of archival material, dif

ficult conditions for fieldwork, etc.). This session invites scholars 

working on these topics to present their research, focusing not 

only on documentation and analysis of the modernist heritage 

in Africa, but also on theoretical and methodological questions. 

Case studies may highlight particular modifications of the 

interrelation between modernism, colonialism, and indepen

dence in this context. They can also confront the difficult issue 

of conservation, which seems to be posed in a very specific way 

because of the mixed provenance and the continued intens ive 

use of these buildings, combined with minimal resources for 

maintenance and restoration. Metl1odological questions can 

concern the availability and accessibility of archival materials, the 

uneven distribution of available historical knowledge, the use of 

oral history, the reading of material traces within buildings that 

are highly transformed or barely recognizable, etc. Please send 

paper proposals to: Hilde Heynen, KULeuven, Department of 

Architecture, Urbanism and Planning, Kasteelpark Arenberg 

I , 3000 Leuven , Belgium; fax +32-16-32 19 84; e-mail: hilde. 

heynen@asro.kuleuven.be. 

"The Limits ofCommunity"-Bourgeois and Middle-Class 

Modernism in German Architecture from c. 1900 to 1940 

As is confirmed in countless declamatory manifestos, the form 
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of social organization favored by the architectural avant-garde in 

the ea rly twentieth century was the particular and unique com

munity rather than that of the broader, capital ist society. 

The historiography of twentieth-century architecture, particu

larly in the German context, has fo llowed this path by theorizing 

notions of community, rather than researching the complex 

interrelations of developer, architect, and city planner. As a 

result, we know in great detail the workings of the agonist, avant

garde group that built next to nothing, but very little about the 

mainstream commercial practices that buil t the banks, offices, 

shops, factories, and bourgeois housing that composed 95% of 

the building stock of a city like Berlin. 

Already during the 1920s th is one-sided fascination with 

"community" was criticized. For example, the philosopher 

Helmuth Plessner vigorously affi rmed "society" in the book 

The Limits of Community: A Critique of Social Radicalism (1924) 

as the appropriate realm of human interaction based on formal 

adherence to social conventions. Moreover, Plessner declared 

the creation and defense of society to be a specific concern of the 

middle classes and the bourgeoisie. This argument offers a use

ful viewpoint from which to analyze anew the contributions of 

the middle classes to the archi tectural culture of Germany in the 

first half of the twentie th century. Both middle-class architects 

and cl ien ts argued for the individual as the acting agent in mod

ern society. Moreover, bourgeois domestic architecture affi rm ed 

the modern metropolis as an adequate space of and for modern 

society. 

This session invites papers that deal with commercial and 

residential architecture, which reflects an affirmative view of 

capitalist society, the architects and clients who produced it, and 

contemporary theoretical discussions that are relevant to the 

analysis of German modern architecture in the ea rly twentieth 

century. Please send abstracts to: Prof. Volker M. Welter, Uni

versity of California at Santa Barbara, Arts 1234, Santa Barbara, 

CA 931o6-7o8o, telephone: +r-805-893·5875, fax: +r-8os-893· 

7II7, e-mail: welter@arth istory.ucsd.edu; or to Prof. lain Boyd 

Whyte, Architectu re, University of Edinburgh, School of Arts, 

Culture and Environment, 20 Chambers Street, Edinburgh EH1 

1)Z, Scotland, United Kingdom, telephone: +44-13I-650-2322, 

facs imile: +44-131-65o 8019, email: i. b.whyte@ed.ed.ac.uk. 

Italian Modernism and the Pe rsistence of Tradition 

This session will investigate the ways in which architectural 

history informed architectural modern ism in Italy. Focus-

ing in particular on Roman antiqui ty, the Renaissance, and 

the Baroque, this session wi ll look critically at how and why 

modernist arch itects turned to these historical models in the 

inter- and post-war period. While scholars have given consider

able attention the fascist s tate's effort to evoke the iconography, 

arch itectural forms, and planning principals of ancient Rome, 

less attention has been given the other ways in which the past in

fo rmed design in the fi rst half of the twen tieth-cen tury. Among 

the tl1emes that this session hopes to explore are the use and 

interpretation of the Doric order as a symbol of modernism, ar

chitects' drawings of monumen ts from antiqui ty, the continued 

importance of th e Renaissance palazzo as a formal model, and 

the influence of Baroque architecture and planning in inter- and 

post-war design. Conh·ibutions that consider the degree to which 

this use of the past, and in particular the ongoing importance of 

classical models, was unique to Italy or part of a larger European 

trend are particularly welcome. Please send abstracts and a brief 

CV via e-mail to: Francesco Benelli at fb2013@columbia.edu and 

to Lucy Maulsby at lm m52@columbia.edu. 



The Architectural a nd Urban History of the Cincinnati Area 

This session will focus on the host city, Cincinnati, and its 

architecture and urban planning practices as instruments of 

social change and revitalization. Cincinnati (founded 1788) 

was the first settlement after Independence to grow into one of 

America's "great cities." The original settle rs were mos tly natives 

of Eastern and Southern states intent on building a mercantile 

city and regional capital. Their cultural traditions were enriched 

from the 183os by immigrants from the German states, whose 

imprint remains in park plans and the Over-the-Rhine historic 

district. By 1840, Cincinnati was the most densely populated 

and fastest-growing city in the nation. From the internationally 

accla imed landscape plans of Adolph Strauch (r85os-187os) 

through Ladislas Segoe's community and metropolitan mas-

ter plans for Cincinnati (1925 and 1948), the new towns of 

Mariemont and Greenhills, and the ongoing University of 

Cincinnati master plan, the m etropoli tan area (which includes 

Northern Kentucky) has a fascinating history. Although much of 

the a rea's architecture has tended to be of h igh quali ty yet con

ventional , there have been occasional outbursts of creativity such 

as Seneca Palmer's exotic des ign for "M rs. Trollope's Bazaar"; 

Isaiah Rogers' innovative Burnet House Hotel of 1848-53; and 

the Roeblings' outstanding Covington-Cincinnati Suspension 

Bridge that antedated and helped inspire their Brooklyn Bridge. 

Notable examples of cross-fertilization include the collabora-

tion of the local Beaux-Arts firm Garber & Woodward with Cass 

Gilbert and john Russell Pope; and the implicit competition be

tween the local firm Elzner & Anderson's Ingalls Building-the 

world's first reinforced concrete high rise office building, with 

early twentieth century steel-frame high rises by D. H. Burnham 

& Co. Collaboration continues in tl1e city center and on the Uni

versity of Cincinnati campus where local firms have worked with 

international architects such as Zaha Hadid, Thorn Mayne, and 

UC graduate Michael Graves. This session welcomes papers that 

examine individual architectural or urban projects in tl1eir social 

and aesthetic/technological context, provide comparative studies 

with other cities, or examine theoretical frameworks for urban 

and arch itectural developments. Please send paper proposals to 

Walter E. Langsam , Adjunct Assoc. Professor, U of Cincinnati , 

88o Rue de Ia Paix, #T2o, Cincinnati, Ohio 45220-1025, email: 

walter.langsam@uc.edu and to Sue Ann Painter, Exec. Direc

tor, Arch itectural Foundation of Cincinnati, 2449 Fairview Ave, 

Cincinnati, OH 45219, emai l: Painterafc@aol.com. 

A Regional Practice: :z5 Years of the Society of Architectural 

Historians, Australia and New Zealand 

Founded in 1984 at a meeting in Adelaide, South Australia , the 

Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand 

(SA HANZ) was conceived from the start as a forum for the open 

discussion of the architectural history and historiography of the 

At left: C & 0 Railroad Bridge,). E. Greiner & Company. 1929, Cincinnati. OH 
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region, and as a setting from which to reAect on the status of the 

architecture, landscape, and cities of Australia and New Zealand 

in the wider world. While SAHANZ has grown in size and pres

ence, and despite changes taking place in the d iscipline both lo

cally and internationally, these principles remained constan t. In 

2oo8, SAHANZ will hold its 25'" meeting, marking a milestone 

both in the history of the Society and in the organized develop

ment of the region's h isto riography. We th us invite papers from 

authors reAecting on the state of the archi tectural history disci

pline in Austral ia and New Zealand region. Papers may address 

historical case studies or h istorical or h istoriographical themes. 

They may allude to the particularities of the arch itectura l histori

an 's practice in th is region: How does the nature of the region's 

history inform its architectural historiography today? How does 

the organization of the discussion inform the kind of work that 

is poss ible? What contribution has local h istoriography made to 

an "i nternational" knowledge of architectural history? And vice 

versa? Authors participating in this session will be invited to 

contribute essays to a special issue of Fabrications, the SAHANZ 

journal. Please send paper proposals to: Dr. Deidre Brown, Uni

versity of Auckland (ds .brown@auckland.ac.nz) and Dr. And rew 

Leach, University of Queensland (andrew.leach@uq.edu.au). 

Third World Modernism 

This session aims to bring together papers that challenge former 

or current interpretations of the development of modernist 

architecture in Third World countries during the Cold War 

period. Originating in interwar Europe, architectural modernism 

traversed nationa l boundaries throughout the world. Yet until 

the last three decades, the officia l history of modern architecture 

was mainly focused on its development in the West. Only in 

recent years has a literature on the heterogeneous trajectories of 

modernism started to grow, greatly advancing our understand

ing of how modern ism was adopted , modified, interpreted, and 

contested in developing countries. This discourse has focused 

on national building projects and their confrontation with and 

assimi lation of Western knowledge. Is it possible to transcend 

binary oppositions such as modern/ traditional and core/ periph

ery wh ile still recognizi ng the ongoing development of global 

modernity? Can the h istory of modernist architecture be more 

responsive to the realities of other histories? How did architec

tural modern ism develop wi th reference not on ly to Western 

epistemology, but also to the experiences and knowledge of other 

Third World countries? And how d id the implications of mod

ernist architecture continuously shift in the context of conAicting 

relations involving nationalistic concerns, global aspirations, and 

the problems of underdevelopment? This session encourages pa

pers that contribute new insights into the history of architectural 

modernism as a narration of tangled global, national, and local 

experiences. Papers that bring to light architects and projects 
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heretofore outside the mainstream of familiarity are welcome. 

Please send paper proposals to: Dr. Duanfang Lu, Faculty of 

Architecture, University of Sydney, 148 City Road, Sydney, NSW 

2006, Australia; tel: 61-2-9036-5383; fax: 6r-2-9351-3031; emai l: 

d.lu@arch.usyd.edu.au. 

Science and Changing Ideas in Landscape Architecture 

The American Association for the Advancement of Science 

proposes that "scientific activity is one of the main features of 

the contemporary world and, perhaps more than any other, 

distinguishes our times from earlier centuries." It was not un til 

r84o that the word "scientist" was coined, arguably opening 

new professions reflecting vastly different intellectual relation

ships to the natural world. This session will explore how the 

sciences influenced nineteenth and twentieth-century landscape 

architecture (or the garden), and how the sciences affect the 

field today- in text or design. Charles Darwin's theory of the 

evolution of species had a dramatic effect on the framework and 

development of the sciences. Ecology became a functioning sci

ence in the closing years of the r8oos, and American ecologists 

Henry C. Cowles and Frederic Clements established "dynamic" 

ecology, concerned primarily with successional development 

in plant communities. What, if any, impact did such scientific 

endeavors have on landscape architecture or the garden? Garrett 

Eckbo, Dan Kiley, and James Rose began their 1939 essay for 

Architectural. Record, "Landscape Design in the Urban Environ

ment," with a Darwinian reference to a species' struggle for 

existence. )ens jensen, influenced by his friend Cowles, called 

for the use of native plants in Chicago parks, reflecting a focus 

on habitats as described by the new science of ecology. How does 

one identify and describe such direct correlations between ad

vances in science and changing ideas in landscape architecture 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries? What is the history 

and potential success of didactic landscapes of science, such as 

Princeton's temporary "Quark Park" in the fall of 2006? Papers 

in this session will address such questions. Send proposals to: 

Professor judith K. Major, School of Architecture and Urban 

Design, University of Kansas, Marvin Hall, 1465 Jayhawk Blvd. 

Lawrence, KS 66045-7614; tel: 785-864-4374; fax: 785-864-

5185; e-mail: major@ku.edu; and to joy E. Stocke, Co-Founder 

and Executive Editor of Wild River Review, an online literary 

magazine, and an expert on the creation of Quark Park; e-mail: 

jstocke@wildriverreview.com. 

Women in the Wings 

In her 1977 essay "On the Fringe of the Profession: Women in 

American Architecture," Gwendolyn Wrigh t argued that many 

women existed largely on the periphery of the architectural 

profession in "adjunct" roles as interior designers, landscape ar

chitects, urban planners, cri tics, social reformers, educators, and 
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anonymous office designers. In the thi rty years that have passed, 

feminism has arguably fallen into disarray; and in the era of 

"choice," women by some measures have continued to embrace 

the adjunct role in the male-dominated field of architecture. 

We seek papers that address the issue of these "adjuncts" 

from a historical perspective. Whi le recent scholarship has its 

turned eyes toward the power that women have acquired as 

patrons and consumers of architecture and design, and has 

recovered the careers of several talented and influential women, 

these peripheral practitioners largely remain anonymous. Papers 

should question the very nature of the system of architectural 

production that has evolved in this way, and explore the forces 

that operate from both inside and adjacent to the profess ion. 

Recognizing that many women have played significant roles 

as part of collaborative teams, as staff designers , as educators, 

as curators, as critics, we are interested in how their essential 

contributions can be critically assessed in a climate so clearly fo· 

cused on individual production by a singular, identifiable (if not 

heroicized) figure. Rather than championing the "exceptional" 

women who have achieved a more visible role as lead designer, 

we would like to examine how women create and manipulate 

their identities within an invisible system on the margins. 

Papers that are historiographic or methodological in nature, 

suggesting statistical, sociological, or other interdisciplinary 

approaches are welcome, as well as more traditional case studies 

of individuals, firms, and publications. Please send proposals to: 

Kate Holliday, Visiting Assistant Professor, Southwestern Uni

vers ity (G eorgetown, Texas), 1731 Spyglass Dr. #66, Austin TX 

78746, 512-347-8291 (phone) , email: kate_hoUiday@earthlink. 

ne t; and Monica Penick, [Universi ty ofTexas at Austin], 4101 

Sinclair Avenue, Austin, TX 78756, 512-426-3014 (phone) , 509-

756·6172 (fax) , email: monica.penick@mail.utexas.ed u. 

American Synagogue Architecture 

This session seeks papers on the architecture of synagogues 

in the United States from the colonial period to the present, 

on a wide variety of historical questions, such as: spatial form, 

including placement of the bimah, and varied worship traditions 

of Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform congregations; the role of 

specific synagogues in defining jewish communities in different 

cities, like Cincinnati, and suburbs; architecture as jewish 

cultural self-definition in non-jewish communities; the oeuvre 

of individual synagogue architects or firms; the relationships of 

American synagogues to contemporaneous or older European 

synagogues; American synagogues as statements of affiliation 

with the Holy Land and jewish settlement in Palestine; leading 

rabbis who shaped ideas about worship practices and synagogue 

arrangements; meanings of historical styles for synagogues, 

such as Neoclassical, Byzantine, or Romanesque; modernist 

architecture and post-war synagogues; furn ishings such as 



the ark, ornament, and inscriptions as registers of religious 

meaning; gender relations in congregational life; the symbolic 

role oflight, both natural and artificial; acoustic design of 

worship spaces in relation to the roles of rabbi, cantor, and 

music; the relationships of synagogues to jewish community 

centers in congregational social life; relationships between 

synagogue and church architecture, and architecture of other 

American religious minorities, such as Islamic or Hindu; the 

restoration of synagogues as congregational self-assertion or 

renewal; the re-use and architectural adaptation of synagogues 

by non-jewish congregations. The sess ion's aim is to generate 

as much insight as possible into the synagogue's significance as 

a building type in the history of both American architecture and 

American judaism. Ideally, papers would connect architectural 

questions to broader issues of cultural identity, bridging 

between architectural and social history. Please send proposals 

to: Professor joseph M. Siry, Dept. of Art and Art History, 

283 Washington Terrace, Wesleyan University, Middletown, 

CT o6459-0442; phone: 86o-685-3147; fax: 86o-685-2061; 

jsiry@wesleyan.edu. 

Worlds ofToday: Architectural Innovations at International 

Expositions, 1958-2ooo 

After an eighteen-year break due to the Second World War, 

international expositions resumed in 1958 with the Exposition 

Universelle in Brussels. The world of tomorrow so spectacularly 

portrayed in the American expositions of the 1930s had arrived, 

although not in the manner that the organizers of those fai rs 

had projected. The war had revealed a darker side to the modern 

scientific advances jubilantly celebrated in Chicago and New 

York. Pre-war Colonial fairs gave way to Cold War expositions. 

The confron tation between Russia and Germany so clearly 

represented architecturally at the 1937 Paris Exposition was 

replaced by a growing rivalry between the United States and the 

Soviet Union. Despite tensions, post-war fairs presented hopeful 

themes that focused on harmony and humanity in the world. 

Like their earlier counterparts, these expositions showcased 

the possibilities of new technologies and ideas, but in the context 

of a more somber vision of the future. Innovative experiential 

environments and structural innovations developed by the 

aeronautical industries were incorporated into pavilion des igns 

during the 196os and 1970s. After the collapse of communism 

in the late 198os, event organizers turned to global environmen

tal issues for their central themes, in part as a means to maintain 

the relevance of international expositions in the Internet age. 

Since that time, world fairs have featured new materials and 

technologies that exhibit the potential for producing more sus

tainable building designs. 

International expositions have the ability to reflect cultural 

conditions, including architectural ideologies and technological 
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advances, at specific points in time. This session invites papers 

that explore architectural issues and developments that impacted 

the design of world fairs held after World War Two in the broad

er context of contemporary political and social conditions. These 

may include, but are certainly not limited to, the Cold War, the 

space race, the energy crisis, and the environment. Please send 

paper proposals to: Lisa D. Schrenk, Division of Architecture and 

Art Norwich University, 158 Harmon Drive, Northfield, Vermont 

05663; phone: 802-485-2629 or 505-237-9392; Fax: 802-485-

2623; e-mail: lschrenk@norwich.edu. 

Architecture and the Aesthetics of Moveme nt 

In 1889. the French philosopher Paul Souriau (1852-1926) 

published The Aesthetics of Movement, in which he investigated 

lhe terrestrial, aquatic and aerial locomotion of humans and ani

mals, offering a methodology for the study of movement includ

ing its perceptual, psychological, and aesthetic ramifica tions. 

The late nineteenth century was a momentous period for the 

study of movement. Developing means of transportation-rail

way journeys and investigations of flight-had changed the 

perception of space and time, while panoramic visions and bird's 

eye views became common parts of the human experience. Not 

devoid of catastrophes and accidents, the conquest of space 

through new modes of movement was a daring act. The passion

ate interest in movement bridged to other disciplines. Marcy's 

research in zoology and photography had far reaching implica

tions for science and the arts; Dalcroze defined eurythmy, an 

alphabet and grammar of movement; whi le Laban developed a 

system of dance notation still in use today. 

Since, motion has accelerated to a tremendous speed. Laszlo 

Moholy-Nagy noted in 1947 the changing "time-spatial exis

tence" caused by new technologies and leading to a new vision; 

while Gyorgy Kepes wrote in 1965 tha t "the inescapable attribute 

of our time is its runaway pace." Whereas earlier movement was 

seen as a constructive force-a dynamic generator of artistic cre

ation- speed and acceleration were later grasped as annih ilating 

our imaginative powers , crea ting pervasive nausea and motion

sickness. 

This session will probe the intersections of architecture and 

the aesthetics of movement. Spatial relocation, displacement 

of vision, rhythm and animation in architecture are all possible 

topics of interest, ranging from the nineteenth to the twenty-first 

centuries. Following Souriau's example, this session calls for 

papers that encompass the expressive, experiential, and percep

tual aspects that movement in space has engendered. Please 

send paper proposals to: Tamar Zinguer, Associate Professor, 

The Cooper Union School of Architecture, 7 East 7th street, New 

York, NY rooo3, preferably via emaiJ to tzinguer@princeton.edu 

or tizitoys@hotmail.com. 
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SAH Receives Grant from Mellon Foundation to 
Study Digital Initiatives 

In January the SAH received a grant of$p3,ooo from the An

drew W. Mellon Foundation to aid in planning an online edition 

ofthe)SAH and an expansion of the SAH Image Exchange, a 

digital, online collection of more than 4,ooo images of bui ldings 

made available for educational use. Commenting on receipt of 

the momentous grant, SAH President Barry Bergdoll observed, 

"The fact that the Mellon Foundation has turned its attention to 

the issues surrounding digital resources in the field of architec

tural his tory is very important both for SAH and the discipline as 

a whole. I look forward to working close ly with the SA H board 

as we research solutions that will be beneficial for )SAH, the 

Image Exchange, SAH and the field of architectural history as a 

whole." 

The need for planning in these areas was articulated at a 

workshop-the Scholarly Communications Institute 4 (SCI 

4)-held at the University ofVirgina in Charlottesville from july 

30 to August I, 2006. As SCI Director Richard Lucier described 

it, the focus of all four Scholarly Commu nications Institutes was 

to provide "an opportunity for leaders in scholarly disciplines, 

academic libraries, advanced technologies, and higher education 

administration to study, develop, and implement institutional 

and discipline-based strategies to advance scholarly commu

nication in the context of the ongoing digital revolution." SCI 

4 focused specifically on the field of architectural history and 

the challenges facing architectural historians as they seek to 

integrate new and emerging technologies into thei r research and 

teaching. 

The first part of the planning project will study how SAH can 

develop a robust digital version of )SAH. Editor Hi lary Bailon 

will lead this study. As she explains, "The goal is to offer a new 

presentation format that brings the benefits of digital imaging 

and interactive communication to art history scholarship online. 

We hope the results of our work will serve other illustrated e

publications." The rationale for electronic publication of art and 

architectural history scholarship is detailed in Art Hist01y and Its 

Publications in the Electronic Age, a report of a study co-authored 

by Bailon and Mariet Westermann in july 2006. (The report has 

been electronically published by Rice University and CLI Rand is 

available at http: / jcnx.org.contentjcoho376/latest.) 

The second part of the planning project will study how 

to transform the SAH Image Exchange into the SAH Visual 

Resource Network, an online collection that could include a vast 

range of digital media , from photographs and moving images 

to computer-generated drawings, QTVR panoramas, models, 

reconstructions and "fly-throughs," all with enhanced access 

mechanisms and perhaps even annotation tools. The Visual Re

source Network would include content from several disciplines 
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that overlap with the history of arch itecture, including landscape 

history, vernacular archi tecture, urbanism, decorative arts, de· 

s ign history, construction and engineering. 

This second study will be conducted by a small working 

group of scholars and technology experts, led by Dietrich Neu

mann, SAH First Vice-President and Professor of Architectural 

History at Brown University, and jeffrey Cohen, Editor of the 

SAH Image Exchange and Senior Lecturer in the Growth & 
Structure of Cities Program at Bryn Mawr College. As Cohen 

has noted, "To our knowledge, the SAH Image Exchange is the 

richest image collection on the open Web that is geared espe· 

cially toward teaching s urveys, representing most building sites 

with a range of complementary images, including plans .. .. We 

anticipate that, with close collaboration with other groups and 

institutions, it will be possible to create a new incarnation of the 

SAH Image Exchange with enhanced features and content." 

The research for both parts of the planning project will take 

place within the next eighteen mon ths and will result in recom

mendations and specific plans to create both online organs. 

Inquiries about the studies can be directed to the Principal 

Investigator for the Mellon grant and Executive Director of SAH, 

Pauline Saliga, at psaliga@sah.org. • 

Call for Session Proposals 
SAH Session at the CAA 

Session sponsored by the Society of Architectural Historians 

College Art Association 96th Annual Meeting 

20-23 February 2008 

Dallas, Texas 

The SAH is pleased to once again offer the opportunity fo r a 

special session devoted to the history of the built environment at 

the annual College Art Association meeting. Please submit pro

posals for sessions that are 2.5 hours in duration to the following 

address by April 15th. Session chairs and all presenters must be 

members of CAA or must become members of CAA in order to 

participate in the meeting. 

Dianne Harris 

Second Vice- President, Society of Arch itectural Historians 

LOI Temple Buell Hall 

611 Lorado Taft Drive 

Champaign, I L 61820 

Notification of selection will occur in early May, 2007. • 
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Beverly Willis Architecture 
Foundation annouces Fellowship 
Recipients 

In February the Beverly Willis Architec

ture Foundation (BWAF) announced 

the eight recipients of its Fellowships 

and Travel Grants. The BWAF Grants 

Program offers funding to individuals 

and institutions for innovative research 

that expands the knowledge about the sig

nificant role of women in the architecture 

professions active in the United States 

during the middle years of the twentieth 

century. Grant recipients and their topics 

of research are the following: 

The Cultural Landscape Founda-

tion (TCLF) will produce Redressing the 

Balance: Rediscovering the Work ofTwo 

Landscape Architecture Pioneers-Ruth 

Shellhorn and Carol johnson, both prac

titioners noted for the civic and public 

spaces they created in post-war America. 

The two histories will be added to TCLF's 

online resource, Legends in Landscape 

Oral History Series (http:f jwww.tclf.org/). 

Jason Cohn, Producer and Writer, 

Quest Productions, will research the life 

and work of Ray (Kaiser) Eames, partner 

in the legendary design team, focusing on 

issues of artistic collaboration. The results 

of the research will be incorporated into 

Tite Creative Lives of Charles «[ Ray, a 

90-minute documentary intended for na

tional primetime broadcast on American 

public television, theatrical, and interna

tional distribution. 

Gabrielle Esperdy, Assistant Profes

sor, School of Architecture at New Jersey 

Institute ofTechnology, and a 2005 

BWAF recipient, will continue her investi

gation of "The Architectress" in tile United 

States: Perceptions and Realities of Women 

in Practice since World War I I, a study of 

the cultural attitudes towards women 

in practice alongside statistical data on 

women in practice during the second half 

of the twentieth century. 

Alexis Denise Gregory, Architect, with 

Martin A. Davis, AlA, Clemson, South 

Carolina, will be investigating the 

Obstacles to Professional Achievement Affect

ing Women in Architecture in South Caro

lina through a survey and focus group 

interview des igned to identify the causes 

for the high attrition rates of women in 

architecture in South Carolina. 

Peter Laurence, Doctoral Candidate, 

Ph.D. Program in Architecture, Uni

versity of Pennsylvania, examines in A 

Vi tal Science: jane jacobs' Ecology of Cities, 

a history and intellectual biography of 

the author of The Death and Life of Great 

American Cities (r96r) , how Jacobs' sem i-

nal writings dramatically and irrevocably 

changed the ways architects, planners, 

and urban designers look at cities. 

Christopher Macdonald, Professor, 

School of Architecture, the University of 

British Columbia, with Kevin Alter, As

sociate Professo r, School of Archi tecture, 

the University ofTexas at Austin, will 

prepare judith Chafee: Unreconstructed 

Modern, a monograph on the Tucson 

arch itect, Judith Chafee (1933-I998). The 

monograph focuses on the eloquent form 

of regional modernism as embodied in 

the residences designed by Chafee from 

1975 to 1984, and will be published by 

the Center for American Architecture 

and Design at the University ofTexas at 

Austin. 

Travel Grants were awarded to: 

Kristin M. Maki, Doctoral Candidate, Col

lege of Archi tecture and Urban Studies, 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

University, examines in Apprentice to 

Architect: launching the careers of Eleanore 

Pettersen and Lois Davidson Gottlieb at 

Taliesin, 1941·1949, the role of architec

tura l apprenticeship with Frank Lloyd 

Wright at Taliesin, in shaping architec

tural careers for women; and Bobbye Ti-

Interiors Research Centre at Kings ton 

University, UK. 

The number of awards each year 

varies at the discretion of the Selection 

Committee. Applica tion requi rements 

and procedures are available on the 

foundation website: http:/ fwww.bwaf. 

orgfapplications.html. • 

Deus e(X) Historia conference, 
History, Theory and Criticism of 
Architecture and Art, MIT 
26-28 April, 2007 

The conference seeks to examine "God" 

and the conventions of "rational" histori-

ography as competing principles of cau

sal ity and eschatology in human affairs 

and the natural world. The use of the X 

here is used both phonetically, as in deus 

ex historia, and symbolically, as in God 

crossing out History. We aim to create a 

conference that reassesses the problemat

ics of religion both within and without 

academic and aesthetic production. The 

conference will raise questions about the 

respective claims to futurity by religion 

and theology, reason and the critique of 

reason, the space of government and the 

public sphere, the traditions of secular 

cosmopolitanism, etc. 

An artists' keynote and commentary is 

on Thursday night, and a keynote speaker 

on Friday night with five panel sessions 

over Friday and Saturday. 

For more infomation see: http:f fweb. 

mit.edufhtcfdxh. • 

Visual Planning and Urbanism 
in the Mid-Twentieth Century, 
Newcastle University, 
13- 15 September 2007 

german, Assistant Curator of Decorative The early to mid-twentieth century was a 

Arts, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, time of intense debate over the future of 

was awarded a travel grant for the paper, cities and the form and appea rance that 

'I am Not a Decorator': Florence Knoll's they might take. In the UK the Garden 

Construction of Professional Identity, which City Movement, with a tendency towards 

she delivered at the Dorich House Annual lower densities and decentralisation, was 

Conference sponsored by the Modern an important inAuence. Internationally 
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the radical reformation of the city was 

being promoted by Le Corbusier and oth

ers. Other radical models were promoted 

including ideas oflinear cities or Frank 

Lloyd Wright's radical decen tralisation 

of Broadacre City. Among these grand 

concepts we can discern a strand of more 

practical u rban ism , modernist in flavou r 

but historically informed, seeking to 

recover positive conceptions of the city 

and town after the perceived deprivations 

of the n ineteenth century. One mani

festation of this was the UK townscape 

m ovement, with its emphasis on picto

rial composition. This conference will 

consider some of the key ideas of visua l 

planning and the urban of the period, 

with a particular focus on the advocates 

of visual and three-dimens ional planning 

as a means of achieving a reformulated 

twentieth -century u rbanism. The keynote 

speaker at the conference will be Pro

fessor Stephen Ward, Oxford Brookes 

University. The conference forms part 

of a project funded by the Arts and 

Humanities Research Council, "Town 

and Townscape: The Work and Life of 

Thomas Sharp". Thomas Sharp was a key 

figure in the town planning profession 

in the mid-hventieth century and a m ajor 

influence on thought about plan ning and 

des ign and as such his work will be one 

of the themes of the conference. 

For more information, please see: 

http:j fwww.ncl.ac.ukjlibraryjsharp/ 

conference.php, or contact Laura. 

Fernandez@ ncl.ac. u k. • 

Urban Transformations/ 
Shifting Identities 
Graduate Student Symposium 
Brown University, Providence, RI 
2 9 September 2 007 

One of the central issues in the rich 

discourse on modern a rchitecture since 

the beginn ing of the twentieth century 

has always been its relationship with the 

past. Often it was the perceived character 

of this relationship in certain buildings or 
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urban environments that would help to 

endow th em with significance for a par

ticular grou p of citizens. By concen trating 

on three key junctures in the history of 

modern arch itecture (the era of Euro

pean national consolidation, the interwar 

period, and post-WW II ) this conference 

will investigate how, during certain 

periods of perceived rapid political , social , 

and economic change, various groups 

understood their identi ty to be derived 

from or reflected in the urban landscape, 

its history and its transformations. 

Papers are invited on European and 

American architecture and urbanis m 

between 1870 and 1970 that add ress one 

of the following three session topics: r. 

Politics of re fo rm and the negotiation of 

class tensions in the era of national con

solidation before WWI; 2. T he creation of 

nationa l and popular architectures in th e 

interwar and im mediate pos t-war period 

in an increasingly international discourse; 

3· Confl icting visions and alternative dis

courses surrounding the transformations 

of urban space following WWl l. 

Please send a CV and an abstract of 

250-500 words in Word or PDF format to 

brownarchsymposium @gmail.com by r 

June 2007. Participants will be notified 

by 20 July and final papers wi ll be due on 

15 August 2007. Th e conference will take 

place on 29 September 2007 and will 

commence with a reception and lecture 

on the even ing of Friday, 28 September 

2007· • 

Frank lloyd Wright Building 
Conservancy 2007 Conference 
Frank lloyd Wright: From Private 
to Public 
10- 14 October 2007 

Approximate ly 500 of Wright's designs 

were built during his long career, some 

380 of which are still s tanding in North 

America and Japan. Three hundred 

and fifteen of these, or 83 percent, were 

originally private single-family residences, 

and on ly 17 percent of the extant original 

works were designed as public buildings 

for institutional , commercial, religious, 

or m ultiple-family use. Within the las t 

40 years, 46 private single-family homes, 

large and small , have been converted to 

historic house museums, making public 

buildings now almost 30 percent of 

Wright's extant work. 

The turnove r from the private to the 

public sector reflects a measure of the 

continuing growth of interest in Wright's 

work and the preservation of our cultural 

heritage through conservation of our built 

environment. However, when Wright 

houses are converted into public muse

um s they no longer function as private 

residences as Wrigh t originally intended. 

The theme of the Conservancy's 2007 

annual con ference, "Frank Lloyd Wright: 

From Private to Public," is intended to 

stimu late thought on the full gamut of 

Wright's architecture, exploring preserva

tion, conservation, and visitation issues at 

both private and public buildings. while 

also exam ining the problem s. res ponsi

bilities and obligations surrounding the 

conversion of a private building into a 

public site. 

The conference will be based at the 

Northbrook Hilton. Tours and events 

will feature a wealth of Wright's work in 

Chicago's North Shore subu rbs, Riverside 

and Racine, Wisconsin. 

The confe rence theme will focus on 

three areas of inquiry: private homes and 

public buildings whose uses remain as 

originally designed; the conversion of 

many private residences to public muse

ums; and occasional public visitation of 

privately-owned houses . The Conservan

cy has called for papers in preservation, 

advocacy, education, public policy, resto

ration and other scholarship pertaining to 

the conference and its theme. 

For more in fo rmation, contact: Ron 

Scherubel, Executive Director Frank 

Lloyd Wright Building Conservancy, 53 

W Jackson Blvd, Suite n2o, Ch icago I L 

6o6o4, Phone: 312.663·5500, E-mail: 

preservation @sa vewri gh t.org. • 



Gifts and Donor Support 

1 December zoo6- 31 January 2007 

On behalf of the SAH Board and members, we sincerely thank the members 

listed below who. in December and January, made gifts to a variety of funds 

including the Annual Appeal, study tour program, annual meeting, annual 

meeting fellowship funds, the Charnley-Persky House Museum, the ARCHES 

endowment fund, and the Buildings of the United States. We are extremely 

grateful to all of you for your generosity and your willingness to help the 

Society fulfill its scholarly mission. 

SAH Annual Appeal 

Gifts of $1 ,000 · $4,999 

Richard Driehaus 

Robert Duemling 

Jean France 

PhyUis Lambert 

Orchard Foundation 

Robert Winter 

Gifts ofSzJo · $999 

John Blew 

Richard and lnge Chafee 

Tyson Dines 

Frances Fergusson 

Richard Hayes 

Barbara Hess 

Rebecca Kahn 

Lauren Kogod 

Richard Longstreth 

Patricia Cwnmings Loud 

JonaUtan and Linda Lyons 

Christopher Mead and Miclte.le 

Penhall 

Hugh Moore Jr 

Dietrich Neumann 

Peter Pennoyer 

Roger and Gretchen Redden 

Robert Rettig 

Katherine Solomonson 

Robert Stem 

William Stern 

Damie and Diane Stillman 

Stanley Tigerman 

Gifts u11der $250 

Stanley Abercrombie 

Donald Bliss 

Louis Blumengarten 

Constance Casey 

Richard Cleary 

TI10mas and Anne Earle 

Gail Fenske 

Janet Foster 

Stephen Fox 

Alice Friedman 

Frank Garretson 

Dorothy Metzger Habel 

Margaret Henry 

Edward Hirschland 

Jill Hodniclci 

Isabelle Hyman 

Bernard Jacob 

Thomas Jayne 

Yukihiro Kado 

Spence and Laura Kass 

Sarah Bradford Landau 

Kurt Larson 

Michael Lewis 

Karin M urr Link 

Carter Manny 

John Martine 

Abby McGehee 

Eileen Michels 

Henry and Judith Millon 

Fraser and Helen Muirhead 

Therese O'Malley 

Brian and Marianne Percival 

John Reed 

Charles Robertson 

Judith Robinson 

Molly Roraback 

Charles Savage 

John Schooley 

Nancy Schwartz 

Melvyn Skvarla 

Despina Stratigakos 

David Streatfield 

Abigail Van Slyck 

Patricia Waddy 

Carol Ann Willis 

Mary Woolever 

Gwendolyn Wright 

Craig Zabel 

SAH Tours 

Gifts of $1,ooo · $4,999 

Anonymous 

SAH Annual Meeting, Pittsburgh 

Gifts of$zo,ooo • $49.999 

The Heinz Endowments 

Fellowship Funds 

Rosam1 S. Berry Annual Meeting 

Fellowship Fund 

TI10mas and Anne Earle 

Clarke and Helen Garnsey 

George Gorse 

Richard and Karen Nicholson 

Melvyn Skvarla 

Robert Winter 

George R. Col/ius Memorial 

Fellowship Fu11d 

Gerardo Brown-Manrique 

Richard Cleary 

Christiane Collins 

Thomas and Anne Earle 

Melvyn Sl:varla 

Spiro Kost<Jf A111111111 Meeti11g 

Fellowship Fu11d 

Gerardo Brown-Manrique 

Tracy Cooper 

Thomas and Anne Earle 

Virginia Jansen 

Melvyn Skvarla 

Dell Upton 

Robert Winter 

Samuel H Kress Annual Meeting 

Fellowship 

Samuel H Kress Foundation 

Beverly Willis Am111al Meeti11g 

Fellowship 

Beverly Willis Architecture 

Foundation 

Charnley-Persky House Museum 

Foundation 

Gifts of$250 • $999 
Tyson Dines 

Walter Netsch 

Peter Pennoyer 

Susan Schwartz 

Gifts 1111der $250 

Donald Bliss 

Chicago Chapter, SAH 

Mirza Dickel 

Thomas and Anne Earle 

Kyle Johnson and Carol Clark 

Kurt Larson 

William and Judith Locke 

Carter Manny 

Melvyn Skvarla 

John Vinci 

ARCHES Endowment Fund 

Gifts ofS5,ooo · $19,999 

David and Jean Swetland 

Gifts 1mder $250 

Gail Fenske 

Buildings of the United States 

Gifts of Szo,ooo • $49.999 

Robert and Louisa Duemling 

Gifts ofS1,ooo · $4,999 

Robert and Carol Krinsky 

Orchard Foundation 

Gifts of$250 · S999 

Richard and lnge Chafee 

Tyson Dines 

Frances Fergusson 

Elizabeth Edwards Harris 

Jonathan and Linda Lyons 

John Milgram 

Gerald Moorhead and Yolita 

Schmidt 

Osmund and Barbara Overby 

Peter Pennoyer 

Susan Schwartz 

Gifts under $250 

Jill Caskey 

Elizabeth De Rosa 

TI10mas and Anne Earle 

Burton Peek Edwards 

Stephen Fox 

Kathe Henry 

Virginia Jansen 

Kyle Johnson and Carol Clark 

Karen Kingsley 

James Lamantia 

Kurt Larson 

Gary Menges 

Sadayoshi Omoto and KaU1ryn 

Eckert 

Brian and Marianne Percival 

Philip and Margaret Rees 

Melvyn Skvarla 

Joseph Peter Spang 

Damie and Diane Stillman 

Henry Taves 

Amy Weisser 

Robert Wojtowicz 
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Style: A Special Issue of 
Fabrications: journal of the Society 
of Architectural Historians, Austra

lia and New Zealand 

The Editors seek papers concerned with 

the critical and historiographical cat

egory of architectural "style." While the 

las t half-century has seen architectural 

historians become justly suspicious of the 

s trict styli stic taxonomies that informed 

nineteentl1 and early twentieth century ac

counts of architecture's historical develop

ment, the term and its precepts nonethe

less continue to exert an influence over 

the nomenclature of formal, aesthetic 

and tectonic strategies in arch itecture. 

Style, for instance, dictates the terms of 

the popular reception of much histori-

cal architecture. It provides a conceptual 

structure for organising the population 

of endangered buildings under many 

regional and national historic preserva

tion policies. Where style offered a bridge 

across artistic practices, its absence raises 

the question of the translatability among 

artistic practices wiiliin a contemporary 

system of tl1e arts. Where is a stylistic 

label useful, or a hindrance? When does a 

notion of style help historians to ad-

vance knowledge of a work, an architect, 

or-equally problematic as a notion-an 

epoch (to recall Ginzburg's famous cou

pling of terms)? And when does it prevent 

scholars from digging deeper into histori

cal structures poorly served by style? Es

says may consider one or more aspects of 

architecture's in tellectual history, to hi s

torical cases, or to tl1e ilieorisation of this 

issue in contemporary historiographical 

and heritage practices. While autl1ors may 

treat material pertinent to the regional 

focus of SAHANZ, we welcome contribu

tions from beyond the region. 

Deadline for full papers: I August 2007. 

Submission requirements: 

The Editors will consider essays of no 

longer than ro,ooo words (including 

notes) that that attend to the theme of 

"Style," which authors may treat na r-
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rowly or generously. Authors should 

follow the conventions of Chicago 15A 

in their endnotes, aliliough Fabrications 

does not include separate bibliographies. 

Please send low-resolution images of any 

illustrations in separa te files in ilie fi rst 

instance. Authors are responsible fo r se

curing all permissions to pubbsh images 

in Fabrications. Papers should be headed 

with an abstract (zoo words maximum) 

and biogra phical note (8o words maxi

mum). 

Submit essays electronically to Deidre 

Brown (ds.brown@auckland.ac.nz) or 

Andrew Leach (andrew.leach@uq.edu. 

au). Telephone enquiries: +6r 7 3365 

3927 (AL). 

Fabrications is the journal of the 

Society of Architectural Historians, 

Australia and New Zealand (www.sahanz. 

net) and is published by the University of 

Queensland Press (www.uqp.uq.edu.au). 

All essays published in Fabrications are 

double-blind refereed. The Editors reserve 

the right to not submit unsuitable papers 

to review. • 

Michael Mussotter Project 

Saul Fisher and Julian Hunt invite 

participation in, and submissions for, the 

Michael M ussotter Project. This project 

is a scholarly tribute to Michael Mussot

ter (1959-zoo6), architect, archi tectural 

educator, and visionary. The Project or

ganizers welcome papers and other forms 

of research and analysis from archi tects, 

architectu ral historians, other arch itec

tural studies, educators and others who 

are interested in the li fe and work of iliis 

beloved and esteemed friend and col

league. This memorial tribute to Michael 

will take the form of a printed volume 

tl1at collects and presents a range of his 

work. We believe that Michael's legacy, 

as represented in drawings. photography, 

and writi ngs, will go a long way to com

munica te h is message, which has made 

such a strong impact on so many. In the 

tradition of many academic memorials 

and architectural books, we hope this vol

ume will bring together the expertise of 

iliose who knew and worked with Michael 

over the years. 

Our aim is to bring together all iliose 

who would like to participate, and see 

what would work best in terms of particu

lar interests and strengths for tackling 

the differen t parts of the pro ject. We 

wi ll then work with participants to craft 

assignments so as to ensure the greatest 

scholarly analys is, coverage, and promo

tion of Michael's work. 

We will also ascertain what there is 

available for publication from among 

Michael's work (drawings, models, pho

tography, writings, etc.). 

Any or all help that you can offer in 

this regard in any form-including a 

simple letter of support for iliis project

would be most welcome. 

Topics to be covered may include: 

drawings; archi tectural projects; photog

raphy; pedagogical, urban, and design 

ideas; information about Michael's years 

in Germany and fo r Texas; his engage

ment with the developing world; personal 

recollections and reflections. Inquiries 

and questions regarding the project 

should be sent to sfisher@acls.org or 

jhunt@huntlaudistudio.com. • 

Calendar of SAH Events 

SAH Annual Meetings 

Il-15 April2007 

Omni William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh 

23-27 April 2008 

Hilton Netherland Hotel. Cincinnati 

SAH Study Tours 

18-29 May 2007 

journey to japan: Modernist Visions 

16-24 August 2007 

Ludwig Mies van der Roloe in New York and Berlin 

5-9 October 2007 

Historic Villages oftloe Saugatuck Lakeshore 

January 2008 

Palm Springs Modemism 

May 2oo8 

Architeclurt of Naples, Italy 



BOOK LIST 

April, 2007 

Recently published architectural books and re

lated works, selected by Barbara Opar, Syracuse 

University Library 

Architects 

Adolf Loos 1870·7933: architettura uti/ita e decoro 
1 a cura di Richard Bose/, Vitale Zanchettin. 

Milano: Electa, 2006. 335P- ISBN 8837050119 

S65.oo 

Burri , Rene. Pour Le Corbusier: Rene Burri, 

June 1962. facsimilie ed. Baden: Verlag Lars 

Muller, 2006. 8op. Accordion-folded. ISBN 

3037780800 545-00 

Consoni, Giancarlo and Graziella Tenon . Ter
rogni ineditio. Cremona: Ronca, 2006. 26op. 

ISBN 8875460140 S45.00 

Gros, Pierre. Vitruve et Ia tradition des traites 
d'architecture: fabrica et ratiocinatio: recueif 
d'etudes. [Rome): Ecole francaise de Rome, 

2006. 491p. ISBN 2728306656 $147.00 

Hildebrand, Grant, Ann Eaton, and Leonard 

K. Eaton. Frank Lloyd Wright's Palmer House. 
Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2007. 

120p. ISBN 0295986409 53o.oo 

Kieren, Martin, Wil fried Kuhn, and Andres 

Lepik, eds. 0. M. Ungers: Cosmos of Architec
ture. Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2007. 112p. ISBN 

3775718818 535.00 

Zimmerman, Claire. Mies Van Der Rohe, 1886-

1969: The Structure of Space. Hong Kong; Koln: 

Taschen, 2006. 96p. ISBN 3822836435 517.99 

Palladio, Andrea. L'Antichita di Roma 1567. 

Milano: II Polifilo, 2006. 61p. ISBN 8870503356 

536·95 

Reed , Roger G. and Gridley James Fox Bryant. 

Building Victorian Boston: The Architecture of 
Gridley). F. Bryant. Amherst: University of Mas

sachusetts Press, 2007. 256p. ISBN 155849555X 

S39-95 

Sinisga lli, Rocco. If nuovo De Pictura de Leon 
Battista Alberti. The New De Pictura of Leon Bat
tista Alberti (Italian/English text) Roma: Kappa, 

2006. 702p. ISBN 8878907316 $89.95 

Architectural Drawings 

Catalogue of Drawings for Architecture, Design 
and Ornament: The James A Rothschild Collec
tion at Waddesdon Manor. London: Waddesdon 

Manor/Unicorn Press, 2007. 944P· 2 vols. ISBN 

0954731026 S525.oo 

Architecture, China 

Luna, I an, Thomas Tsang and Yung Ho Chang. 

On the Edge: Ten Architects From China. New 

York: Rizzoli, 2006. 224p. ISBN 0847828689 

545.oo 

Architecture, England 

Shiqiao, Li. Power and Virtue: Architecture and 

Intellectual Change in England, 7660-77JO. Series: 

The Classical Tradition in Architecture. New 

York: Routledge, 2006. 246p. ISBN 041 5374278 

$46·95 

Architecture, France 

Lorentz, Philippe and Dany Sand ron. Atlas du 
Paris au Moyen Age: Espace urbain, habitat, socie
te, religion, fieux de pouvoir. Paris: Parigramme, 

2006. 237P· ISBN 978240964025 S89.95 

Architecture, India 

Bunce, Fredrick W. Monuments of India and 
the lndianized States: The Plans of Major and 
Notable Temples, Tombs, Palaces and Pavilions. 
New Delhi: D.K. Printworld (P) Ltd., 2007. 518p. 

ISBN 8124603855 S5o.oo 

--. Royal Palaces, Residences and Pavilions of 
India: 13th Through 18th Centuries: An Icono
graphic Consideration. New Delhi: D.K. Print

world (P) Ltd., 2006. 342p. ISBN 81 24603561 

532-50 

Lambah, Abha Narain and Alka Patel, eds. The 
Architecture of Indian Sultanates. Mumbai: Marg 

Publications, 2006. n 6p. ISBN 815026750 

562.50 

Architecture, Italy 

L'architettura delle Case del Fascia. Catalogo della 
mostra: Le Case del Fascia in ltalia e nelle terre 
d'Oitremare 1 a cura di Paolo Portoghesi, Flavio 

Mangione, and Andrea Soffitta. Firenze: Alinea, 

2006. 238p. ISBN 9788881259236 559-95 

Concina, Ennio. L'Arsenafe della Rupubbfica di 
Venezia . Revised and en larged. Milano: Electa, 

2006. 248p. ISBN 9788837047153 515o.oo 

I Jronti urbani di Napoli: I grand assi e fe strode 
maggiore della citta. [Napoli]: Electa Napoli, 

2006. 623p. 2 vols. ISBN 9788851003425 

5165.00 

Architecture, Nepal 

Sestini, Valerio. Himalaya: Architettura e am
biente nelle alte valli del Nepal. Firenze: Al inea, 

2006. 247p. ISBN 8860550866 582.50 

Architecture, Spain 

Mart in, Therese. Queen as King: Politics and Ar
chitectural Propaganda in Twelfth-Century Spain. 
Series: The Medieval and Early Modern Iberian 

World. Leiden; Boston: Bril l Academic Publish

ers, 2006. 398p. ISBN 9004152970 5169.00 

Architecture, United States, 19th Century 

Amundson, Jennifer A. Thomas U. Walter: The 

Lectures on Architecture, 1841-53· Philadelphia: 

Athenaeum of Philadelphia, 2006. 296p. ISBN 

0916530205 524-95 

Bisher, Catherine W. Southern Built: American 
Architecture, Regional Practice. Charlottesville: 

University of Virginia Press, 2006. 342p. ISBN 

o81392538X 575.00 

Architecture, United States, Virginia 

Kornwolf, James D. Guide to the Buildings of 
Surry and the American Revolution. Surry County, 

Virginia: Virginia H istoric Houses. Limited edi

tion reprint published in conjunction with the 

Jamestown Celebration of2oo7. 216p. ISBN 

and price unavailable. 

Architecture, Roman 

Rehak, Paul. Imperium and Cosmos: Augustus 
and the Northern Campus Martius. Madison: 

University of Wisconsin Press, 2007. 222p. 

ISBN 0299220109 S6o.oo 

Architecture, Gothic 

Draper, Peter. The Formation of English Gothic: 
Architecture and Identity. New Haven: Yale Uni

versity Press, 2006. 288p. ISBN 0300120362 

58o.oo 

Architecture, Modern 

Branzi, Andrea. Weak and Diffuse Modernity: 
The World of Projects at the Beginning of the 
21st Century. Milan: Skira, 2006. 18op. ISBN 

8876246517 534-95 

Devos, Rika and Mi l de Kooning. L'Architecture 
Moderne a L'Expo 58: "Pour un Monde plus Hu
main." Antwerp: Dexia, Fonds Mercator, 2006. 

351p. ISBN 9061536421 $92.50 

Architecture and Society 

Peretti, Burton W. Nightclub City: Politics and 
Amusement in Manhattan. Philadelphia: Univer

sity of Pennsylvania Press, 2007. 312p. ISBN 

9780812239973 539·95 

Architecture and Spirituality 

Price, Travis. The Archaeology of Tomorrow: 
Architecture and the Spirit of Place. San Ra

fael: Earth Aware Edit ions, 2006. 208p. ISBN 

193277193X 545.00 

Building Types 

Anderson, Alex Thomas. Problem of the House: 
French Domestic Life and the Rise of Modern 
Architecture. Seattle: University of Washington 

Press, 2006. 220p. ISBN 0295986328 56o.oo 

Ore, Janet. The Seattle Bungalow: People and 
Houses, 1900-1940. Seattle: University o f Wa sh

ington Press, 2007. 222p. ISBN 0295986271 

524-95 
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Pelletier, Louise. Architecture in Words: Theatre, 
Language and the Sensuous Space of Architec
ture. New York: Routledge, 2006. 256p. ISBN 

0415394708 $150.00 

Wrenick, Frank E. The Streamline Era Greyhound 
Terminals: The Architecture ofW.S. Arrasmith. Jef

ferson , North Carolina: McFarland & Company, 

2006. 204 p. ISBN 0786425504 $49.95 

l andscape Architecture 

Morgan, Luke. Nature as Model: Salomon De 
Caus and Early Seventeenth-Century Landscape 
Design. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 

Press, 2007. Penn Studies in Landscape Archi· 

tecture. 306p. ISBN 0812239636 S55.00 

Masterworks 

Scotti, R.A. Basilica: The Splendor and the Scan
dal: Building St. Peter's. New York: Viking, 2006. 

299P· ISBN 0670037761 S29.95 

Periodicals 

Sudjic, Deyan. Charlotte Fiell and Peter Fiell, 

eds. Domus 1928-1999. Vols. 1-12. (Highlights 

from 1928-1999.) Taschen: Koln; Los Angeles, 

2006. Bilingual ed. 6g6op. ISBN 3822830275 
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Sustainable Architecture 

Walker, Stuart. Sustainable By Design: Explora
tions in Theory and Practice. london: Earth scan, 

2006. 256p. ISBN 1844073548 $150.00 
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1365 North Astor Street 

Chicago, I L 6o610-2r44 

Urban Design 

Ambasz, Emilio, ed. The Universitas Project: 
Solutions for a Post-Technologicol Society. New 

York: Museum of Modern Art, 2006. 512p. ISBN 

0870700707 S34.95 

Bailon, Hilary and Kenneth T. Jackson, eds. Rob
ert Moses and the Modern City: The Transforma· 
tion of New York. New York: W.W. Norton, 2007. 

304p. ISBN 0393732061 $50.00 

Berg, Scott W. Grand Avenues: The Story of the 
French Visionary Who Designed Washington, D.C. 
New York: Pantheon Books, 2006. 352p ISBN 

0375422803 $25.00 

Gutheim, Frederick and Antoinette) . lee. 

Worthy of the Nation: Washington, D.C. , From 
L'Enfant to the National Capital Planning Com· 
mission. Second revised and expanded edition. 

Published in Association with the National 

Capital Planning Commission. Baltimore: 

johns Hopkins University Press, 2006. 440p. 

ISBN 0801883288 $65.00 

Hester, Randolph T. Design for Ecological Democ· 
racy. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 

2006. 48op. ISBN 0262083515 $39.95 

Klingan, Katrin and lnes Kappert, eds. Leap 

into the City: Chisnau, Sofia, Pristina, Sarajevo, 
Warsaw, Zagreb, Ljubljana-Cultural Posi· 
tions, Political Conditions: Seven Scenes From 

Europe-A Book By Relations, A Project Initiated 
by the German Federal Cultural Foundation. 
Cologne: DuMont Literatur und Kunst Verlag, 

2006. 5g8p. ISBN 3832177124 $4o.oo 

landry, Charles. The Art of City-Making. London: 

Earthscan, 2006. 496p. ISBN 1844072460 
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SAH 2007 Annual Meeting, Pittsburgh 

The SAH members who participated in the Society's 6oth 

Annual Meeting in Pittsburgh were delighted to Jearn that the 

city, once the center of the n ineteenth century steel industry, is 

becoming an environmentally-conscious, service-economy city. 

From its world-class bu ildings by H. H. Richardson , Marcel 

Breuer, and Rafael Vignoli to its many bridges s panning three 

rivers, Pittsburgh is an amazing city tha t is in the process of 

dramatically transforming itselffrom "the very heart of indus

trial America" (H. L. Mencken) to one of the greenest cities in 

America. 

Home to more than three major universities and the 

Carnegie Museums containing the Heinz Architectural 

Center, Pittsburgh's numerous cultural and civic institut ions 

welcomed more than soo SA H m eeting participants during 

the five-day conference from April n-rs , 2007. We extend our 

sincere thanks to the General Chair for the Pittsburgh meet

ing, Dietrich Neumann, of Brown and Yale Universities, who 

shaped the scholarly content of the meeting; and to the Local 

Chair, John Martine, Principal in the architectural fi rm Strada 

LLC, who recruited an outstanding local committee to manage 

the preservation colloquium, tours, lectures, receptions and 

volunteers. We a re gratefu l to Neumann and Martine for their 

considerable efforts to make the meeting such and outstand

ing intellectual and collegial event. A brief recap of the week's 

activities follows. 

On the fi rst day of the meeting, Wednesday, a day-long 

Preserva tion Colloquium focused on the grassroots efforts to 

preserve Pittsburgh's historic downtown core of nineteenth 

and ea rly twentieth century structures on Fifth and Forbes 

Streets. Organized by Lynda Waggoner, the Vice President and 

Director of Fallingwate r, the colloquium consisted of a series 

of morning lectures that focused on the history of the effort to 

prevent demolition of the historic structures and their replace

ment with high-end national retail chain stores. An afternoon 

walking tour took participants on a tour of the historic com

mercial structures on Fifth and Forbes to discuss the current 

incarnation of a compromise plan, The Marketplace Square 

Project. Also on Wednesday afternoon jeffrey Cohen of B1yn 

Mawr College and Jeff K.lee, of the Colonia l Williamsburg 

Foundation, co-chai red a Technology Workshop at the Carn

egie Mellon University College of Fine Arts. The workshop 

focused on the ever-expanding digital teaching environment 

and options for incorporating motion and inte ractivity into 

teaching. Finally, afternoon walking tours on Wednesday took 

meeting participants to a variety of other historic structures, 

from those ins pired by Vienna Secessionis t designers to those 

of post-war Modernists. 

On Wed nesday even ing a complimentary reception at the 

historic Omni William Penn Hotel was jointly sponsored by 

the Society and our new pu bli shing partner fo r the Bui ldings 

of the United States series, University of Virginia Press. Imme

diate ly following the reception, SAH President Barry Bergdoll 

opened the Annual Business Meeting of the Society when 

former SAH President Richard Longstreth read a proclama

tion honoring the lifetime of preservation efforts of Arthur P. 

Ziegler, Jr., Co-Founder with )ames van Trump of the Pitts-
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burgh History and Landmarks Foundation. Later SAH Secretary 

Robert Craig held the election of Officers and Board members 

for the coming yea r (See Secretary's report in this Newsletter). 

Also SAH Treasurer, Henry H. Kuehn gave his report about the 

positive financial state of the Society (See Treasurer's report in 

this Newsletter). Following the Business Meeting and election 

of Officers and SAH Board members, Tracy Myers, Curator of 

the Heinz Architectural Center at the Carnegie Museum of Art, 

delivered a lively and informative introductory talk titled, "Up, 

Down , Over and Around: An Introduction to Pi ttsburgh 's Physi

cal Environment." 

On Thursday, Friday and Saturday, the 12s scholarly papers 

were delivered in 25 sessions that covered a wide range of peri

ods and interests. Of the sessions chaired and papers delivered, 

40 were by international scholars, and 44 session chairs and 

speakers were advanced graduate students. The diversity of 

approaches and methodologies to presenting the history of the 

built envi ronment is but one indication of the vitality of the field 

of architectural history. On Thursday and Friday afternoons we 

extended the noon break and offered walking and bus tours as 

a way to distribute tours throughout the week. l n addition, we 

offered a wide variety of roundtable discussions, presentations, 

and meetings during the noon hour so that new and existing 

chapter representatives, BUS authors, graduate students, and 

many other special interest groups would have the opportunity 

to conduct business. 

On Thursday evening SAH hosted the annual Award Cer

emony and Plenary Talk, the occasion when annual meeting 

travel fellowships, research fellowships and publications awards 

are announced, at the splendidly ornate Carnegie Museum Mu-

sic Hall. This year, the Socie ty was honored by the generosity of 

the Samuel H. Kress Foundation and the Beverly Willis Architec

ture Foundation, both of which selected the Society to award two 

d issertation fellowships. (A full list of all award winners can be 

found later in this Newsletter.) In addition to the many awards 

that were granted, SAH President Barry Bergdoll announced 

that seven people were honored for their long-term service to the 

Society and were named Fellows of the Society of Architectural 

Historians: Richard Betts, john D. Forbes, Henry Millon, james 

F. O'Gorman, C. Ford Peatross, Robert W. Winter, and Barba ra 

Wriston. The Plenary Talk at the Award Ceremony this yea r was 

delivered by Andrew Saint, distinguished professor, winner of 

two Hitchcock book awards, and guiding force on the Survey of 

London, who presented "An Englishman's Reflections on Ameri

can Architecture." 

On Friday evening participants from past SAH Study Tours 

joined for a reception at the Heinz Architectural Center to renew 

friendships made on tours and to view the exhibition, "Gritty 

Brits ." Later that evening, SAH President Barry Bergdoll hosted 

a President's reception which honored long-term members and 

supporters of the Society, particula rly its members who have 

been active for 2S and so years. New to the so-year member lis t 

in 2007 are Donald P. Holloway, T. Kaori Kitao, Robert W. Win

ter, and Osmund Overby. 

After the last papers were deli vered on Saturday morning, 

conference participants had the choice of taking numerous 

short study tours that examined the rich architectural heritage of 

Pittsburgh and its surrounding region. We thank John Martine 

and the Local Committee for organizing a series of excellent 

tours and recruiting experts to share their knowledge with us. 

Above: 2007 SM I Fellows, seated left to right: John D. Forbes, Robert \V. Winter. Richard Betts . Henry Millo n. James F. O'Gorman, 

and C. Ford Pca tros~. Stand ing in back row: SAH First Vice President Die trich Neumann and President Barry Bergdoll 

Above: Andrew Saint. ple nary spcal 
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We also sincerely thank all the building and home owners. 

Saturday evening members enjoyed a lively buffet supper at the 

David Lawrence Convention Center which has stunning sunset 

views of the River and skyline of Pittsburgh. The fo llowing day 

additional tours examined the great variety of architecture in 

the Western Pennsylvania region, including two tours to Frank 

Uoyd Wright's distant houses, Fallingwater and Kentuck Knob. 

The Society's 6oth Annual Meeting was underwritten in part 

by gran ts from a wide variety of foundations, educational and 

cultural institutions, and architectural firms which we would 

like to thank. We also extend our thanks to them as institutional 

partners who shared their va luable staff and resou rces with us. 

Among the m eeting sponsors were the 

Vi ra I. Heinz Endowment 

University of Virginia Press 

Strada, LLC and its principal partner, John Martine. 

Perkins Eastman, Architects, PC 

Carnegie Museum of Art 

Heinz Architectural Center at the Carnegie Museum of Art 

Carnegie Mellon University School of Architecture 

Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation and 

Western Pennsylvania Building Conservancy. 

In addition a total of 27 fellowships were granted to provide 

support for the travel of speakers to the Pittsburgh meeting, 

along with an add itional two research fellowships and two 

dissertation fellowships. Sponsors of 2007 Annual Meeting 

Fellowships included the Society of Architectural Historians, 

Samuel H. Kress Foundation, Beverly Willis Architecture Foun

dation, Keepers Preservation Education Trust, and the Society's 

Scott Opler Endowment for New Scholars . In addition, we are 

extremely grateful to the many members ofSAH who contrib

uted to the Berry, Collins, and Kostof Fellowship Funds, thereby 

enabling the Society to help underwrite the travel of three ad

ditional scholars . 

On behalf of the Society's Board of Di rectors and member

ship, I sincerely thank General Chair of the Pittsburgh meeting, 

Dietrich Neumann, Local Chair john Martine, AlA, and the Lo· 

cal Committee Lu Donnelly, Tracy Myers, AI Tannler, Volunteer 

Coordinator Mattie Schloetzer and Preservation Colloquium 

Coordinator Lynda Waggoner. Our thanks also go to the session 

chairs and speakers who are the intellectual heart and soul of the 

annual meeting. We extend our special thanks to the many meet

ing registrants, tour leaders, colloquium and workshop partici

pants, special lecturers and others who made this meeting the 

Society's outstanding intellectual and professional program of 

the year. In addition , I thank the SAH staff members and interns 

who managed the m eeting so well, namely Kathryn Sturm, who 

oversaw every aspect of the meeting; Nicholas Curotto who acted 

as registrar; Heather Plaza-Manning who assis ted with countless 

as pects of meeting preparation; William Tyre who handled all 

of the financial record keeping for the meeting and the Society 

in general; and Olivia Noel and Lisa Richards, two SAH interns 

who provided additional welcome support for the meeting. 

Than ks to the entire Pitts burgh and Chicago team! 

Pauline Saliga 

SA H Executive Director 

2007 Annual Meeting 
Treasurer's Report 

My first year as treasurer of the SAH has been made consider

ably easier by the heavy lifting that my predecessors john Blew 

and John Notz performed over the past several years, in bringing 

major areas of concern under control, and by the always steady 

hand of Bill Tyre, comptroller. As a result of all of this, I am 

pleased that I have essentially good things to report at this yea r's 

meeting. 

Fiscal Year 2oo6 ended on October 31, 2006 with a surplus 

of $21,578 versus a budget of $8,603- Since this is a mere 3% of 

total revenues, it shows the fine job that was done by the s taff in 

monitoring revenues and controll ing costs. 

So far in this fiscal year, the endowment is up to nea rly $2 

million ($r,931,706) and the SA H received a Mellon Foundation 

grant of $323,000 to explore JSAH Online and expansion of the 

SAH Image Exchange. 

Looking ahead at the fi rst six months of Fiscal Year 2007, 

the status of the perenn ial issues that most drastically affect the 

overall performance of the SA H is as fo llows: 

Membership-Total memberships a re up r%. A recent increase 

in institutional memberships produced an $18,ooo jump in 

revenue without a noticeable loss of institutional members. We 

currently have 1,996 individua l and 729 institutional members. 

Annual Appeal- Contributions fo r the year-end appeal 

($24,966) matched the amount budgeted. 

Annual Meeting- The annual meeting can be costly if it is not 

well attended or not sufficien tly underwritten. This year's Pitts · 

burgh meeting is the best attended s ince the Providence meeting 

and there was solid underwriting for the m eeting. 

Study Tours- Like the annual meeting, if the tours are not well 

subscribed, there can be a s ignificant negative financial impact 

on the society. All tours are now carefully budgeted with appro

priate expense allocations. In 2007, the planned tours appeared 

to be popular, and were well attended. 
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J SAH-Everyone involved with JSAH is mindful of each issue's 

costs since the journal represents approximately r3% of total 

SAH expenditures. 

Buildings of the United States (BUS)-As it is always an area of 

concern due to the significant costs involved with new volumes, 

it is comforting to report that the earned incom e from undesig· 

nated BUS funds is adequate to cover the ongoing administrative 

costs of the BUS program, at least for the next few years. 

Looking forward, the issues that need special vigilance are 

BUS and the Charnley-Persky House Museum Foundation 

(C HPM F). Before new BUS volumes are initiated, we must 

identify sources of solid funding. A m eans of support for the on

going expenses of the CH PM F must also be identi fied. Fina lly, 

every one of us who believes in and supports the SAH needs 

to keep in mind the SA H endowm ent as our estate plans are 

formulated. 

With a fisca l year now half complete and looking sound, 

albeit with the cautions that I have enumerated, I am pleased to 

report that our organization is doing well. 

Henry H. Kueh n 

Treasurer 

2007 Annual Meeting Secretary's Report 

A business meeting of the Society of Architectural Historians 

was held at the Omni William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, Penn

sylvania, on Wednesday, April IT, 2007. Following a welcome 

and in troductory remarks by SA H President Barry Bergdoll, the 

following officers and Directors, as proposed by the Nominating 

Committee, were elected: 

President, Barry Bergdoll , Museum of Modern Art, NY 

First Vice President, Dietrich Neumann, Yale and Brown Uni

versities 

Second Vice President, Dianne Harris, University of !llinois, 

Urbana-Champaign 

Secretary, Robert M. Craig, Georgia Institute ofTechnology 

Treasurer, Henry H. Kuehn, Evanston, I L 

Directors: 

Nnamdi Elleh, Unive rsity of Cincin nati 

Robert Gonzalez, Tulane University 

joanne Pillsbury, Dumbarton Oaks 

Heghnar Watenpaugh, Univers ity of Cal iforn ia, Davis 

Robin Williams, Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) 

The Directors will succeed those whose term s expire in 2007. 

Following the election, T reasurer Henry Kuehn reported on 

the financial sta tus of the Society, indicating that investment 

performance is satisfactory, that BUS is on track, that income 

from study tours and annual meetings has covered the respective 

expenses of these program s, and that the Society in general has 

met budget expecta tions. 

Robert M. Craig, 

Secretary 



FELLOWSHIPS 

SAH Fellowship Recipients 

Travelfellowsl1ipsfor the Goth SAH Annual Meeting were awarded 

in tile following categories: 

SAH Annual Student Fellowships 

The SAH Annual Meeting Graduate Student Fellowship is 

presented each yea r to enable up to two persons engaged in ad

vanced graduate study to deliver papers at the Annual Meeting. 

For 2007 the recipients were: Lawrence Chua, Cornell Univer

sity; and Robin Schuldenfrei, Harvard Univers ity. 

SAH Annual Meeting Fellowships 

Established in 2000, these Fellowships support the attendance 

of speakers at the Society's Annual Meeting. For 2007, Fellow

ships were presented to: Barbara Lamprecht, Pasadena, CA; 

Martino Stierli, ETH , Zurich; Paola Tosolini , EPF, Lausanne; 

Arnaud Hollard, Grenoble, France. 

Spiro KostofFellowship Award 

The Spiro Kostof Fellowship Award goes to an advance gradu

ate student whose work involves some aspect of the history of 

archi tecture or of one of the fields closely allied to it (e.g. city 

planning, landscape architecture, decorative arts or historic 

preservation). For 2007, the award was presented to Peter Allen, 

University of California, Berkeley. 

Samuel H. Kress Foundation Fellowship 

for 2007 SAH Annual Meeting 

These grants are for foreign scholars presenting papers on 

topics related to European art from antiquity through the ea rly 

nineteenth century. For 2007, these fellowship awardees were: 

Stephan Albrecht. University ofTi.ibingen; jorge Corriera, 

Universidade do Minho; Namik Erkal , Middle East Technical 

University; Loretta Vandi , Rimini , Italy; and Ufuk Serin, Middle 

East Technical University. 

The Scott Opler Endowment for New Scholars funds ten fellow

ships to support the work of young scholars and scholars who, 

regardless of age, are new to the field of architectural history. 

Their attendance at this meeting was funded by the Society's 

Scott Opler Endowment for Emerging Scholars. 

The 2007 Scott Opler Student Fellows: 

Ann Basham, University of the Arts London 

Bram Cleys, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven 

Emily Morash , Brown University 

Albert Narath, Columbia University 

Tlte 2007 Scott Opler Scholar Fellows are: 

Fredie Flore, Ghent University 

Margart Grubiak, College of William and Mary 

Chris tian Kammann, from Zurich 

David Karmon, Newberry Library 

Caroline Maniaque, Ecole Nationale Superieure 

d'architecture et de Paysage de Lille 

Meredith Malone, University of Pennsylvania 

The Samuel H. Kress Foundation and the Beverly Willis 

Architecture Foundation have recognized the need for fund

ing for dissertation fellowships for architectural history. This 

is the first year that the Society has joined with the Kress 

Foundation and the Willis Foundation to award two disserta

tion fellowships. 

The Samuel H. Kress Foundation Dissertation Fellowship is 

a $rs,ooo award to be used to support preparation of a dis

sertation focusing on the history of architecture and the bui lt 

environment in Europe from ancient times through 18oo. 

The subject area can include architectural, interior and land

scape design, preservation and u rban planning in Europe. 

The Samuel H. Kress Foundation Dissertation Fellowship of 

the Society of Architectural Historians is designed to assist 

during a critical time in the career development of graduate 

students in architectural history. The inaugural award was 

presented to Charles Anthony Stewart of Indiana University 

for his dissertation, "Domes of Heaven: The Domed Basilicas 

of Cyprus." 

The Beverly Willis Architecture Foundation Dissertation 

Fellowship consists of a $10,000 award to be used to sup

port preparation of a dissertation focusing on the h istory 

(pre-r98o) of women's contributions to the production of 

archi tecture, whether as practi tioners of design, urbanism, 

landscape or engineering, as advocates of preservation and 

planning, or as architectural historians, theorists, teach-

ers and critics. The Beverly Willis Arch itecture Founda-

tion Dissertation Fellowship of the Society of Architectural 

Historians is designed to assist during a critical time in the 

career development of graduate students in architectural 

his tory. The inaugural award was presented to Avigail Sachs 

of University of California at Berkeley for her dissertation, 

"Research for Architecture: Building a Discipline and Mod

ernizing the Profession, 1946-1959·" 

At left: Sixth Street Bridge. Allegheny Department of Pul>lic Works. 19~6·28, Pittsburgh. PA SAH NEWS LETTER· june 2007 7 



George R. Collins Fellowship 

This fellowship is granted to support the attendance of an 

international scholar whose paper on a nineteenth- or twentieth

century topic has been accepted for presentation at the Society's 

Annual Meeting. The 2007 Fellowship was presented to Elvan 

Altan Ergut, Middleast Technical University. 

Keepers 

The Keepers Preservation Education Fund Fellowship is awarded 

to enable a graduate student in historic preservation to attend the 

SAH Annual Meeting. For 2007 the Keepers Fellow was: Karen 

Shelby, City University of New York. 

Rosann S. Berry 

The Rosann S. Berry Annual Meeting Fellowship is awarded 

each year to a person currently e ngaged in advanced graduate 

study that involves some aspect of the history of architecture or 

of one of the fields closely allied to it (e.g. city planning, land· 

scape architecture, decorative arts or historic preservation). The 

2007 Berry Fellow was Eric Gollanek, University of Delaware 

Beverly Willis Arch itectural Foundation Fellowship 

This award is granted to the person who is delivering a paper 

at the SAH annual meeting that best presents the history of 

women's contribution to architecture. The 2007 winner of this 

award was Juliette Peers, RM IT University. 

Rettig Fellow of the New England Chapter of SAH 

This award helps graduate students in architectural history to 

attend the Annual Meeting of the Society of Architectura l Histo· 

8 SAH NEWSLETIER·June2007 

rians. The 2007 recipient of this award was Divya Rao Heffley, 

Brown University. 

Research fellowships awarded at the the Goth SA H Annual Meeting 

were granted in the following categories: 

Sally Kress Tompkins Award 

This award, granted jointly by the SAH and the Historic Ameri

can Buildings Survey, funds an architectural historian, includ

ing graduate students, to work on a 12-week HABS project. 

For 2007, the Fellowship was awarded to Lisa J. Mroszczyk, 

Columbia University. 

De Montequin 

The Edilia and Franc;ois-Auguste de Montequin Fellowship 

provides support for travel related to research on Spanish, Por

tuguese, or Ibero-American architecture. The Junior Fellow for 

2007 is Kathryn E. O'Rourke, University of Pennsylvania. 

2007 Emerging Scholar Fellowsh ips for Membership in SAH 

With funding from the Society's Scott Opler Endowment fo r 

Emerging Scholars, the Society now grants a number of one-year 

memberships to SAH for scholars who have recently completed 

their graduate work and are establ ishing their professional lives. 

The Emerging Scholar Memberships in SAH are intended to 

act as a bridge between subsidized student memberships and 

the full cost of membership in SAH. For 2007 nine Emerging 

Scholar Memberships were granted to the following individuals: 

Hooshmand Alizadeh, Dilshad Rahat Ara, Benjamin S. Flow

ers, Tali nn Grigor, Duanfang Lu, Heather McMahon, Mrinalini 

Rajagopalan, Rachel R. Remmel, and Katherine Wheeler. • 

Above: Pittsburgh Steel Company. Mo nessen Steel Works. 1901. 1916. Monessen. PA 
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2007 Philip Johnson Book Award 

Machu Picchu: Unveiling the Myste1y of the Incas, edited by 

Richard L. Burger and Lucy C. Salazar, Yale University Press, 

2004-

Machu Picchu is one of the most famous archaeological sites 

in the world yet it has also been one of the most mysterious in 

terms of its construction and ultimate abandonment. In recent 

years, however, new research and interpretation have taken place 

to help in the understanding of this magnificent site. Richard 

Burger and Lucy Salazar's compilation of essays brings to life 

the extraordinary history of Machu Picchu with new historical , 

laboratory and field research. 

The committee found that one of the greatest merits of Lhis 

book was the clarity of the thesis and methodology. Using direct 

observation of the Machu Picchu site and the contents excavated 

during the 1912 Yale Peruvian Expedition, the authors seek a 

new vision of Machu Picchu. The extraordinary fieldwork under

taken over the years by teams of researchers and specialists is 

documented and examined by the authors , undermining certain 

myths that have developed about the site. The authors communi

cated this research with accessible and engaging text, ultimately 

giving a very complete story that considers the pol itical, cultural 

and scientific accomplishments of the Inca before the arrival of 

the Europeans to South America. 

The book's deviation from the traditional building mono

graph is also commendable in that the discussion starts from 

the inside- that is a discussion of the people and contents of the 

s ite-and works outward both physically and chronologically. 

The reader has a bette r sense of the site's historical and contem

porary relevancy using th is approach and ga ins a more complete 

story rather than just a strict architectural analysis. The method

ology also reflects the focus of the exh ibition, which was on the 

collection of objects retrieved during the 1912 expedition. 

There was unanimous agreement by the committee that th is 

catalogue excelled in the clarity of subject matter, attractive and 

straight-forward design, readability of text, origina l research, and 

sociological impact. It is a turning point in the study of this re

markable archaeological s ite and will be an important reference 

for scholars, historians, and anyone interested in Machu Picchu 

for many years to come. 

April2007 

Matilda McQuaid, Chair; Sarah Goldhagen; Richard Cleary 

20 0 7 Alice Davis Hitchcock Book Award 

John Archer. Architecture and Suburbia: From English Villa to 

American Dream House, 1690-2000. Minneapolis: University of 

Minnesota Press, 2005. 

John Archer writes a history that explores the roots of contempo

rary attitudes toward the most familiar of American architectural 

objects, the s ingle-family suburban house. The story begins with 

John Locke and the philosophy of individualism. It becomes ar

chitectural with the villas built outside London in the eighteenth 

century that expressed personal identity in plans that hardened 

the distinction between public and private s paces, created rooms 

dedicated to the favorite activities of the patron, and were deco

rated in styles chosen according to personal taste. Architecture 

and Suburbia fo llows the development of ideas about the house 

and the suburb-and the government policies that exploited 

Above: 2007 SAH Publication Award Winners seated left to righ t: Heather Hyde Minor, Lucy C. Salazar. Penny Kaiser! ian for Marcu s Hall. John Archer, Maurie D. 

Mcinnis. and Elizabeth Hyde. Standin g in back row: SAH First Vice Presiden t DietTich Neumann and President Barry Bergdoll. 
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them-through three centuries. Its principle contention is that 

the house has become the primary instrument of self-fulfill

ment and self-representation in the modern bourgeois world. 

The book also chronicles the consequences of the Enlighten

ment notion that environment forms character, that the house 

creates the occupant, rather than vice versa. Both constructs are 

active throughout, but in the concluding chapter, where Archer 

draws lessons for contemporary practice, he comes down for the 

owner not the house. Rejecting the argument of the opponents 

of suburbia that cookie cutter houses create mass-produced 

personalities, he sees the suburban house as a baseline of oppor· 

tun ity, a starting point. The homeowner's personal experience 

determines how he or she reads what the developer provides and 

the marketplace offers more than enough material goods to per

sonal ize each home. As for architectural design: history teaches 

that the suburban house is a hybrid. Archer is not nosta lgic. He 

sees its future in continued evolution. 

Apri l zoo7 

David Friedman, Cllair; Sylvia Lavin; Nezar AI Sayyad 

2007 Spiro KostofBook Award 

Maurie D. Mcinnis . The Politics of Taste in Antebellum Charlesior1. 

Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005. 

Using letters, dia ries, newspaper reports, traveler's accounts, and 

meticu lous first-hand observation Maurie Mc innis has created 

a vivid picture race, class, and architecture in Charleston, South 

Carolina before the Civil War. The study covers all aspects of 

u rban life from the daily lives of s laves at home and on the street 

to the balls and social lives of wealthy planter society. Mel nnis 

shows the pass iona te devotion of the uppe r classes toG reat 

Britain and Britis h classicism in public buildings such as the 

Guard House, Hibernian Hall , and St. Philip's Church, as well 

as the private houses in town. She analyzes key traces of mate

rial culture, such as the prizes awarded at Race Week, concert 

programs, and the art collections, all of which enrich our under· 

standing of the thick texture of this glittering but terrible society. 

Using the evidence of the eye, as well as evidence from texts, 

she is able to show how choices about architectura l style become 

ideological weapons in the rearguard actions of a doomed cul

tu re. Throughout the book urban planning and architecture, the 



fine arts and the decorative arts, form an extended conversation. 

In short, Mcinnis uses primary and secondary sources to great 

effect, weaving them together in a compelling narrative about 

architecture and race relations in a difficult and deeply b·oubling 

part of our nation's past. 

April2007 

Nicholas Adams, Chair; Caroline Brttzelius; joseph Sity 

2007 Antoinette Forrester Downing Book Award 

SAH AWARD CITATIONS 

2 007 Founder's Award 

This year's Founders Award for the best article by an emerging 

scholar published in the}SAH in 2005 or 2006 goes to Heather 

Hyde Minor for her article, "Amore regolato: Papal Nephews and 

Their Palaces in Eighteenth-Century Rome." 

This a rticle lays out very clearly the politics and econom ics of pa

pal palace building in Rome in the eighteenth century, a period 

genera lly regarded as one of decline in architectural patronage. 

The arguments involve deft fi rst-hand analysis of th e build ings 

themselves while being underpinned by a considerable amount 

Marcus Hall 's fine book Earth Repair: A Transatlantic Histoty of of primary archiva l research. Hyde Minor is also fully conversant 

Environmental Restoration vividly portrays the distinct histories of with the secondary literature. The article is wonderfully written, 

land conservation practice in the United States and Italy. Explor- with a clever use of subheadings throughout. It also has a very 

ing concepts like "ecology and memory," "cross cultural restora- high presentation value. Hyde Minor's fine images are used to 

tion," and "beyond preservation," Hall 's book resona tes with great effect to advance her argument. 

some of the most important visions in contemporary historic 

preservation. Historic preservation has recently complemented it April 2007 

trad itions in associational and curatorial preservation with newer 

ideals of environmentalism. In this regard historic preservation jesus Escobar, Chair; Frank Salmon; Robin Williams 

forms a keystone of sustainable approaches to settlement pat-

terns and to the broader landscape. We feel confident that just as 2007 Elisabeth Blair MacDougall Book Award 
Antoinette Downing was on the cutting edge of the move to view 

arch itech1ral preservation in a broader urban context, she would 

be very much involved in the effort to cultivate links between 

environmental visions and preservation practice. 

Impressively synthesizing a broad s pectrum of archival 

sources and secondary literature, Marcus Hall's book persua

sively situates land restoration work in its broad cultural context. 

This history helps the reader to see the historically and cultura lly 

contingent relationship in the landscape between natural pro

cesses, human va lues, and human agency. Hall's three historical 

models of restoration: "maintenance gardening," "reparative 

ga rdening," and "reparative naturalizing" will undoubtedly help 

frame future studies of cultural landscapes, bridging environ

mental and cultural landscape studies. By contributing to the 

way we see our own relationship to the natural and cultural 

landscape, the book also has the power to strengthen our own 

connections to place; this is something that the bes t architectural 

history and preservation practice should strive for. This book is 

the unanimous choice of the Downing Award Committee. 

April 2007 

Daniel Bluestone, Chair; Christopher Wilson; Catherine Bishir 

AI left: City-County Building. Henry Hornbostel, 1916. Pittsburgh. PA 

The committee has selected Elizabeth Hyde's Cultivated Power. 

Flowers, Culture, and Politics in the Reign of Louis X IV, pub

lished by the University of Pennsylvania Press in 2005, for the 

Elisabeth Blai r MacDougall Award in the history of landscape 

archi tecture or garden design. 

Dr. Hyde brings to the well-documented history of French 17th

centu ry ga rden design a rare, scholarly, horticultural perspec

tive. Cultivated Power focuses upon the collection, cultivation 

and display of flowers in early modern France, and explores the 

extension of cultural va lues into the realm of the pol itical. She 

examines the availability of a new range of flowering plants, and 

their exploita tion by Louis XIV and his advisors to promote his 

power and gloire. Much new light is thrown upon the impor

tance of flowers in the French classical garden, upon the floral 

plantations at Versailles, the influence of"curious" florists 

upon Louis, and on the elaborate system of nurseries through

out France that were established to fulfill the demands of royal 

ga rdeners. Drawing upon many arch ival sou rces, Hyde further 

posi tions garden history within larger contexts of gender, rank , 

and material goods in ea rly modern France. 

April2007 

john Dixon Hunt, Chair; Michael Leslie; Therese O'Malley 

(n .b.jol1n Dixon Hunt recused himself from the final selection.) 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Call for Papers 

Nineteenth Century, the periodical publica

tion ofThe Victorian Society in America, 

invites submissions for peer review and 

publication on the cultural and social 

history of the United States from r8oo to 

c. r920. Papers are welcome on a variety 

of topics including architecture, fine arts, 

decorative arts, costume history, pho

tography, landscape and garden des ign, 

historic preservation, and technology. 

Papers may be sent to William Ayres, 

Editor, P.O. Box 403, Stony Brook, NY 

II790-0403. Published articles are usually 

3,ooo-5,ooo words, with notes, and 6 to 8 

illustrations; send one hard copy, include 

an email address. Manuscripts should be 

prepared following the Chicago Manual 

ofStyle. • 

Call for Papers and 
Multi-Media Projects 

Analogous Spaces: Architecture and the 

space of information, intellect and action 

International Conference 

Ghent University 

May 15-17, 2oo8 

This conference will interrogate the anal

ogy between spaces in which knowledge 

is preserved, organized, transferred or ac

tivated. Although these spaces may differ 

in material, virhtal , or operational ways, 

there are resemblances if one examines 

their "structure," "form" and "architec

ture." How do these spaces co-exist and 

interrelate? 

The conference seeks papers on the 

following types of spaces: archi tecture 

and elements of the built environment 

(museums, libraries and archives , ware

houses, ministries, adminis trative towns, 

world capitals, physical infrastructure, 

functionalist urbanism, etc.); information 

storage and data processing (databases, 

information retrieval, data mining, con

ceptual maps, scholarly communication, 

search engines, etc.); the architecture of 
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"the book" (contents and layout of atlases, 

scientific and scholarly treati ses, ency

clopedias, guides, manuals, children's 

books etc.); organizational schemes 

and diagrams (organigrams, functional 

diagrams, visual language, interfaces, arti 

ficial intelligence, taxonomies, classifica

tion systems, itineraries, etc.). 

Conference papers should examine 

analogical relationships between these 

types of spaces by investigating how they 

produce, accumulate, order, conserve, 

Gifts and Donor Support 
r February- 31 March 2007 

distribute, classify, and use knowledge. 

Further information about session 

themes and the special case s tudy on the 

work of Paul Otlet at the conference is 

available at www.analogousspaces.com. 

Abstracts for papers or multi -media 

projects-750 words or less- should be 

submitted no later than July 31 , 2007 to 

Guy De Tre, Pieter Uyttenhove, Wouter 

Van Acker and Sylvia Van Peteghem of 

Ghent University: analogousspaces@arch 

itectuur.ugent.be. • 

On behalf of the SAH Board and members, we sincerely thank the members listed below 

who, in February and March, made gifts to a variety of funds including the Annual Appeal, 

annu al meeting, annual meeting fellowship funds, dissertation prizes, the Charnley-Persky 

House Museum, the ARCHES endowment fund, and the Buildings of the United States. We 

are extremely grateful to all of you for your generosity and your willingness to help the Society 

fulfill its scholarly mission. 

SAH Annual Appeal Fellowship Funds Charnley-Persky House 

Museum Foundation 

Gifts oj$250- $999 Rosann S. Berry Anmtal 

George Tatum Meeting Fellowship Fund Gifts under $250 

Thomas Beischer Patricia Angell 

Gifts under $250 Kenneth Breisch 

Patricia Angell Henry Millon ARCHES Endowment Fund 

Margherita Azzi-Visentini Victoria Young 

William Hinchliff Gifts oj$250 · $999 

Lawrence Lindsey George R. Collins Memorial Stephen Fox 

Sue Ann Painter Fellowship Fund 

Linda Pellecchia Henry Millon Buildings of the United 

Jeanette Redensek States 

Rachel Quist Spiro Kostof Annual Meeting 

Peter Wollenberg Fellowship Fund Gifts oj$250- $999 

Patricia Angell Stephen Fox 

Memorials Marlene Heck 

Mary Schatzle, in memory John Arvid Klein Gifts under $250 

of I ulius T Sadler, J r Richard Longstreth Patricia Angell 

Henry Millon Robert M. Craig 

SAH Annual Meeting, David Rash 

Pittsburgh Dissertation Prizes Leland Roth 

Peter Shepherdson 

Gifts oJ$1,ooo- $4,999 Beverly Willis Dissertation 

Strada Architecture, LLC Prize 

Beverly Willis Architecture 

Foundation 



EX HIBITION S 

Current and Upcoming 
Exhibitions 

Editors' Note: The following announcements 

are taken from the Southeast Chapter of the 

SAH. 

National Gallery of Victoria International, 

Melbourne. The Prisons: G.B. Piranesi and 

Vik Muniz. Until 19 August. 

Powerhouse Museum, Sydney. Australian 

Design Atvards. Unit! 30 june. 

jewish Museum, Vienna. Oscar Strnad: 

1879-35: Architecture, Theater, Living. Until 

24 june. 

Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris. joe 

Colombo: Inventing the Future. Until 12 

August. 

Musee du Luxembourg, Paris. Rene 

Lalique: Exceptional Creator, 1890-1910. 

Until 29 july. 

Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin. Furniture 

by Abraham and David Roentgen. Until II 

November. 

Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum, 

New York. National Design Triennial. Until 

29 July. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

Venice and the Islamic World. Until 8 July. 

Sheldon Art Galleries, St. Louis. Of Spirit 

and Form: the Monuments of France in Pho

tographs by Edouard Baldus and Mederic 

Mieusement. Until 25 August. 

Museum filr lslamische Kunst, Berlin. 

Dschazira: the Cultural Landscape between 

the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers. Until 2 

September. 

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden. 

Re-opening of the Historic Green Vault. 

Unti l 31 December. 

Pinakothek de r Moderne, Munich. 100 

Years of Deutscher Werkbund, 1907-2007. 

Until 26 August. 

Galleria Nazionale Palazzo Spinola, 

Genoa. The Palazzo San Giorgio. Until 31 

j uly. 

Museo di Arte Contemporanea di Vi lla 

Croce, Genoa. In Public: Actions and Ideas 

of the 1970s in Italy. Until r6 September. 

Castello Sforzesco, Milan. Piero Fornasetti. 

Until 13 May. 

Palazzo Reale, Milan. Rooms with a View: 

the Metaphor of the House i.n Italian Art, 

1907-2007. Until 18 July. 

Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam. Current 

Positions in Design. Unti l 22 July. 

Kunstrnuseum Basel. Neo-Classicism to 

Early Modernism. Unti l 24 june. 

Museum filr Gestaltung, Zurich. Chair 

House City: Haefeli Moser Steiger, 2oth-cen

tury Architecture. Until 1 July. 

Geffrye Museum, London. Home and 

Garden Part f II: Domestic Spaces in Paint

ings from 19 14-60 Unti l 24 june. 

Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 

James 'Athenian' Stewart. Until 24 June. 

Surreal Things: Surrealism and Design. 

Until 22 July. 

Fenimore Art Museum, Cooperstown. 

Panoramas of Pride: 19th Cmtu1y Bird's-eye 

Views of New York State. Until 31 Decem

ber. 

Arthur M. Sackler Galle ry, Washington, 

DC. Gardens in Asia. Until 20 May. 

National Portrait Gallery, Washington, 

DC. Temple of Invention: History of a Na

tional Landmark. Unit! 8 July. 

Gemaldegalerie, Berlin. Schinkel: Frame

work. Until 3r j uly. 

Israel Museum, jerusalem. Dream Mak

ers: When Design Meets Technology. Until 

1 July. 

Mori Art Museum , Tokyo. Le Corbusier: 

Tracking the Man and His Creations. Until 

24 September. 

Rotterdam Kunsthal, Third International 

Architecture Biennial Rotterdam. Until 2 

September. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

Frank Stella: Painting into Architecture. 

Until 29 july. 

Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver, BC. 

Andrea Zittel: Critical Space. 9 june-7 

October. 

Thorvaldsen Museum, Copenhagen. 

Thorvaldsen and the Church. Until31 

December. 

Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Hum

lebaek. The Boundaries of Architecture. 15 

june-21 October. 

Musee d 'Orsay, Paris . Universal Exhibi

tions: Real and Utopian Architecture. 19 

june-16 September. 

Deutsches H istoriches Museum, Berlin. 

The f nvention of Simplicity: Biedermeier 

around 1820. 9 june- 2 September. 

Museum Ephraim-Palais, Berlin. Berlin 

Goes Bathing: 100 Years of the Wannsee 

Lido. 23 june-14 October. 

Casa Buonarroti, Florence. Michelangelo, 

Architect at San Lorenzo: Four Open Prob

lems. 5 june-12 November. 

Tokyo National Museum. The Five Zen 

Temples of Kyoto. june-November. 
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Huis Marseille, Amsterdam. Han Singels: 

Polder Holland. 2 June-26 August. 

Museum Bellerive, Zurich. jugendstil. 22 

June-7 October. 

York Art Gallery, York, UK. The Mad Man 

and the Minster. 9 June-21 October. 

Museum of Contemporary Art, Cleveland. 

Open: New Designs for Public Spaces and 

Expanding the Circle: MOCA and the New 

Uptown District. 1 June-2 September. 

Dallas Museum of Art. The Societe Ano

nyme: Modernism in America. 10 June-16 

September. 

Portland Museum of Art, Portland, ME. 

Frank Lloyd Wright and the House Beauti

ful . 28 June- 8 October. 

St. Louis Art Museum, St. Louis, MO. 

Symbols of Power: Napoleon and the Art 

of the Empire Style, 1800-15. 17 June-16 

September. 

Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. 

Freestyle: New Australian Design for Living. 

17 August- 14 October. 

Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam. Bar

celona 1900. 21 September-20 January 

2008. 

Astrup Fearnlcy Museet for Moderne 

Kunst, Oslo. China Power Station: Part II . 

15 September-16 December. 

Museum Rietberg, Zurich. Angkor: Cam

bodia's Divine Heritage. Until 2 December. 

Bowes Museum, Barnard Castle, UK. Art 

Nouveau and Its Origins. 29 September-

20 January 2008. 

British Museum, London. The First 

Emperor of China . 13 September- 7 April 

2008. 

Royal Academy of Arts, London. Antiquar

ies: Diggingfor Britain. 15 September-2 

December. 

Heide Museum of Modern Art, Mel- Albertina Graphische Sammlung, 

bourne. Savage Luxu1y: Modernist Design Vienna. Oscar Kokoschka: Exile and New 

in Melboume, '9]0·]9· 24 July-n Novem- Home. Until 6 January 2oo8. 

ber. 

MART-Museo di Arte Moderna e 

Contemporanea di Trento e Rovereto, 

Rovereto. The 21st Century: New Muswms 

13 July-7 October. 

Tokyo Metropolitan Teine Art Museum. 

A World of Stage: Russian Designs for 

Tl1eate1; Opera and Dance. 26 July-17 

September. 

The Art Institute of Chicago. Lorenzo 

Ghiberti's Gates of Paradise. 28 July- 13 

October. 

Dallas Museum of Art. In Stabiano: 

Exploring the Ancient Seaside Villas of the 

Roman Elite. 8 July-7 October. 
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Museo Nacional Centro do Arte Reina 

Sofia, Madrid. Le Corbusier. 2 October-17 

December. 

Frist Center for Visual Arts, Nashvi lle. 

The Societe Anonyme: Modernism fo r 

America. 26 October-3 February 2008. 

Hermitage Amsterdam. jugendstil. Until 

March 2008. 

Honolulu Academy of Arts. Hawaiian 

Modem: the Architect11re of Vladimir Os

sipo.ff. 8 November-20 January 2oo8. 

Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum, 

New York. Piranesi as Designer. 14 Sep

tember-20 Jan 2008. 

National Gallery of Victoria International, 

Melbourne. Modern Britain. 15 Novem

ber-24 February 2oo8. 

Museum flir Gestal tung, Zurich. The Best 

in Architecture, Landscape and Design. 31 

December- 31 Dec 2oo8. 

Calendar of SAH Events 

SAH Annual Meetings 

23-27 April 2008 

Hilton Netherland Hotel, Cincinnati 

SAH Study Tours 

16- 24 August 2007 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe in New York 

and Berlin 

5-9 October 2007 

Historic Villages of the Saugatuck 

Lakeshore 

January 16-20, 2008 

Palm Springs Modernism 

May 13-23, 2oo8 

Architecture of Naples, Italy 



BO O K LIST 

june. 2007 

Recently published architectural books and re

lated works, selected by Barbara Opar, Syracuse 

University Library. 

Reference Works 

Campbell, Gordon, ed. The Grove Encyclopedia 
of Classical Art and Architecture. 2 vols. New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2007. 16oop. 

ISBN 0195300823 S195.00 

Architects 

Beltramini, Guido, ed. Carlo Scarpa: Architecture 
and Design. New York: Rizzoli, 2007. 318p. ISBN 

o847829111 S65.oo 

Drennan, William R. Death in a Prairie House: 
Frank Lloyd Wright and the Taliesin Murders. 
Madison: University of Wisconsin, 2007. 218p. 

ISBN 0299222101 529-95 

Hoff, Steven. House: Black Swan Theory . New 

York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 176p. 

ISBN 1568985879 S36.oo 

james, Vincent. V)AA: Vincent james Associates 
Architects. Series: New Voices in Architecture. 

New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 

207p. ISBN 1568985886 S4o.oo 

Koolhaas, Rem and Hans-Uirich Obrist, con

tributors. Rem Koolhaas and Hans- Ulrich Obrist. 
Series: The Conversation Series, vol. 4 . Koln: 

Verlag der Buchandlung, 2007. 68p. ISBN 

38656oon8 S17.95 

Nichols, Chris. Leisure Architecture of Wayne 
McAllister. Layton, Utah: Gibbs Smith, Pub

lisher, 2007. 16op. ISBN 1586856995 $19.95 

Pallasmaa, juhanni and Tomoko Sate, eds. 

Alvar Aalto: Through the Eyes ofShigeru Ban. 
London: Black Dog Publishing, 2007. 271p. 

ISBN 1904772641 S45.00 

Perrault, Dominique. Dominique Perrault: Meta
Buildings. Cologne: Walter Konig, 2006. 98p. 

ISBN 3865601081 S38.oo 

Wiseman, Carter. Louis I. Kahn: Beyond Time 
and Style: A Life in Architecture. New York: W.W. 

Norton, 2007. 188p. ISBN 0393731650 S6o.oo 

Architectural Criticism 

Braham, William and jonathan A. Hale, eds. 

Rethinking Technology: A Reader in Architectural 
Theory. New York: Routledge, 2007. 466p. ISBN 

0415346541 544-95 

Bruno, Giuliana. Public Intimacy: Architecture 
and the Visual Arts. Cambridge, Massachusetts: 

MIT Press, 2007. 240p. ISBN 0262524651 

S22.95 

Saunders, William, ed.judging Architectural 
Value. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 

Press, 2007. 192p. ISBN 0816650101 569.00 

Architectural Design 

Addis, Bill. Building: 3,000 Years of Design, Engi
neering and Construction. Oxford: Phaidon Press, 

2007. 6o8p. ISBN 071 4841463 S75.00 

Architectural Photography 

Birchfield, james D. Clay Lancaster's Kentucky: 
Architectural Photographs of a Preservation 
Pioneer. Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 

2006. 130p. ISBN 0813124212 5so.oo 

Architectural Practice 

Shamiyeh, Michael and DOM Research Labora

tory, eds. Organizing for Change: Integrating 
Architectural Thinking in Other Fields. 2 vols. 

in 1. Basel: Birkhauser, 2007. 286p. ISBN 

3764378093 544-95 

Architecture--Cameroon 

Nelson, Steven. From Cameroon to Paris: Mous

goum Architecture In and Out of Africa. Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 2007. 304p. ISBN 

0226571831 S5o.oo 

Architecture--France 

johnston, Roy. Parisian Architecture of the Belle 
Epoque. Hoboken, New jersey: Academy Press, 

2007. 216p. ISBN 0470015551 $65.00 

Architecture--India 

Bach, Brian Paul. Calcutta's Edifice: The Buildings 
of a Great City. New Delhi: Rupa & Co. , 2006. 

733P· ISB N 8129104156 5128.oo 

Kejriwal, Leena. Calcutta: Repossessing the City. 
New Delhi: Om Books International, 2007. 

156p. ISBN 8187107620 S9o.oo 

Ramani, Navin. Bombay Art Deco Architecture: 
A Visual journey: 1930-1953· New Delhi: Lustre 

Press, 2007. 295P· ISBN 8174364471 534-95 

Architecture, Ancient- Iran 

Curatola, Giovanni and Gianroberto Scarcia. 

Iran: The Art and Architecture of Persia. New 

York: Abbeville Press, 2007. 264p. ISBN 

o789209209 59s-oo 

Architecture, Ancient- Iraq 

Curatola, Giovanni. Iraq: The Art and Archi
tecture of Ancient Mesopotamia. New York: 

Abbeville Press, 2007. 28op. ISBN 0789209217 

S9s.oo 

Architecture, Modern 

Filler, Mart in. Makers of Modern Architecture: 
From Frank Lloyd Wright to Frank Gehry. New 

York: New York Review Books, 2007. 352p. ISBN 

1590172272 527-95 

Glazer, Nathan. From a Cause to a Style: 
Modernist Architecture's Encounter with the 
American City. Princeton, New jersey: Princeton 

University Press, 2007. 310p. ISBN 0691129576 

S24-95 

Pearlman, jill. Inventing American Modernism: 
joseph Hudnut, Walter Gropius, and the Bauhuas 
Legacy at Harvard. Charlottesville: University of 

Virginia Press, 2007. 272p. ISBN 0813926025 

540.00 

Spiller, Neil. Visionary Architecture: Blueprints of 
the Modern Imagination. New York: Thames & 
Hudson, 2007. 271p. ISBN 0500342261 S6o.oo 

Architecture and the Environment 

Ferre, Albert, ed. Verb Natures. (Architecture 

Boogazine) Barcelona: Actar, 2007. 28op. ISBN 

8496540219 40 EUR 

Margulis, Lynn, james Corner, and Brian Holt 

Hawthorne, eds. fan McHarg: Dwelling in 
Nature: Conversations with Students. Series: 

Conversations With Students. New York: 

Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 112p. ISBN 

1568986203 519-95 

Richardson, Phyllis. X$: Small Structures, Green 
Architecture. New York: Universe, 2007. ISBN 

0789315254 529.95 

Sol nit, Rebecca. Storming the Gates of Paradise: 
Landscapes for Politics. Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2007. Due in june. 432P· ISBN 

9780520251090 S24-95 

Architecture and Society 

Colomina, Beatriz. Domesticity at War. 
Cambridge: MIT Press, 2007. 448p. ISBN 

0262033615 549-95 

Hammett, jerilou and Kingsley Hammett, eds. 

The Suburbanization of New York: Is the World's 
Greatest City Becomingjust Another Town? New 

York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 185p. 

ISBN 1568986785 $24.95 

Architecture and Technology 

Killory, Christine and Rene Davids. Details in 
Contemporary Architecture. Series: As Bui lt. New 

York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 208p. 

ISBN 1568985762 Sss.oo 

Building Types 

Mitchell, William J. Imagining MIT: Designing a 
Campus for the Twenty-First Century. Cambridge, 

Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2007. 190p. ISBN 

0262134799 
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Nettleson, Sarah. The Simple Home: The Luxury 

of Enough. Newtown, Connecticut: Taunton, 

2007. 256p. IS BN 1561 588318 S4o.oo 

Schrenk, Lisa D. Building a Century of Progress: 
The Architecture of Chicago's 1933-34 World's Fair. 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 

2007. 368p. ISB N 0816648360 S39.95 

Wright, Herbert. London High: A Guide to the 
Past, Present and Future of London's Skyscrapers. 
London: Frances Lincoln, 2007. 227p. ISB N 

0711226954 S5o.oo 

Histo ric Preservation 

Fitch, )ames Marston. james Marston Fitch: Se
lected Writings of Architecture, Preservation, and 
the Built Environment. New York: W.W. Norton, 

2007. 320p. ISBN 0393732290 $27.95 

Masterworks 

Adria, Miguel, ed. Biblioteca Vasconcelos Library. 
Mexico, D.F.: Editorial RMJArq ui ne, 2006. 

16op. ISBN 9685208778 $29.00 

Mackler, Christoph, ed. Kunsthalle Portikus: 
Frankfurt am Main. Sulgen: Niggli, 2006. 63p. 

ISBN 3721206029 $42.00 

Preston, Diana and Michael Preston. Taj Majal: 
Passion and Genius at the Heart of the Moghul 

Empire. New York: Walker & Company, 2007. 

336p. ISBN 0802715117 $25.95 

Society of Architectural H is torians 

1365 North Astor Street 

Chicago, I L 6o610-2144 

Webb, Michael. Modernist Paradise: Niemeyer 

House, Boyd Collection. New York: Rizzoli, 2007. 

224p. ISBN 0847828379 $45.00 

Monume nts and Me morials 

Stamp, Gavin. Memorial to the Missing of the 
Somme. London: Profi le, 2006. 214p. ISB N 

1861978111 $27-95 

Real Estate Development 

Rybczynski, Witold. Last Harvest: How a 
Cornfield Became New Daleville: Real Estate 
Development in America from George Washington 
to Builders of the Twenty-First Century, and Why 
We Live in Houses Anyway. New York: Scribner, 

2007. 320p. ISBN 0743235967 $27.00 

Regionalism 

Canizaro, Vincent B., ed. Architectural Re
gionalism: Collected Writings on Place, Identity, 
Modernity and Tradition. New York: Princ

eton Architectural Press, 2007. 496p. ISBN 

1568986165 $39-95 

Urban Design 

Alison, jane, et al. , eds. Future City: Experiment 
and Utopia in Architecture 1956-2006. London: 

Ba rbican Art Gallery: Thames & Hudson, 2007. 

336p. ISBN 0500286515 $34.95 

Campoli, julie and Alex S. Maclean. Visualizing 
Density. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Lincoln 

lnstiute of Land Policy, 2007. 16op. ISB N 

9781558441712 539-95 

Kohler, Sue and Pamela Scott, eds. Designing 

t.he Nation's Capital: The 1901 Plan for Washing
ton, D.C. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Commission 

of Fine Arts, 2006. 36op. ISBN 016075223X 

$39-95 

Koolhaas, Rem. Lagos: How it Works. Baden, 

Switzerland: Lars Muller Publishers, 2007. 

8oop. ISB N 3037780851 539-95 
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Correction: A correction to the Call For Papers published in the April 

issue of the SAH Newsletter. The correction is below. We regret 

any inconvenience or confusion this omission may have caused. 

Please refer to the April issue of the Newsletter or www.sah.org 

for the list ofThematic Sessions. 

In addition to the Thematic Sessions, an Open Session is an

nounced. With the author's approval, a Thematic Session chair may 

choose to recommend for inclusion in the Open Session an abstract 

that was submitted to, but does not fit into, a Thematic Session. The

matic Session chairs will notify all persons submitting abstracts to 

thematic sessions of the acceptance or rejection of their proposals by 

14 September 2007. Those submitting to the Open Session will be 

notified by 24 September 2007. l11e deadline for submitting a paper 

abstract for the Society's meeting in Cincinnati is August 17, 2007. 

Open Session: Scholars who would like to present a paper that falls 

outside the Thematic Sessions should submit an abstract to Dietrich 

Neumann, Chair of the SAH 61st Annual Meeting. All topics in 

architectural history and its related disciplines will be considered. 

Abstracts should be addressed to: Dr. Dietrich Neumann, Brown 

University, Dept. of the History of Art & Architecture, PO Box 1855, 

Providence RI 02912·1855; fax 401.863·7790; 

dietrich_neumann@brown.edu 

Tax-Free IRA Contributions to SAH 

There are many ways to support the Society of Architectural Histo

rians, but during 2007 there is a special one-time opportunity for a 

tax-free (not just tax-deductible) contribution from an IRA. 

The Pension Protection Act of 2oo6 contains a provision (available 

only in 2006 and 2007) allowing qualifying individuals (those 70 or 

older, who are required to take Minimum Distributions from their 

IRAs each year) to use part or all of those IRA Minimum Distributions 

for charitable contributions with no adverse tax consequences. 

Can I participate? 

Yes, if you are an individual7o or older and have an IRA. If you are 

in that category, you are required to have a Minimum Distribution 

amount transferred from your IRA into a taxable account annually. 

By asking your IRA custodian to send part of that required Minimum 

Distribution to SAH, this will reduce your tax liability. 

What is the maximum am ount I can contribute? 

You can make an IRA charitable contribution of up to Sroo,ooo. 

Cover: Kresge Auditorium, MIT, Eero Saarinen, '953· Cambridge, Mass. 

Call for Nominations to SAH Board 

The 2007 SAH Nominating Committee seeks your recommendations 

for new SAI-l Board members who would begin their terms in April 

2008 and serve for three years. The final slate of nominees should 

represent the diversity of the field of architectural history. Self-nomina

tions are welcome as are nominations of emerging scholars, graduate 

students , independent and non-affiliated historians of architectural 

history, landscape history and their related disciplines . Nominations of 

practitioners in architecture, historic preservation and related fie lds are 

also encouraged, as are nominations of people who chose architectural 

history as their avocation. 

Please note that the SAH Board has adopted a policy to increase the 

diversity of our profession by expanding the racial and ethnic popula

tions we represent, topics we address in our publications, programs and 

meetings, and promotion of these issues in the field of architectural 

history at large. To that end SAH would welcome the nomination of can

didates who will add racial and ethnic diversity to the SAH Board. 

Please mail or email nominations to Pauline Saliga, SAH Executive 

Director, Society of Architectural Historians, 1365 North Astor Street, 

Chicago IL 6o610, psaliga@sah.org Nominations will be forwarded 

directly to the Chair of the Nominating Committee. Nominations should 

include the name, affiliation (if applicable), and contact information for 

the candidate, particularly their te lephone number. Also the nominator 

should provide a short explanation of the nominee's qualifications and 

why they feel the nominee should be considered for the SAH Board. 

How long do I have to make an IRA contribution? 

IRA charitable contributions must be made for the 2007 tax year, and 

the IRA Distribution must be made by Dec. 31, 2007. 

Will this affect my gross income? 

The distribution is made directly to SAH from your IRA custodian, so 

it would not be included in your gross income, thereby reducing your 

taxable income for 2007. This means that the whole amount is re

duced for your 2007 taxes, instead of getting a tax deduction, the value 

of which depends on your Federal and state tax bracket. 

Do I have to pay any extra fees? 

During this current tax year 2007, you can increase your contribution 

to SAH or other favorite charities at no expense. 

For more detailed information, please contact your financial advisor 

and IRA custodian. To begin the gift process, please contact Pau

line Saliga, Executive Director, Society of Architectural Historians, 

312·57J.I36s. 

Opposite Above: Benesse House Annex, 19 9 5. 

Photographs on cover and page 8 courtesy of Historic American Buildings Survey f Historic Engineering Record. 

Photographs on page courtesy of Ken Oshima. 

Tadao Ando. Naoshima. Kagawa Prefecture. 

Opposite Below: West gable of the Main Sanctuary. 

Naiku, lse Shrine, Mie Prefecture. 



SA H STUDY TOUR 

Journey to Japan: Modernist Visions-May 18-30, 2007 

Traditionally, SAH asks the recipient of the SAH Study Tour Fel

lowship to write a Newsletter article outlining their impressions 

of the tour, providing a graduate student's or emerging scholar's 

perspective. Christine O'Malley's article on the first of two SAH 

Study Tours to japan appeared in the September 2006 edition of 

SAH News. 

When SAH gave members the rare opportunity of another 

study tour of japan, the second in the last eight months, we 

decided to forgo that tradition. Rather, we would like to present 

some feedback about the tour from both seasoned and new 

SAH Study Tour participants, and extend an invitation to you to 

participate in future tours. 

Ken Oshima, of the University of Washington, led the tour; 

we thank him sincerely for giving SAH members another re

markable tour experience. SAH President Barry Bergdoll escort

ed the tour as the SAH representative; we thank him for sharing 

his time and his expertise in modern architecture. Thirty-one 

people participated in all , eight of whom were participating in 

their first ever SAH Study tour. 

Participants offered feedback on multiple aspects of the tour. 

We have selected a handful of these comments to share with you 

here, by way of demonstrating the stimulating nature of SAH 

Study Tours. 

We hope you will join us on future SAH study tours, which 

will include: The Architecture of the Saugatuck Lakeshore 

(October 5-9, 2007); Palm Springs Architecture (January 16-20, 

2oo8); Naples (May 2008); The Estates and Gardens of Chica

go's North Shore (August 2oo8); and the Architecture of Faye 

jones in Arkansas (October 2oo8). 

Kathy Sturm 

SA H Manager, Meetings, Study Tours and Fellowships 
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Selected Comments from Tour Participants 

"It was a marvelous introduction to japan, ancient and modern. 

Ken was knowledgeable and unfailingly courteous to everyone." 

"It was great to have Barry Bergdoll with us to represent the 

SAH Board and to pitch in with intelligent commentary." 

"The lse Shrine was a mystical s ite, unlike anything we have ever 

seen- a beauti ful and peaceful location." 

"Frank Lloyd Wright's school, the only remaining Wright site in 

japan, was our favorite site. We are Frank Lloyd Wright fans and 

one of us is a Wrigh t scholar." 

"The Italian Vi lla on the Lake was a gorgeous house ... . (T]he site 

shows how traditional and modern japanese design converge." 

'The Geisha house in Kyoto and the amazing temples and 

modern buildings there were my favorites ." 

"The ancient s ites, especially those with gardens, were very spe· 

cia! for me because that is what I always wanted to experience." 

"We enjoyed it all : the variety of the temples and sh rines; the 

ancient and mod ern arch itecture of japan." 

"I was bored by the bland opulence of the Mandarin Oriental 

Hotel, but was glad to have seen it. My impression is that it is 

representative of many contemporary japanese developments: 

a relatively restrained , upmarket vers ion of a certain maniacal 

shin iness ... " 
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"Any tou rist with money can go to a small , traditional, charm· 

ing ryokan, but how would one even know that a place like the 

Kinugawa Asaya existed? The large size, traditional rooms, the 

glitzy atrium-lobby, the communal baths, the kimonos in the 

hall: It was a fascinating braid of traditional and contemporary." 

"Had there been time, I would have liked to see some examples 

of m ore humdrum architecture, old and new, such as housing 

fo r the not-so-rich." 

"When asked on SAH evaluations which tour sites I liked best 

and least, I usually like the buildings to my taste and dislike 

those that I thought dull or irrelevant. For th is tour, though, that 

doesn 't seem appropriate. My impression is that th is tou r was 

carefully crafted, given the unfamiliarity (for most people) of 

japanese culture and architecture, to include certain sites and 

experiences that would convey competing, or alternating, aspects 

of'j apan-ness.' I thus felt that I had learned a good deal even 

from those buildings about which I was less enthusiastic.'' 

Above: Study Tour Participants 

Opposite, Left and Right: Sketches, Courtesy of Jacob Albert 



What is the status of the SAH ARCHES Endowment Campaign? 

When the Society celebrated its Goth anniversary in 2000, the SAH 

Board decided to launch a campaign to raise funds to create an SAH 

Endowment. Named the ARCHES Endowment campaign, the goal 

was to raise $2 million to support the Society's operations, publica

tions, and fellowship programs. Given the success of the initial 

campaign, the goal has since been raised to $3 million. The acronym 

"ARCHES" was developed to represent six areas that are central to the 

Society's mission to promote the study and preservation of the built 

environment worldwide. The ARCHES Endowment campaign specifi

cally stands for: 

Advocacy-Advancing the discipline of architectural history within 

institutions of higher learning and the wider community 

Research-Providing opportunities for the development and pre

sentation of studies in architectural history, urbanism, landscape, and 

design 

Communication- Disseminating scholarly work and information 

in print publications and electronic media 

History-Championing the preservation of architectural heritage 

worldwide 

Education-Encouraging the exploration and examination of the 

built environment by professionals and general audiences 

Scholarship-Fostering and acknowledging scholarly achieve

ments through fellowships and awards. 

How much is currently in the Society's Endowment? 

As of April 30, 2007, the Society's endowment account held $r,955,ror 

in cash and investments, with additional bequests and promised gifts 

of more than $r,2I2.466. The endowment, which has grown steadily 

in the past seven years, has received funding from a variety of sources 

including bequests, outright gifts from individuals, grants from 

foundations, Life and Benefactor dues, and small surpluses from the 

annual SAH operating budget. The largest single donor to date to the 

SAH Endowment was the Scott Opler Foundation which made a grant 

of$500,000 to SAH to create the Scott Opler Endowment for Emerg-

ing Scholars in an effort to support scholarship among people who are 

new tG architectural history and its related disciplines. 

When will the Society's members see benefits from the SAH Endow

ment? 

Right now. Every year the Society's Board now budgets more than 

$6o,ooo of Endowment earnings to fund the scholarly mission of the 

Society. Among the specific projects funded annually by the Endow

ment are SAH fellowships for research and travel ($33,ooo); JSAH 

($ro,ooo); the move of the SAH website to a new software platform 

in 2007 ($ro,ooo); and memberships for emerging scholars ($r,ooo), 

with the remainder to underwrite board and operational expenses. 

How can I make a gift to the SAH ARCHES Endowment campaign? 

There are many ways to make a gift, either now or in the future. Con

tributions can be sent to the SAH office with a notation that the gift is 

intended for the SAH Endowment. Gifts that are part of an estate or 

promised gift should be outlined in your estate planning documents, 

and you should notifY SAH Executive Director Pauline Saliga of your 

intentions. Making a gift directly from your IRA is a new possibility 

that is outlined on page two. 

We encourage you to support the SAH Endowment. Although the 

Endowment provides funding for only approximately 4% of the 

Society's $r.5 million budget, funding from the Endowment ensures 

that SAH will be able to continue taking a leadership role in the field 

and to respond creatively to the challenges of the new century and the 

digital age. 

Damie Stillman, Past President and Chair, 

SAH Development Committee 

Pauline Saliga,SAH Executive Director 



NEWS 

SAH Chicago Chapter Honors 
William Le Baron Jenney 

The Chicago Chapter recently co-spon

sored a series of events to commemorate 

the centennial of the death ofWilliam 

Le Baron Jenney, generally regarded as 

the "Father of the Skyscraper." john K. 

Notz, j r. , immediate past treasurer of the 

national SAH, spearheaded the effort 

A symposium was held on june 9 at 

the Chicago History Museum with four 

scholars presenting papers on various 

aspects of j enney' s career: Christopher 

Vernon, The University of Western Aus

tralia, on landscape; Walker C. johnson, 

johnson Lasky Architects , on structure; 

Rolf Achilles, The School of the Art 

Institute of Chicago, on furniture design; 

and Wilbert Hasbrouck, Prairie Avenue 

Bookshop, on Jenney's involvement in 

the Chicago Architectural Club. 

Following the symposium, a marker 

was unveiled at Jenney's gravesite in 

Chicago's Graceland Cemetery (pictured). 

Jenney's grave had been unmarked for 

the past roo years, and this new marker, 

designed by William T. Bickford of 

DePree Bickford Associates, honored 

Jenney's legacy with its clever design fea

turing an axonometric drawing of a steel 
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frame structure cut into a series of six H.H. Richardson House One of 
granite blocks. Following the dedication, America's II Most Endangered 
Henry H. Kuehn, current treasurer of the Historic Places 
national SAH, led guests on a walking 

tour through the cemetery, highlight- The National Trust for Historic Preserva-

ing the graves of several architects who tion named the last home and studio of 

started their careers in Jenney's office, Henry Hobson Richardson in Brookline, 

including Daniel Burnham and Louis Sui- Massachussets, to its list of most endan-

livan. The day was officially designated as gered historic places in June. Richardson 

William LeBaron Jenney Day in the City lived in the house from 1874 until his 

of Chicago by the Chicago City CounciL • death in 1886, and it remained the home 



of his descendants until 2ooo, when it 

was purchased by an owner committed 

to its preservation. The current owner 

has had the house up for sale for years, 

with the proviso that it be preserved, but 

has indicated of late that he may lift this 

restriction due to his own financial limita

tions. 

Built in the so-called "West Indies 

style" by a wealthy merchant in r8o3, the 

house was initially intended to serve as 

a country retreat. Richardson, however, 

used it as both a home for his family and 

studio. Stanford White, among others, 

worked there, and played lunchtime ten

nis matches on the backyard court. 

The National Trust and several local 

preservation groups are working to save 

the house by seeking a buyer who will 

preserve the architect's legacy. They are 

exploring the possibility of using the 

residency as an office space or academic 

study center fo r a non-profit organization 

or foundation. 

"The house on Cottage Street is the 

birthplace of Richardson's unique archi

tectural style and offers insight into both 

the master's home life and his interaction 

with the famous architects who trained 

under his watchful eye," said Richard 

Moe, president of the National Trust for 

Historic Preservation. "It's a canvas from 

which we can learn so much about a 

great man who had a profound impact on 

American architecture. We can't afford to 

stand by and watch a piece of American 

history get swallowed up by yet another 

McMansion." • 

Opposite. Above: H.H. Richardson House. 

Brookline. Mass. © David Bohl 

Opposite. Below: William Le Baron Jenney Grave 

Marker. William T. Bickford 

DesignJBody JSense 

The Design History Society 
Annual Conference 
The Faculty of Art, Design & 
Architecture 
Kingston University, London 
5-7 September 2007 

As an embodiment of thought, feeling 

and intention, design demands to be 

encountered from a bodily perspective. 

DesignjBodyjSense calls for the interdis

ciplinary engagement of design and its 

histories. 

For more information, visit http: / J 
www.designbodysense.co.ukj or e-mail 

designbodysense@kingston.ac.uk. • 

The Impact of the Edwardian 
Castles in Wales 
University ofWales, Bangor 
7-9 September 2007 

2007 is the 7ooth anniversary of the 

death of Edward I. The School of His

tory, Welsh History and Archaeology at 

Bangor, in partnership with the Castles 

Studies Group and Cadw, has arranged 

this conference to review recent research 

into his great castles and towns around 

the coast of northern Wales. Speakers will 

consider not only the political context for 

building the castles, and their design and 

use, but also the impact that they had on 

the people and landscape of Wales. We 

will explore their visual and poetic legacy 

and their s ignificance as symbols of 

power and places of ceremony. 

For more information, vis it http:/ J 
www.cadw.wales.gov.ukjevents. • 

Henrici-Medici: Artistic Links 
between the Early Tudor Courts 
and Medicean Florence 
I Tatti, Florence, Italy 
19-20 September 2007 

Devoted to the study of the artistic links 

between the early Tudor courts and 

Medicean Florence, the conference-

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

jointly sponsored by The Paul Mellon 

Center, London and I Tatti, Florence

will focus on the sculptural projects that 

galvanized the attention of Henry VI I and 

Henry VII I. The architectural context for 

decorative sculpture will be highlighted 

together with the parallel, growing inter

est for painting documented through im

ported works, as well as by the presence 

of Florentine painters in London. 

For more information, see the confer

ence programme at http:/ jwww.history. 

ac.ukjconferencesjmedici.rtf. or contact 

Susan Bates at sbates@itatti.it. • 

The Basilica: A Building Type of 
European Architectural History 
Ensiedeln (Zurich) , Switzerland 
21-23 September 2007 

An international, interdisciplinary 

conference on the history of the basilica 

in Europe. A publication is planned. For 

m ore information, visit http:/ jwww.basi

lika-kolloquium.dejbasilika-kolloquiumj 

index.html, or contact Prof. Dr. Ji.irgen 

Kriiger at krueger-kunstgeschichte@t

online.de. • 

Courts and Capitals, 1815-1914 
Society for Court Studies I Victo
rian Society 2nd Biannual Joint 
Conference 
Wallace Collection, London 
29 September 2007 

Talks at the conference will include: 

Emmanuel Ducamp, "Saint Petersburg 

and the Romanovs: The Second Phase"; 

Roderick). Barman, "The Imperial City 

as Bourgeois Triumph: The Making 

of Petr6polis, 'Summer Capital' of the 

Brazilian Empire, 1842-1889"; Terry Kirk, 

"Reconfiguring Rome: The Remaking of 

the Capital of United Italy after r87o"; 

Giles MacDonogh "'Nothing Too Collos

sal, Nothing Too Expensive': Berlin under 

Wilhelm II"; john Hamilton, "False 

Starts and Failed Hopes: The Rise and 

Fall of Royal Sofia (1878-1946); and Gavin 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Stamp, "Budapest: A Dual Capital for the 

Dual Monarchy." 

For more information, visit http:/ 1 
www.courtstudies.org/ or contact Jane 

Jephcote at events@victoriansociety.org. 

uk. • 

Frank Uoyd Wright: From Private 
to Public 
Frank Uoyd Wright Building 
Conservancy Conference 
Hilton Hotel, Northbrook, IL, and 
Racine, WI 
10- 14 October 2007 

Approximately 500 ofWright's designs 

were built during his long career, some 

380 of which are still standing in North 

America and Japan. Three hundred 

and fifteen of these, or 83 percent, were 

originally private single-family residences, 
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and only 17 percent of the extant original 

works were designed as public buildings 

for institutional, commercial, religious 

or multiple-family use. Within the last 

40 years, 46 private single-family homes, 

la rge and small, have been converted to 

h istoric house museums, making public 

buildings now almost 30 percent of 

Wright's extant work. 

The turnover from the private to the 

public sector reflects a measure of the 

continuing growth of interest in Wright's 

work and the preservation of our cultural 

heritage through conservation of our built 

environment. However, when Wright 

houses are converted into public muse

ums they no longer function as private 

residences as Wright originally intended. 

The theme of the conference is 

intended to stimulate thought on the full 

gamut of Wright's architecture, exploring 

preservation, conservation and visitation 

issues at both private and public build

ings, while also examining the problems, 

responsibilities and obligations surround

ing the conversion of a private building 

into a public site. 

One full day will be spent in Ra-

cine, visiting the S. C. Johnson and Son 

Administration Building, Wingspread, 

Keland house, Taliesin Architect's Golden 

Rondelle, Edgar Tafel's Albert house and 

more. Private homes visited will include 

eighteen other Prairie and Usonian 

houses in Riverside, the North Shore 

and other Chicago venues, including the 

Coonley Estate, Glasner house, Ravine 

Bluffs, Glore house, Bruce Goffs Ford 

house and others to be named later. 

Public sites visited wi ll include the Robie 

House (under restoration), Unity Temple, 

Charnley-Perksy house, Mi llennium Park, 

Mies van der Rohe's Farnsworth House, 

a George Elmslie tour, Crab Tree Farm 

with its major American Arts and Crafts 

collection, and more. 

Registration includes: continental 

breakfast (Thursday, Friday, Saturday); 

morning educational sessions and after

noon tours (Thursday, Friday, Saturday); 

lunch (Thursday, Friday, Saturday); 

keynote reception and keynote address 

(Thursday); and the Gala DinnerfWright 

Spirit Awards presentation (Saturday 

evening). Pre and post-conference tours, 

opening reception, and benefit dinner can 

be purchased separately. The Northbrook 

Hilton Hotel in Chicago's north-subur

ban Northbrook, will be the center of 

activities. Reservations may be booked at 

the hotel by calling 847-480.7500. 

For more information, visit www. 

savewright.org, call the Conservancy's 

office at 312.663·5500, or e-mail 

preservation@savewright.org. • 

Lert: johnson Wax Corporation Building, Research 

Tower. Frank Lloyd Wright, 1947, Racine, WI 



Tall Buildings in the London 
Landscape 
Institute of Historical Research, 
London 
12 October 2007 

This symposium-organized by Michael 

Hebbert (University of Manchester), 

Elizabeth McKellar (Open University) and 

the Centre for Metropolitan History- will 

bring together new research on towers of 

every type, their promoters and uses, the 

symbolism and associations of high-rise 

architecture, its cumulative presence in 

the metropolitan landscape, and the is

sues posed by new tall building for histor

ic skylines and landmarks. As London's 

skyline soars to ever new heights this is a 

matter of great contemporary interest and 

importance. From medieval tower houses 

to Edwardian 'babylonian' blocks of flats 

and from the perennial issue of St. Paul's 

to current plans for the Thames Gateway, 

this symposium will offer a broad-rang

ing view of tall building, past, present and 

future. 

For more information, visit http:/ 1 
www.history.ac.ukfcmhftallbuildings. 

htrnl or contact Olwen Myhill at olwen. 

myhill@sas.ac.uk. • 

The Past in the Present-History 
as Practice in Art, Design and 
Architecture 
Glasgow School of Art, Dept. of 
Historical and Critical Studies 
27-29 October 2007 

This conference will to bring together 

over 70 speakers, including scholars, 

artists, designers, architects, museolo

gists, curators, archivists and collectors, 

to debate the ways in which styles and 

genres from the past, both visual and 

written, have been reinvigorated in the 

present for celebratory, nostalgic, or criti

cal ends. The conference includes recep

tions, a banquet, special art events across 

Glasgow, and recreational trips to some 

of Glasgow's historic gems. Keynote 

Speakers are Pat Kirkham (Bard Gradu

ate Center, New York) and Richard Dyer 

(King's College, London). 

For more information, visit http:/ 1 
www.gsa.ac.uk/gsa.cfm?pid=2078. • 

Architecture for Leisure in East
ern and Western Europe in the 
196os and '7os 
International Conference 
Department of Architecture ETH 
ZUrich 
8-9 November 2007 

The development of post-war Europe 

during the cold war up to the beginning 

of the r96os is thoroughly documented, 

not only in the history of architecture and 

urban planning, but also in the humani

ties. The subsequent time of socialist 

consolidation, on the other hand, has 

attracted much less scholarly attention. 

An in-depth analysis of architecture and 

urban planning in Eas tern and Western 

Europe with its political, socio-economi

cal and cultural contexts, as well as an 

examination of the historical specificity 

(structural and dynamic) of the period 

has yet to be undertaken. In particular, 

the concepts of Late Socialism and Late 

Capitalism must be examined. These two 

concepts, constructed analogically, still 

cloud our perception and complicate an 

appropriate and comparative historical 

analysis. Even today's post-socialist theory 

is based upon an image of Socialism that 

is constructed through comparison or 

negation, either as a point of departure of 

a critique of capitalism or as a confirma

tion of capitalist supremacy. It therefore 

seems promising to suppose a continu

ous process of pervasion, overcoming, 

and underminingofthe "Iron Curtain" 

in architecture and urban planning to 

understand East and West as a transna

tional, interdependent system. 

In the context of this extensive re

search project, this conference will focus 

on architectural and urbanistic concepts 

for the organization ofleisure during the 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

r96os and 1970s in Eastern, Western and 

Central Europe. In the period of post

Stalinist consolidation, new forms of tour

ism and recreational activities emerged in 

socialist countries. Leisure time ceased to 

exclusively serve economic productivity, 

even if"free time" was equally planned, 

organized and controlled as worktime. 

At the same time, apart from organized 

forms of recreation, nomadic forms of 

traveling like camping or hitch-hiking 

developed. The Western countries saw, 

during the years of economic prosperity, 

a series of large-scale tourist develop

ments in natural settings. Additionally, 

large-scale tourist structures became a 

paradigmatic field of experimentation 

and innovation in architecture and urban 

planning, for example in the work and 

theory of Georges Candilis , Alexis J osic 

and Shadrach Woods. At the same time, 

a critique of those developments gave 

momentum to debates in architecture 

and urban planning, for example with the 

architects of the Tendenza in Ticino. 

The aim of the conference lies in 

sharpening the outlines of architecture 

and urban planning during the decades 

of the r96os and 7os in Eastern and 

Western Europe which transgressed 

political system s and ideologies, by look

ing at leisure culture and its archi tectonic 

expressions. The point of contact and 

comparison of different developments in 

Eastern and Western Europe shall be the 

utopian potential embedded in the idea of 

"free time" or "leisure," which led to new 

forms of mobility, of (temporary, high

density, car free or motorized) collectiv

ization, of physical culture, recreation, 

sport, the staging of nature or culture etc. 

Those utopian projects and projections 

shall also be examined in their formative 

role for the architectures of the ordinary, 

of workday and everyday. 

For more information, visit http:/ 1 
www.eahn.orgfnewsfcfp-architecture-for

leisure, or contact Berhard Langer, junior 

Faculty Theory of Architecture ETH 

ZUrich, at langerb@gta.arch.ethz.ch. • 
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Regional Architecture and Iden
tity in the Age of Globalization 
The Center for the Study of Archi
tecture in the Arab Region 
Tunis, Tunisia 
IJ-I5 November 2007 

Keynote Speakers: Dr. Liane Lefaivre 

(University of Applied Arts, Vienna) 

and Dr. Rasem Badran (Dar AJ Omran, 

Jordan) . 

Developments in transportation, com

munication and networking technologies 

in recent decades have instigated unprec

edented flow of people, goods, and infor

mation across the globe, a phenomenon 

that has shaped the all-powerful thrust 

of globalization. This phenomenon led a 

drive for taking a universal outlook on so

cial, economic, and environmental issues, 

but at the same time, instigated a wave 

of criticism. With its tendency to blur the 

boundaries among nations and cultures, 

globalization is seen as benevolent and 

progressive by some, and malevolent and 

regressive by others. While one camp 

promises economic prosperity for part

ners of global exchanges, the counterpart 

protests the potential of the exchanges 

to breed erosion in societal identities of 

regions and nations. The opposing views 

tackle all aspects of human living, and 

as such, spread broadly to the academia 

and the professions where heated debates 

on global issues are now enduring. The 

CSAAR 2007 conference addresses 

regional architecture and identity in 

the built environment in the context of 

globalization. The conference will focus 

on the study of increasing contradictions 

between the "modernization" of regions 

on the one hand and the cultural identity 

of these places on the other. 

Though the recent tide of globaliza

tion is very strong, it is clear that there is 

also a countervai ling need for regional

ism. We propose that globalization can 

only succeed on the basis of healthy re

gionalism. It is evident that under strong 

globalization trends, regional identities 
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did not disappear. On the contrary, they 

have tenaciously continued to express 

themselves urbanisiticlly, archi tectur-

ally, and behaviorally. The conference 

intends to use this proposition as a point 

of departure to explore and examine the 

various discourses regarding regional

ism, globalization and their impact on the 

built environment. Questions to be asked 

and issues to be considered include: 

regional architecture and how it is being 

(re)defined, the interaction(s) between the 

regional and the global , the intersection 

between colonial past and contemporary 

archi tectural productions, the regional 

dynamics of architecturaljcultural flows, 

the trends of regionalism and how they 

coexist, compete or contradict with the 

process of globalization, the role of 

archi tecture in connecting people and 

cultures across geographical and chrono

logical boundaries, the role of the state 

in promoting/ constructing various types 

of cultural iden tities, bridging the gab 

between Regionalism and Modernization, 

how regional architecture can surmount 

the limitations of constant forms of the 

past, to what level features of contempo

ra ry urban developments respond more to 

global (economic) conditions than to local 

or national ones, to what extent regional

ism accept other regions traditions and 

incorporate and in tegrate new technologi

cal, and environmental inventions. 

For more information, visit http:j f 
www.csaar-center.orgjconferencej 2007 f 
index.htrn, or contact Conference Chairs 

Jamal Al-Qawasmi (KF UPM, Saudi 

Arabia, jamalq@kfupm.edu.sa) or 

Ali Jerbi (National School of Architecture 

& Urbanism, Tunis, am.djerbi@planet. 

tn). • 

Architectural Humanities 
Research Association, 4th Annual 
International Conference 
Architecture, Urbanism and 
Curatorship 
C-SCAIPE Suite, Kingston 
University, London 

16-17 November 2 007 

The conference engages with the issues 

of collecting, housing, developing and 

presenting ideas, artefacts and cities 

in general, and more specifically with 

the challenges surrounding the issue 

of exhibiting architecture and the built 

environment. The conference is intended 

to raise issues concerning the re-presen

tation of cities, places, and buildings, 

and to discuss the histories, theories and 

contemporary practices surrounding 

curatorsh ip. 

For more information, visit http:/ J 

www.eahn.orgjnewsjcfp-architecture-ur

banism-curatorship. • 

Eero Saarinen: Shaping the 
Future 
Cranbrook Art Museum, 
Bloomfield Hills, MI 
17 November 2007-30 March 
2008 

The first major retrospective exhibi tion 

mounted on Eero Saarinen begins its 

three-year national tour at Cranbrook. 

Deploying progressive construc-

tion techniques and a highly personal, 

exuberant, and often metaphorical aes

thetic, Saarinen's work defied Modernist 

orthodoxies and gave iconic form to the 

postwar American ideal of an open-ended 

society of unbounded choice and diver

sity-an ideal that persists to this day. In 

his search for a richer and more varied 

modern architecture, Saarinen became 

one of the most prolific and controversial 

practi tioners of his time, and one of the 

most influential. 

Following the US premiere at 

Cranbrook Art Museum, the exhibition 

will travel the United States until zoro 

making stops at the Walker Art Center in 

Minneapolis , The Washington University 

Art Museum in St. Louis, The National 

Building Museum in Washington, D.C. 

and the Yale University Art Museum in 

New Haven, Connecticut. 



For more information, please call 

1-877-GO-CRAN Brook (1-877-462-7262) 

or visit the website at www.cranbrookart. 

edu. • 

Location: the Museum, the 
Academy and the Studio 
34th Annual Conference of the 
Association of Art Historians 
Tate Britain, Tate Modern, and 
Chelsea College of Art & Design, 
London 
2-4 April 2oo8 

Location will focus on the sh ifts- his

torical, modern and contemporary-in 

the location of the museum, the artist's 

studio and the academy in relation to the 

concepts, values and practices of art h is

tory. Location is understood to embrace 

physical, geographical and virtual sites; 

social and political ideologies; values and 

aesthetics; academic and practice-led 

relationships. 

Wi th the ever-increasing changes 

that post-discipl inary practice and stud

ies, digital culture, and globalisation are 

bringing to bear on the roles and prac

tices of the museum, the artist and the 

academy, what are the issues and implica

tions involved in the locating of value and 

meaning, ownersh ip and identity, concept 

and experience for each? Historically, 

the academy has been set in opposition 

to the museum, bu t what is the nature of 

this relationsh ip today, in the ligh t of the 

expanded ambitions of major m useums 

and the rise of curatorial and museum 

studies? 

What has been and should be the re

lationship between curator, artist and aca

demic? How does art history engage with 

th e museum and the artist and vice versa, 

within the UK and abroad ? The profes

sionalisation of the artist and the new 

research status awarded to both art and 

curatorial practice moves the art college 

and museum nearer to the academy-but 

what consequence does this have for 

the discourses of history and practice? 

What will be the impact of globalisation 

on all these spheres? Will art history be 

invigorated by this closer relationship or 

diminished in status? 

Submissions are due before Novem

ber r6, 2007. Paper Proposal Forms, 

session announcemen ts and more 

information available at: http:/ jaah .org. 

ukjconferencefindex.php. • 

2008 NCPH Annual Meeting 
Louisville, KY 
10-13 April 2oo8 

The National Council on Public History 

invites proposals for sessions, presen

tations, panels, roundtables, poster 

sess ions, and workshops for the 2oo8 

Annual Meeting, with the theme Public 

Histories of Union and Disunion. 

The Program Com mittee invites 

proposa ls for presen ta tions that explore 

the role(s) public history has played in 

North American civic life, and particu

larly ways in which public history has 

been harnessed to foster unity, provoke 

division, or make sense of controversy. 

Suggested broad topics within th is theme 

m igh t include: deploymen ts of h istory 

in political arenas; assessments of "civic 

engagement" initiatives; the challenges 

inherent in the interpretation of sites 

and even ts associated with wounds that 

divide the public; and the consequences 

when competing histories are ascribed 

to the same place, event, or person. The 

com m ittee also welcomes proposals that 

explore other issues related to the impact 

of the public history enterprise on civic 

health and to the practice and teaching of 

public history. 

Complete session proposals (i n

cluding panels and round tables), but 

will accept individual presentations for 

consideration as well. The committee also 

invites proposals for sessions in formats 

beyond the usual paper session, and 

encourages presenters in more trad itional 

sessions to dispense with the read ing of 

papers. All proposals must include the 

A N NOU N CE M ENTS 

following: a cover page listing ground and 

email addresses, phone number, and af

filiation of each participant; an absh·act of 

no more than 500 words for the session 

as a whole together with brief summaries 

of no more than 150 words for each paper 

or presentation; a two-page c.v. or resume 

for each participant; and any requests for 

audio-visual equ ipment for the session. 

Send proposa ls by September 4· 2007 

to ncph@iupui.edu, subject line "2oo8 

Program Proposal," or via mail to: NCPH 

2008 Program Chair, 327 Cavanaugh 

Hall- IUPUI, 425 University Blvd., 

Indianapolis, IN, 46202. No fax submis

s ions accepted. • 

Vauxhall Revisited: Pleasure 
Gardens and Their Publics, 166o-
188o 
Tate Britain, London 
15-15 July 2008 

Located on the threshhold of city and 

country, pleasu re gardens provided op

portun ities for a surprisingly wide range 

of people to escape their city of a sum

mer evening. Here they ate and drank, 

listened to music, viewed paintings and 

enjoyed a variety of other spectacles 

- m ost important of which was the crowd 

itself. Exploring the illuminated walks, 

visitors could escape both the confines of 

the city and - on occasion- the social roles 

associated with it. 

Pleasure ga rdens have been discussed 

by historians such as john Brewer and 

Roy Porter as typifying a nascent public 

sphere, one identified with the 'commodi

fication' of culture and the rise of the 

'middling rank'. Much of our knowledge 

of these gardens is still founded on War

wick Wroth's works, now more than a 

century old . For all the im portance of the 

individual com posers, painters and artists 

active within them, pleasure gardens 

have been neglected by historians of early 

modern theatre, music, art and dance. 

Those historians and literary scholars 

who have add ressed them have focused 
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almost exclus ively on the 1760s and 

1770s, ignoring their Caroline origins and 

Victorian development. Gardens outs ide 

London and in other European countries 

have also received insufficient attention. 

It is hoped that the conference will go 

some way towards bridging the disciplin

ary, methodological and geographical 

divides which have hitherto isolated 

scholars interes ted in different aspects of 

the pleasure garden. A focus on Vauxhall 

and Ranelagh has led us to overlook the 

wide range of smaller gardens that came 

and went at regular intervals throughout 

the period - but which may have been 

more representative of the type. Can we 

define what we mean by the term 'plea

sure garden', and how would we position 

the pleasure garden relative to subur-

ban taverns , parks, circuses and other, 

related resorts? To what extent did they 

truly provide a 'classless' space? Did they 

s imply appropriate artistic forms from 

other venues and genres in a parasitical 

fashion, or did they in fact create new 

types of performance- as they did in the 

case of'the Vauxhall song'? How does 

their his tory inform the debate over 'sepa

rate spheres' in the early modernfmodern 

period? These are some of the questions 

pleasure garden raise. 

Panels will consider: the relationship 

between pleasure gardens and pleasure 

groundsfparks; the role of painting and 

sculpture in pleasure gardens; pleasure 

gardens outside London; mingling, mas

querade and fashion; musical programing 

and performance; Victorian rivals and 

reinventions, including Cremorne; and 

the pleasure garden in literature. Papers 

on non-British pleasure gardens are par

ticula rly welcome. 

Proposals of up to 200 words are due 

to the conference organizer, Dr. jonathan 

Conlin (University of Southampton), 

j.conlin@soton.ac.uk, by january 15, 

2008. For more information, visit http:/ f 
www.paul-mellon-centre.ac.ukfeventsf/ 

vauxhall.html. 
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The conference is co-sponsored by 

The Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in 

Bri tish Art, Tate Britain and The Museum 

of Garden History. The convenor is Dr 

jonathan Conlin, University of South

ampton. • 

EAUH Lyon 2oo8: 9th Interna
tional Conference on Urban 
History, Lyon 
27 - 30 August 2oo8 
Session: "Big Buildings: Concepts 
of Competition and Order since 
the 19th Century" 

Large-scale buildings characterize the 

appearance of the city. They draw special 

attention, communicate meaning, arouse 

admi ration and pride as well as fea r and 

jealousy. They are the objects and results 

of social, political and economically mo

tivated competition on both the local and 

global levels. 

Gifts and Donor Support 

r April - 30 May 2007 

Planning and realization oflarge-scale 

buildings are subject to multifaceted 

economic processes and evoke broad 

pol itica l, social and cultural d iscussions. 

Therefore, their study can be particuarly 

informative. We invi te studies on the 

social, pol itical, economic and cultural 

context of planning, production, assigna

tion and use oflarge-scale buildings, to be 

focused on architectural-spatial concepts 

of urban development, economic pro

cesses, u rban debates, configurations of 

parties involved, etc., covering the period 

from the 19th century up to the recent 

past. In terdisciplinary approaches are 

warmly invited. 

Please e-mail an abstract (up to 500 

words) and a short CV no later than No

vember r, 2007 to celina.kress@metropo 

litanstudies.de and place it on the confer

ence website at http:f jeauh.ish-lyon.cnrs. 

fr/ • 

On behalf of the SAH Board and members, we sincerely thank the members listed 

below who, in April and May, made gifts to a variety of funds including the Annual 

Appeal, annual meeting, annual meeting fellowship funds, and the Buildings of the 

United States. We are extremely grateful to all of you for your generosity and your 

willingness to help the Society fulfill its scholarly mission. 

SAH Annual Appeal 

Gifts oj$1,ooo- $4,999 
Paul Turner 

Gifts under $250 

Jessie Poesch 

Betsy Rosasco 

SAH Annual Meeting, Pittsburgh 

Gifts oj$250 - $999 
Perkins Eastman Architects PC 

Fellowship Funds 

Spiro Kostof Annual Meeting Fellowship 

Fund 

Phyllis Lambert 

Dietrich Neumann 

Buildings of the United States 

Gifts oj$5,ooo - $19,999 

Donald I. Perry 

Gifts under $250 

Robert and Mary Cleland, in honor of 

the marriage of Marvin Anderson 

jessie Poesch 
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Burket E. Graf, 1918-2007 

Retired architect and SAH member 

Burket Graf, AlA, died on May 29, 2007 

at age 89 in Lincoln, Nebraska. Born 

and raised in the small town of Beatrice, 

Nebraska, Burket received a BA of Archi· 

tecture with High Distinction from the 

University of Nebraska in 1938, where he 

taught in the Department of Architecture 

before and after World War II. He was an 

officer in the U.S. Navy Air Corps on ac

tive duty in the South Pacific throughout 

the War, and retired from the U.S. Navy 

Reserve as a Commander in 1978. 

Burket opened his own architectural 

office in Lincoln in 1952. For nearly so 

years he carried on an active practice, 

designing many houses and several 

churches and commercial buildings in 

and around Lincoln and other parts of Ne

braska. He was a great devotee of Frank 

Lloyd Wright and Fay Jones. He was 

particularly inspired by Wright's prairie 

style and incorporated many of Wright's 

ideas in his own work. In particular, 

Burket adopted the elements continuity of 

design , the use of natural materials inside 

and out, and the functional ity of planning 

and design. He developed his own honest 

and unpretentious "mid century modern" 

style. To this day, Grafhouses are sought 

after and command a premium in the 

market. 

Roger Bruhn recently described his 

work in L Magazine: "Graf's build ings 

make their statement not to the street but 

to the people who live in them. That state· 

ment is all about the closeness of family, 

about the relishing of small pleasures, 

about living in an environment in which 

good design is perfectly integrated with 

good living. Thus, a typical G raf house is 

oriented toward the back, toward the yard, 

the garden, toward the spaces which the 

family actually uses. Large floor-to-ceil ing 

windows connect the indoors with the out 

and welcome the natural warmth of the 

sun in the winter, while large overhang· 

ing eaves keep the heat ou t in the sum-

mer." Bruhn could have been describing 

Burket's own house in Lincoln, which 

several of us on the SA H Heartland Study 

Tour in September 2003 had the pleasure 

of vis iting. 

One of the buildings on the same tour 

was St. Mark's Chapel near the campus 

of the University of Nebraska in Lincoln, 

which Burket designed in r96o and of 

which he was justi fiably proud. Buil t 

in a modernist-style us ing prestressed 

concrete, s teel, glass and Nebraska brick 

on a square corner lot, this "L" shaped 

complex consisting of a nave, sacristy, 

parish hall, kitchen, offices and Sunday 

school classrooms, connected by a low 

wa ll on the other two sides to hide street 

traffic and enclose a lovely courtyard. It 

was completed in stages between r96 r-6s 

for less than a total of $2oo,ooo. Burket 

employed several ingenious devices to 

enhance the openness and beauty of the 

nave, and he designed all of the chancel 

furniture, including the alta r, lectern, and 

pulpit. It is, by any measure, a superb 

building. 

Following the death of his second 

wife in 1996 after a tragic and protracted 

illness throughout which Burket was a 

devoted caregiver, he reduced his practice 

and threw himself into architectural tour

ing. SAH was among the organizations 

which he joined at this time. During the 

remainder of his life, he participated in 

a number ofSA H domestic and foreign 

study tours. Those of us who had the 

privilege of getting to know Burket on 

these tours were greatly enriched by the 

experience. He was a cultured man who 

loved, and knew, not only architecture 

but art, music, dance and drama as well. 

His dry wit and wry sparkle, coupled with 

his personal charm and self-deprecating 

nature, made him a delightful travel-

ing companion. Many of us became his 

friends and called on him both in Lincoln 

and at his winter home in Rancho Mi

rage, California. 

Through the Burket and Sheila Graf 

Fund, which he established some years 

ago, Burket was a major patron of the arts 

in Lincoln, supporting programming at 

the Lied Center for the Performing Arts 

and at the Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery 

at the University of Nebraska. 

Burket is survived by four children 

from his fi rst marriage and five step

children from his second marriage. How 

much we will all m iss him! 

John Blew 

SAH Member and Former 

SAH Treasurer 

Editors' Note: The following is extracted from 

Leonard K. Eaton's longer, and more vividly 

personal, obituary for Pieter Singelenberg. 

An unabridged version may be found on the 

Society's website, www.sah.org 

Pieter Singelenberg, 1918-2oo7 

The many American friends of Pieter 

Singelenberg were saddened to learn 

of his death at his home in The Hague 

earlier this year. He was a rare man. Born 

August 2, 1918 at Tilburg, The Nether

lands, he grew up in The Hague, where 

he attended a secondary school that 

emphasized mathematics and science 

and a gymnasium that stressed Latin and 

Greek. Before World War II he studied 

medicine. After the Nazi invasion in May 

1940, he went into hiding and joined the 

Dutch resistance. Pieter was the only man 

in this writer's acquaintance to defend the 

modernist insistence on the flat roof on 

the basis that Aat roofs are good places to 

hide things. The Germans, he said, were 

accustomed to searching the attics of the 

ordinary Dutch house with a pitched roof. 

They never thought to look on a flat roof, 

invisible from street level, for the bicycles 

and auto tires he concealed there. 

As with many of his con temporaries, 

his wartime experience caused him to 

change direction. In the fall of 1946 he 

began study at the University of Utrecht 

and, immediately after taking h is doctor

ate, began a career of great distinction 
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there. He became director of its famous 

Art Historical Institute and was Chair

man of its program in architectural 

history from 1965-78. In 1978 the Dutch 

government asked him to establish a new 

Art Historical Institute at the Univers ity 

of Nijmegen. Thereafter he taught at 

Nijmegen every other year until his retire

ment. 

Initially, Pieter's schola rly interests 

were in the medieval field. At the 1957 

meetings of the CAA and SAH in Detroit 

he delivered a memorable paper on 

"The Etchemeadzin Diptych." He could 

have been a formidable medievalist. In 

the 1950s, however, he took on the task 

of writing a book on H.P. Berlage, the 

Founding Father of Dutch modernism. It 

was an important job. "For us," said one 

Dutch art historian, "he was Richardson 

and Sullivan rolled into one." 

It took him almost three decades to 

work out his interpretation of Berlage. 

His first major work on the architect was 

H.P. Berlage, ldea and Style: The Quest 

for Modern Architecture (Utrecht, 1972). 

Three years later Pieter was the major 

contribu tor to the catalogue Berlage: 

1856-1934· a large exhibi t at the Gemeen

temuseum in The Hague particularly 

useful for its inclusion of the architect's 

furnitu re, light fixtures, typography, and 

so on. 

After the Bourse in Amsterdam, 

Berlage's most important building was 

probably the Gemeentemuseum itself. 

Pieter's treatment of this shucture ap

peared in 1979 and in an expanded, well 

illustrated version as H.P. Berlage's Haags 

Gemeentemuseum in 1996. Along the way 

Pieter was led to consider the influence of 

Viollet-Le-Duc and Gottfried Semper on 

Berlage. His studies led to further publi

cations in the field of architectural theory. 

Because Pieter taught in Utrecht, he 

was inevitably conscious of the impor

tance ofGerrit Rietveld. In fact, he lived 

in one of Rietveld 's row houses in the 

Robert Schumannstraat. Around his 

kitchen table were the well known "Z" 
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chairs of the nineteen-thirties. Not too far 

away was the famous Schroder house of 

1924, unquestionably the finest achieve

ment of the De Stijl Movement. Pieter 

became close to Truus Schroder-Schrader 

and played a leading role in securing the 

house as a legacy to the state. 

He taught occasionally at American 

colleges and universities, but elected to 

stay in The Netherlands. He did return to 

the United States in 1986, when he held 

the Morgan Professorship in architectural 

history at the Univers ity of Louisville. 

A lecture was arranged for him at Ann 

Arbor, and he was taken to the William 

Palmer house (Frank Uoyd Wright, 1950) . 

Thereafter he was hooked on Wright. 

Pieter had long been interested in Wright 

because of his connection to Berlage, but 

after that visit, he returned to the United 

States several times and saw as much 

work by Wright as he could. He was 

present at SAH meetings and at the large 

retrospective on Wright at the Museum 

of Modern Art in 1994· He acquired, and 

treasured, Berlage's own copy of Wrights' 

autobiography inscribed "To a grand and 

liberal colleague - Dr. H.P. Berlage, june 

22, 1932" and signed by Wright. Pieter, 

always sensitive to small spaces, thought 

the den in the Kaufmann house was "not 

so good as the little study of William 

Palmer." 

About three years ago the Singelen

bergs moved to a small flat in The Hague, 

where Pieter grew up. Pieter devoted 

countless hours to caring for his wife Ma

ria ("Miep"), who is in fa iling health. He 

is also survived by a son, Pieter Singelen

berg Jr. 
In every way Pieter Singelenberg was 

one of the outstanding scholars of his 

generation. His publications on architec

tural history are extraordinary. His con

tributions to historic preservation in the 

Netherlands are equally notable. He was 

a marvelous teacher. He had an engag

ing personality and was not only a superb 

scholar but also a skilled administrator. 

His friends and colleagues in Europe and 

CLASSIFIED 

the United States remember him with 

respect and admiration. 

Leonard K. Eaton 

Emil Lorch Professor, Emeritus, 

University of Michigan 

SAH Member 

The Centro lnternazionale di Studi di 

Architettura Andrea Palladia seeks ap· 

plications for the fourth annual james 

Ackerman/ Balzan Foundation book 

award for the publication by the Center 

of a first book by a scholar (or two 

scholars in collaboration) of architec

tural history. Description of conditions 

for application (due by November 15, 

2007) are available at www.cisapalla

dio.org click premia > vai > announce

ment. • 

Accurate Architectural Models of 

Historical Structures 

Built from plans or interpolated from 

photos, sketches, or other docu

mentation. clients: MoMA, Noguchi 

Museum & others. 

Museum Quality, Affordable Prices 

Larry List; 212·982-0178; 

larrylist1 @verizon .net 

Calendar ofSAH Events 

SAH Annual Meeting 

23-27 April 2oo8 

Hilton Netherland Hotel, Cincinnati 

SAH Study Tours 

16- 24 August 2007 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe in New York and 

Berlin 

5-9 October 2007 

Historic Villages of the Saugatuck Lakeshore 

January 2oo8 

Palm Springs Modernism 

May 2oo8 

Architecture of Naples, Italy 



BOOK LIST 

August, 2007 

Recently published architectural books and re

lated works, selected by Barbara Opar, Syracuse 

University Library 

Architects 

Bevilacqua, Mario, Heather Hyde Minor, and 

Fabio Barry, eds. The Serpent and the Stylus: 
Essays on G.B. Piranesi. Ann Arbor: University of 

Michigan Press, 2006. 274P- ISBN 0472115847 

S8o.oo 

Calzona, Arturo (curator), et al. Leon Battista 
Alberti: teorico delle artie gli impegni civili del 
De Re Aedificatoria: atti dei Convegni internazi
onali del Coitato nazionale VI centenario della 
nascita di Leon Battista Alberti, Mantova, 17-19 
ottobre 2002, Mantova, 23-25 ottobre 2003. 
Firenze: L.S. Olschki, 2007. 2 vols. 1028p. ISBN 

9788822256058 S98.oo 

Delbeke, Maarten, Evonne Levy, and Steven F. 

Ostrow, eds. Bernini's Biographies: Critical Essays. 
University Park, Pennsylvania: Penn State Uni

versity Press, 2007. 440p. ISBN 9780271029016 

S65.oo 

Delong, David G. and C. Ford Peatross, eds. 

Eero Saarinen: Buildings from the Balthazar 
Korab Archive. New York: W.W. Norton, 2007. 

400p. ISBN 0393732231 $85.00 

Fest, Joachim C. Albert Speer: Conversations with 
Hitler's Architect. Patrick Cam iller, trans. Cam

bridge, England; Malden, Massachusetts: Polity 

Press, 2007. 220p. ISBN 0745639186 529-95 

Gillick, Liam and Rem Koolhaas, text. Pedro 

Reyes and Hans Holtz, eds., Hans-Uirich 

Obrist, intro. The Air is Blue; Insights on Art a( 

Architecture: Luis Barragan Revisited. Mexico: 

Tricle Ediciones, 2007. 208p. ISBN 1933045493 

530.00 

Goldberger, Paul. Frank Stella: Painting Into 
Architecture. New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2007. 40p. ISBN 0300131488 $16.95 

Jacobsen, Hugh Newell. Hugh Newel/jacobsen, 
Architect: Works from 1993 to 2006. New York: 

Rizzoli, 2007. 304p. ISBN 0847829219 $6o.oo 

jodidio, Philip. Calatrava: Complete works, 
1979-2007. Koln: Taschen, 2007. 528p. ISB N 

3822847119 5125.00 

Long, Christopher. Paul T. Frankl and Modern 
American Design. 240p. New Haven: Yale Uni

versity Press, 2007. ISBN 0300121024 S5o.oo 

Lessons from Bernard Rudofsky: Life as a Voyage . 
Exhibition catalog. Basel: Birkhauser, 2007. 

296p. ISBN 3764383607 

Marquez Cecilia, Fernando and Richard C. 

Levene, eds. David Chipperfield, 1991-2006. Ma

drid: El Croquis, 2006. 487p. ISBN 8488386389 

5130.00 

Middleton, Robin and Marie-Noelle Baudouin

Matuszek.jean Rondelet: The Architect as 
Technician. New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2007. 368p. ISBN 0300115679 595.00 

Simon, jacques, Jean-Louis Bernard, and 

Laurence Feveille.jacques Simon, paysagiste = 

Landscape Architect: Articulture. Oostkamp, Bel

gium: Stichting Kunstboek, 2006. 127p. ISBN 

9058561941 $49·95 

Wyllie, Romy. Bertram Goodhue: His Life and 
Residential Architecture. New York: W.W. Norton, 

2007. 528p. ISBN 3037780819 $6o.oo 

Eisenman, Peter and Marta Caldeira , eds. 

Eisenmanual. Baden, Switzerland: Lars Muller, 

2007. 528p. ISBN 3037780819 S58.oo 

Architectural Education 

Hayes, Richard W. The Yale Building Project: The 
First 40 Years. New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2007. 272p. ISBN 0300123167 545.00 

Architectural Decoration 

Terry, Ann Bennett. Dynamic Splendor: The Wall 
Mosaics in the Cathedral of Eufrasius at Pore. 
University Park: Penn State University Press, 

2007. 429p. ISBN 0271028734 S95.00 

Architecture-Egypt- Ancient 

McKenzie, judith. The Architecture of Alexandria 
and Egypt, 300 B.C.-A.D. 700. New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2007. 416p. ISBN 0300115555 

$85.00 

Architecture-Europe-2oth Century 

Nelson, George. Building a New Europe: 
Portraits of Modern Architects: Essays by George 
Nelson, 1935-1936. New Haven: Yale University 

Press, 2007. 192p. ISBN 0300115652 $45.00 

Architecture-India 

Rajarajan, Dr. R.J.J. Art of the Vijayanagara-Nay
akas: Architecture and Iconography. 2 vols. Delhi: 

Sharada Publishing House, 2006. vol. 1, 248p., 

vol. 2, 156p. ISBN 8188934305 (set) $245.00 

(set) 

Architecture-Russia 

Shvidkovsky, Dmitry. Russian Architecture and 
the West. New Haven: Ya le University Press, 

2007. 434P· ISBN 9780300109122 $75.00 

Architecture-United States (Minnesota) 

Millett, Larry. AlA Guide to the Twin Cities: The 
Essential Source on the Architecture of Minneapo
lis and St. Paul. St. Paul: Minnesota Historical 

Society Press, 2007. 448p. ISBN 0873515404 

$29-95 

Architecture, Domestic- England 

Gomme, Ander Harvey and Alison Maguire. 

Design and Plan in the British Country House: 
From Castle Donjons to Palladian Boxes. New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2007. 352p. ISBN 

9780300126457 585.oo 

Architecture, Renaissance 

jackson, Philippa and Fabrizio Nevola. Beyond 

the Polio: Urbanism and Ritual in Renaissance 
Siena. Malden, Massachusetts: Blackwell, 2006. 

145P· ISBN 1405155728 539-95 

Kenda, Barbara, ed. Aeolian Winds and the Spirit 
in Renaissance Architecture: Academia Eolia Re
visited. New York: Rout ledge, 2006. 175P· ISBN 

0203967143 

Lindow, james R. The Renaissance Palace in Flor
ence: Magnificence and Splendour in Fifteenth
Century Italy. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007. 286p. 

ISBN 9780754660927 Available in july, 2007. 

599-95 

Nevola, Fabrizio. Siena: Constructing the Renais
sance City. New Haven: Yale University Press, 

2007. 320p. ISBN 9780300126785 $65.00 

Archi tecture and Food 

Hagen Hodgson, Petra, and RolfToyka. The 
Architect, the Cook and Good Taste. Basel: 

Birkhauser, 2007. ISBN 376437621X 

Archi tecture and Painting 

Cheney, Liana de Girolami. Giorgio Vasari's 
Teachers: Sacred a( Profane Art. New York: Peter 

Lang, 2007. 392p. ISBN 9780820488134 542.95 

Merz, Jorg Martin. Pietro do Cortona and Roman 
Baroque Architecture. New Haven, Connecticut: 

Yale University Press, 2007. 300p. Available in 

September, 2007. ISBN 0300111231 585.00 

Petrucci, Francesco. Bernini pittore: dol disegno 
a/ "maraviglioso composto." Rom a: Ugo Bozzi , 

2007. 496p. ISBN 8870030423 5375.00 

Architectural Design 

Krygiel, Eddy, Greg Demchak, and Tatjana 

Dzambazova. Introducing Revit Architecture 
2008: BIM for Beginners. Hoboken, New 

jersey: Wiley Technology, 2007. 416p. ISBN 

9780470126523 539·99 

Community and College 

Rodin, judith. The University and Urban Revival: 
Out of the Ivory Tower and Into the Streets. 
University Park, Pennsylvania: Penn State Uni

versity Press, 2007. 200p. ISBN 9780812240221 

534-95 
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Conservation and Restoration 

Harris, John. Moving Rooms: The Trade in Archi
tectural Salvages. New Haven: Yale University 

Press, 2007. 240p. ISBN 0300124201 $65.00 

Gardens in Literature 

Pagan, Victoria Emma. Rome and the Literature 
of Gardens. London: Duckworth, 2006. 16op. 

ISBN 9780715635063 $23.50 

Landscape Architecture 

Campbell, Katie . Icons ofTwentieth-Century 
Landscape Design. London: Frances Lincoln, 

2007. 176p. ISBN 0711225338 $45.00 

Smout, Ma rk and Laura Allen. Augmented Land
scapes. Series: Pamphlet Architecture, No. 28. 

New York: Princeton Architectu ral Press, 2007. 

8op. ISBN 1568986254 $16.95 

Masterworks 

Andas, Margrete Syrstad, Oystein Ekroll, An· 

dreas Haug, and Nils Holger Peteren, eds. The 
Medieval Cathedral ofTrondheim: Architectural 
and Ritual Constructions in their European Con

text. Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2007. 375P· 

ISBN 2503523013 $9o.oo 

Society of Architectural Historians 

1365 North Astor Street 

Chicago, IL 6o6•o-2144 

Centanni, Monica, Claudia Conforti, Paul 

Zanker, et al. Richard Meier: II Museo deii'Ara 
Pacis. Milano: Electa, 2007. 136p. ISBN 

9788837051891 $79-95 

Jonnes, Ji ll. Conquering Gotham: A Gilded Age 
Epic: The Construction of Penn Station and Its 
Tunnels. New York: Viking, 2006. 384p. ISBN 

9780670031580 $27-95 

Miller, Keith. St. Peter's. Cambridge, Massachu

setts: Harvard University Press, 2007. 231p. 

ISBN 9780674026896 $19.95 

Miller, Tracy. The Divine Nature of Power: Chinese 
Ritual Architecture at the Sacred Site ofjinci. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard-Yenching 

Institute; Distributed by Harvard University 

Press, 2007. 300p. ISBN o67402513X S45.00 

Rocchi Coopmans De Yoldi, Giuseppe. S. 

Maria del Fiore: tearie e starie dell'archeolagia e 
del restauro nella cittil delle fabbriche arnolfiane. 
Series: Studi e rilievi di architettura mediovale 
e moderna, 6. Firenze: Alinea, 2006. ISBN 

8881259079 $120.00 

Strunck, Christina. Berninis unbekanntes Meis
terwerk: Die Galleria Colonna in Rom und das 
Kunstpatronage des romischen Uradels. Series: 

Romische Studien der Bibliatheca Hertziana, 

Bd. 20. Munchen: Hirmer, 2007. 621p. ISBN 

3777433055 $220.00 

Vellay, Dominique and Francois Halard (pho

tographer). La Maison de Verre: Pierre Chareau's 
Modernist Masterwork. London: Thames & Hud

son, 2007. 16op. ISBN 050051304X $6o.oo 

The SAH Career Center gives 
employers and job seeking 
professionals an easy way to 
find one another. 

Vis it http:ffcareers.sah.org 

today to post or search job 
listings. 

Membership in SAH is notre
quired to use the Career Center 

Non-Profit Org. 
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Call for Nominations to SAH Board 

The 2007 SAH Nominating Committee seeks your recommen

dations for new SAI-l Board members who would begin their 

terms in April 2008 and serve for three years. The final slate of 

nominees should represent the diversity of the field of architec

tural history. Self-nominations are welcome as are nominations 

of emerging scholars, graduate students, independent and non

affiliated historians of architectural history, landscape history 

and thei r related disciplines. Nominations of practitioners in 

architecture, historic preservation and related fields are also en

couraged, as are nominations of people who chose architectural 

history as their avocation. 

Please note that the SAH Board has adopted a policy to 

increase the diversity of our profession by expanding the racial 

Tax-Free IRA Contributions to SAH 

There are many ways to support the Society of Architectural 

Historians, but during 2007 there is a special one-time op

portunity for a tax-free (not just tax-deductible) contribution 

from an IRA. 

The Pension Protection Act of 2oo6 contains a provision 

(available only in 2006 and 2007) allowing qualifying indi

viduals (those 70 or older, who are required to take Minimum 

Distributions from their IRAs each year) to use part or all of 

those IRA Minimum Distributions for charitable contributions 

with no adverse tax consequences. 

Can I participate? 

Yes, if you are an individual7o or older and have an IRA. If 

you are in that category, you are required to have a Minimum 

Distribution amount transferred from your IRA into a taxable 

account annually. By asking your IRA custodian to send part 

of that required Minimum Distribution to SAH, th is will 

reduce your tax liability. 

What is the maximum amount I can contribute? 

You can make an IRA charitable contribution of up to 

$100,000. 

Cover: Castel Nuovo. detail of the Aragones Arch . Naples 

Images on cover. pages 3, 4 courtesy of Ca roline A. Bruzelius. 

and ethnic populations we represent, topics we address in our 

publications, programs and meetings, and promotion of these 

issues in the field of architectural history at large. To tha t end 

SAI-l would welcome the nomina tion of candidates who will add 

racial and ethnic diversity to the SAH Board. 

Please mail or email nominations to Pauline Saliga, SAI-l Ex

ecutive Director, Society of Architectural Historians, 1365 North 

Astor Street, Chicago I L 6o6ro, psaliga@sah.org Nomina tions 

will be forwarded directly to the Chair of the Nominating Com

mittee. Nominations should include the name, affiliation (i f ap

plicable), and contact information for the candidate, particularly 

their telephone number. Also the nominator should provide a 

short explanation of the nominee's quali fications and why they 

feel the nominee should be considered for the SA H Board. 

How long do I have to make an IRA contribution? 

IRA charitable contributions must be made for the 2007 tax 

year, and the IRA Distribution must be made by Dec. 31, 2007. 

Will this affect my gross income? 

The distribution is made directly to SAH from your IRA 

custodian, so it would not be included in your gross income, 

thereby reducing your taxable income for 2007. This means 

that the whole amount is reduced for your 2007 taxes, instead 

of getting a tax deduction, the value of which depends on your 

Federal and state tax bracket. 

Do I have to pay any extra fees? 

During this current tax year 2007, you can increase your con

tribution to SAH or other favor ite charities at no expense. 

For more detailed information, please contact your financial 

advisor and IRA custodian. To begin the gift process, please 

contact Pauline Saliga, Executive Director, Society of 

Architectural Historians, 3I2.573-1365. 

Opposite: Castel Nuovo, detai l of the Aragones Arch . Naples 

Images on pages 5, 6, 7· 11 courtesy of Histo ric American Building Survey/ Historic Engineering Record. 

Image on page 10 courtesy of Rich ard Anderson. 



"Architecture in Naples," "The Estates of Chicago's North 

Shore," and "The Architecture of Fay Jones in Arkansas" are 

am ong the study tours planned for SAH in the coming year. 

As is usua l, each tou r offers SAH members the opportunity to 

study the architectural, urban, and cultural landscape history of a 

region under the guidance of one or more scholar jexperts and to 

access s ites that are not normally available to the general public. 

The ten-day Naples tour, led by art and architectural histo

rian Caroline Bruzelius of Duke Univers ity with the assistance 

of Paola D'Agostino and Bianca de Divitiis will take place from 

May 13 to 23- Each tour guide specializes in a specific period of 

Neapolitan architectural history so this tour aims at temporal 

inclusivity including sites from antiquity, medieval, renaissance, 

and baroque Neapolitan culture. In addition to day-trips to 

Pompeii , Paestum, and Herculaneum (including a look at Ro

man villas along the Sorrentine peninsula), Ravello, Amalfi , and 

Salerno, tour members will have the opportunity to learn about 

the various temporal layers of Naples itself. Sites on the itinerary 

include the catacombs of early Christian Naples along with San 

Gennaro and San Gaudioso; the Baroque churches of the Sa nita 

quarter; the churches of Spaccanapoli; and late medieval and 

renaissance s ites such asS. Giovanni a Carbonara, Santiss imi 

Apostoli, Sant'Agos tino all Zecca, and San Pietro Martine. With 

spectacular views of the Bay of Naples and cuisine that features 

the famous Pizza Margherita and Mozzarella di Buffalo (both of 

local origin) , study tour participants will enjoy a true feast for the 

senses. 

In July of 2oo8, we will offer a four-day domestic tour of 

Chicago's North Shore Es tates. Led by historian Arthur Miller 

of Lake Forest College, thi s tour will include a look at some of 

the most spectacular estates and gardens created in the United 

States from the r86os through the 1930s. Focusing primarily 

on Lake County, Illinois, the tour will include a visit to Crabtree 

Farm which contains one of the finest private collections of Arts 

and Crafts objects and furnishings in the world. The collection is 

housed in barns des igned in 19II by Solon Spencer Beman, and 
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the estate includes a recently constructed house based on 1903 

plans by Harvey Ellis, a residence by David Adler, and extensive 

grounds that include a Jens Jensen council ring. We also plan 

to visit Fairlawn, the Charles Farewell estate designed and built 

between 1869-70 with a Delano and Aldrich renovation from 

1923, and 1869 landscape des ign attributed to Frederick Law 

Olmsted; the Douglas and Adler designed home of Mrs. Morse 

Ely dating from 1914-23; Camp Rosemary (Krehbiels) of 1904 

by the architects Marshall and Fox; the David Adler Cultural 

Center (former home of the architect) from 19 16-49; Ragdale, 

the home of Howard Van Doren Shaw which dates from 1898; 

and Frank Uoyd Wright's Willetts House of 1902, and many 

additional sites. Although not yet certain, we also hope to dine at 

the famous Deerpath Inn and attend a concett at the renowned 

Ravinia Festival. 

Finally, please watch for further announcement of the Oc

tober, 2oo8 tou r of the architecture of E. Fay Jones in Arkan

sas. Ethel Goodstein-Murprhree, Professor of Architecture and 

Humanities at the University of Arkansas will serve as guide. 

In addition to touring some of Jones's most important houses 

in the Fayetteville and Northwest Arkansas region, study tour 

participan ts will have an opportunity to see the architect's papers 

housed in the E. Fay Jones Collection in the Special Collec-

tions Division of the University of Arkansas Library; tour both 

Thorncrown Chapel and Cooper Chapel; and visit the Clinton 

Presidential Library designed by Polshek and Partners. 

We will have a follow up regarding dates for these tours in 

the December issue of the SAH Newsletter. 
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David Brownlee Chosen as 
Next Editor of]SAH 

David Brownlee, the Shapiro·Weitzenhoffer Professor and Chair 

of the Department of the His tory of Art, University of Pennsyl

vania and renowned scholar of modern architecture, has been 

appointed Editor Designate of j SAH, effective September r, 

2007. In this role, he will receive manuscripts and manage the 

peer review process before succeeding Hilary Bailon as Editor 

from 2009-Ir. 

In a remarkable range of scholarly activities and civic assign

ments, Professor Brownlee has made his mark on modern archi

tectural history. His publications and exhibitions have enriched 

the h istory of his home ground, the city of Philadelphia and the 

campus of the University of Pennsylvania, and underscored 

cross cultural connections between American and European 

archi tecture. He played a key role in organizing The Architectural 

Historian in America (1990) and has curated several important 

exhibitions, notably Louis I. Kahn: In the Realm of Architecture, 

with David G. De Long (1991) and Out of the Ordinary: Robert 

Ventttri, Denise Scott Brown and Associates: Architecture, Urbanism, 

Above: Philadelph ia City Hall and Country Courthouse. 

john McArthur. 1871-94. 

... 

Design, with David G. De Long and Kathryn Hiesinger (2001). 

In recognition of his significant contributions to scholarship, 

SAH honored Brownlee with the Founder's Award for the best 

article by a younger scholar published in JSAH in 1983, followed 

by the Alice Davis Hitchcock Award fo r The Law Courts: The 

Architecture of George Edmund Street, published in 1984. 

Applying his expertise to public affairs, Professor Brownlee has 

also been active in historic preservation issues in Pennsylvania. 

Among his civic appointments, he was a longtime member of 

the Philadelphia Historical Commission and Chairman of its 

Committee on Historic Designation, and chairman of the East· 

ern State Penitentiary Task Force. 

Professor Brownlee has been an active member of SAH , 

serving on the Board of Directors and numerous committees, 

including at present the Hitchcock Award Committee, which 

he chairs. His appointment as Editor of JSAH continues an 

extraordinary record of service to our society, the discipl ine and 

scholarship. 
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Call for Session Proposals 
Society of Architectural Historians 62nd Annual Meeting 
Pasadena, California 
April 1-5, 2009 

Members of the Society, representatives of affiliated societies, 

and other scholars who wish to chair a sess ion at the 2009 

SAH Annual Meeti ng in Pasadena, California, are invited to 

submit proposals by january 2, 2008 to Prof. Dianne Harris, 

General Chair of the SAH 62nd Annual Meeting, Department of 

Landscape Architecture, 101 Temple Buell Hall , 6 n Lorado Taft 

Drive, Champaign, I L, 6r82o. E-mail contact: harris3@uiuc.edu; 

phone: 217-333-7727. As membership in the Society is required 

to present research at the annual meeting, those wishing to chair 

a sess ion or deliver a paper who are currently not members must 

become an SAH member before October 19, 2008, also the 

deadline for fellowship applications. 

Since the principal purpose of the annual meeting remains 

that of informing the Society's members of the general state of 

research in their and related disciplines, session proposals cover

ing every period in the history of architecture and all aspects of 

the built environment, including landscape and urban history, 

are encouraged. Sess ions m ay be theoretical, methodological, 

thematic, interdisciplinary, pedagogical, revisionist, or documen

tary in premise and have broadly conceived or more narrowly 
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focused subjects. In every case, the s ubject should be clearly 

defined in critical and historiographic terms, and should be 

substantiated by a distinct body of either established or em erging 

scholarship. 

Proposals of no more than 500 words including a session title 

should summarize the subject and the premise. Include name, 

profess ional affiliation (if applicable) , address, telephone, and 

fax numbers, e-mail address, and a current CV. For examples of 

content, consult th e "Call for Papers for the zoo8 Annual Meet

ing in Cincinnati" published in the April 2007 issue of the SAH 

Newsletter, or visit the SAH website at www.sah.org. To find the 

Call for Papers, visit the Publications section of the website, go 

to Newsletter, and select the April 2007 Newsletter. Proposals 

and CVs s hould be submitted, if possible, both by mail and bye

mail. E-mail submissions should include the text of the proposal 

in both the body of the email and in the attachment. 

Proposals will be selected on the basis of merit and the need 

to organize a well-balanced program. Proposals for pre-r8oo top

ics and topics exploring the architecture of the Pasadena region 

are especially encouraged, as a re those dealing with related fields 



of urban and landscape history around the world. Since late 

proposals cannot be considered, it is recommended that propos

als be submitted and their receipt be confirmed well before 

the deadline. The General Chair cannot be responsible for last 

m inute submissions, electron ic or otherwise, that fa il to reach 

their destinat·ion. Authors of accepted proposals will be asked to 

draft a more concise Call for Papers of not more than 300 words. 

This will be distributed and published in the April 2008 SA H 

Newsletter. 

One or two open sessions also will be organized by the Gen

eral Chair. 

Opposite: Pasadena City Hall. fohn Bakewell. Jr. and Arthur Brown. t926-27. 

Pasadena 

Above: Huntington Hotel, Charles Whitt lesey and Myron Hunt, 1907. Pasadena 

At Right: Molino Viejo, 1810-12, Pasadena 
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BUS NEWS 

Buildings of the United States 

Buildings of the United States (BUS) 

is pleased to announce the publication 

of Buildings of Pittsburgh by Franklin 

Toker. This is the firs t city spin-off from 

a book in the Go-volume series. Build

ings of Pittsburgh is drawn from Buildings 

of Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh and Western 

Pennsylvania by Lu Donnelly, Franklin 

Toker and David Brumble, which is due 

out in 2009. 

This Pittsburgh volume was pro

duced and published by the Cente r fo r 

American Places (CA P) and we thank 

George Thompson, CAP's president and 

publisher for producing such a handsome 

volume. Buildings of Pittsburgh is being 
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d istributed by University ofVirgin ia 

Press, SAH's new publishing partner for 

BUS volumes. 

Buildings of Pittsburgh introduces 

a new feature to BUS books: sidebars. 

These short essays, usually one page in 

length, focus on architectural topics or 

themes that fall outside the format of a 

traditional building entry. The s ubjects 

they cover are specific to the state or city 

and are intended to give a bigger picture 

of their architectural attractions. For the 

Pittsburgh volume, sidebars include the 

famous Inclines (funiculars), redevelop

ment along the rive rs, parks, and, of 

course, bridges. 

SAH and BUS gratefully acknowledge 

the support and generous contributions 

of the Heinz Architectural Cen ter, the 

Vira I. Heinz Foundation, the Samuel H. 

Kress Foundation, the National Endow

m ent for the Humanities, the National 

Park Service, an anonymous donor, 

Friends of the Center for American 

Places, and SAH individual members 

in bri nging Buildings of Pittsburgh to 

fru ition. We also gratefully acknowledge 

additional ongoing funding for the BUS 

series from the Graham Foundation, Pew 

Chari table Trusts, Univers ity of Delaware, 

Ford Foundation, Samuel l. Newhouse 

Foundation, th e David Geffen Founda

tion, Furthermore, a program of the J .M. 

Kaplan Fund, University of Missouri, and 

the Richard Driehaus Foundation. 

Next Spring, Buildings of Delaware by 

W. Barksdale Maynard will be in print 

and in early 2009, Buildings of Massachu

setts: Metropolitan Boston by Keith N. Mor

gan, ed itor, with Richard Candee, Naomi 

Miller, Keith N. Morgan and Roger Reed, 

principal authors, will be released. These 

and future volumes will be published in 

partnership with SAH by University of 

Virginia Press fo r BUS. 

Karen Kingsley 

Professor Emerita, Tulane University and 

Editor-in-Chief, Build ings of the United 

States 

For a limited time, University of 

Virginia Press is offering Buildings 

of Pittsburgh at a 20% discount to 

SAH members ($36.oo for hardcover 

and $1g.g6 for paperback) . Order 

online at the University of Virginia 

Press website, http:/ fwww.upress. 

virginia.eduf. The discount code is 

SAH7. Books also may be purchased 

at other bricks and mortar and online 

bookstores across the U.S. 



ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Beverly Willis Architecture Foun
dation Announces 2007 Fellows 

The Beverly Willis Architecture Founda

tion has announced the recipients of its 

2007 grants, given to applicants chosen 

by the Foundation and its Trustees whose 

work furthers the mission of the Foun

dation. To find out more about BWAF 

grants, see www.bwaf.org/grants and 

www.bwaf.orgfapplications. 

Kelly Comras, Landscape Architect 

and Historian, received a grant for the 

forthcoming monograph The Landscape 

Legacy of Ruth Patricia Shellhorn, sched

uled for publication in 2008. Comras 

introduces the life and work of Ruth 

Shellhorn, one of the leading practitio

ners who shaped the modernist landscape 

of southern California. 

Barbara Mobarak, AAIA, Principal, 

Planning & Design Research Group, 

Lecturer, Institute for Architecture and 

Planning at Morgan State University, 

received a grant to produce an annotated 

bibliography and research source guide 

on Norma Sklarek, the first African 

American woman member and fellow of 

the American Institute of Architects. 

The Notre Dame Student Associa-

tion for Women in Architecture (SA WA) 

at the School of Architecture, Notre 

Dame University, founded and headed 

by Maureen Ponto, received a grant to 

establish the Beverly Willis Architecture 

Foundation Lectures, which will highlight 

the careers and contributions of eminent 

women practitioners active during the 

mid-twentieth century. 

Ellen Shoshkes, Architect, Planner, 

and Adjunct Assistant Professor, Portland 

State University, received a grant to un

dertake archival research and conduct oral 

histories regarding jacqueline Tyrwhitt 

(1905-1983), town planner, editor, and 

educator, as the beginning phase of Hid

den Voice: the Contribution of jacqueline 

Tyrwhitt to the Origins and Evolution of 

Urban Design in America, 1945-1976. 

Thaisa Way, Assistant Professor of 

Landscape Architecture, University of 

Washington, Seattle, received a grant 

towards a forthcoming monograph, 

Unbounded Practices: Women, Land

scape Architecture, and Early Twe ntieth 

Century Design, to be published by the 

University of Virginia Press. The text 

emphasizes how women's engagement 

in the American landscape profession, 

from its origins through modernism, has 

greatly shaped both the landscape and the 

profession.• 

Virginia Tech's Sixth Annual 
Milka Bliznakov Prize Commen
dation Awarded 

The International Archive of Women in 

Architecture (lA WA), a center of Virginia 

Tech's School of Architecture+ Design, 

has awarded a Commendation to Eran 

Ben-joseph, professor oflandscape archi

tecture at the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology; Holly D. Ben-joseph, land

scape architect in Acton, Mass.; and Anne 

C. Dodge, a city planner in Cambridge, 

Mass., for their project, Against All Odds: 

MIT's Pioneering Women of Landscape 

Architecture in the sixth annual Milka 

Bliznakov Prize. 

The project frames the "influential, 

yet little-known and short-lived landscape 

architecture program at MIT between 

1900 and 1909." 

This work brings an important focus 

to one of two landscape architecture 

programs in the United States at that 

time and gathers information identify

ing the key figures who contributed to 

this unique program and the women 

who went on to find success in landscape 

architecture. The project is commended 

as a seed for furtl1er research and publica

tion. 

Against all Odds suggests a challenge 

to other researchers to identify and illu

minate other programs around the world 

that pioneered welcoming women to 

architecture and the related design fie lds. 

The lA WA annually invites architects, 

At Right: MIT architecture graduate of t909 Florence Luscomb selling suffragette papers at Boston Common 

scholars, and researchers to conduct origi

nal research on women in arch itecture 

and related design fields. Th is research, 

in concert with the efforts of the I A W A to 

preserve the archival materials of women 

who shaped the built and designed 

environments, helps fill the current void 

in historical knowledge about women's 

professional achievements. The prize is 

named for lA WA founde r and a Vi rginia 

Tech Professor Emerita of Archi tecture 

Milka Bliznakov, of Blacksburg. 

The first s tage of submission for this 

award involves a 500-word proposal for 

an original project, research, or scholarly 

work that contributes to and advances 

the recognition of women's contributions 

in design. The !A WA Board of Advisors 

encourages proposals that draw upon 
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or expand the lA WA collections. One 

year later, invited finalists s ubmit their 

finished projects. 

The College of Architecture and 

Urban Studies is one of the larges t of its 

type in the nation. The college is com

posed of three schools and the Depart

ment of Art and Art History, part of th e 

multi-college School of the Arts. The 

School of Architecture+ Design includes 

programs in architecture, industrial 

design, interior des ign, and landscape 

architecture. The School of Public and 

International Affairs includes programs 

in u rban affairs and planning, public ad

ministration and policy, and government 

and international affairs. The Myers-Law

son School of Construction, a joint school 

of the College of Architecture and Urban 

IO SA H NEWSLETTER ·OctoberjNovember 2007 

Studies and the College of Engineering, history. 

includes programs in building construe- judging will be done by a panel ap-

tion and construction m anagement. The pointed by MNSAH. The winners will be 

college enrolls more than 2,ooo students announced and the awards and an bono-

offering 25 degrees taught by r6o faculty rarium presented at the MNSAH Annual 

members.• Meeting in March 2oo8. 

Rules for the award program: Only 

Submissions Sought for the David articles and books focusing on some 

Stanley Gebhard Award historical aspectofthe Minnesota built 

environmen t will be cons idered. The 

The Minnesota Chapter of the Society 

of Architectural His torians (MNSA H) 

invites submissions of articles and books 

on the subject of Minnesota architectura l 

history to the competi tion for the David 

Stanley Gebhard Award, which honors 

the late Minnesota-born SAH pres ident 

and nationally renowned writer, whose 

subjects included the state's architectural 

major criterion is how well the book 

strikes a balance between scholarship and 

accessibility. Books and articles submitted 

must have been published between July 

r, 2005 and June 30, 2007. There will be 

separate award categories fo r articles and 

books. Judges reserve the right to with

hold selection of an award if a minimum 

of three books or five articles are not sub-

Above: Saint John's Abbe)' Church , Marcel Breuer, 1961. Collegeville. MN 



mitted or if the submissions do not meet 

the criteria of the Gebhard Award. There 

is no restriction as to the author's place of 

residence. The award winners will receive 

a one-year membership in MNSAH and a 

framed certificate. 

Applicants should send three copies 

of the nominated work to: David Stanley 

Gebhard Award, cjo Victoria Young, 

University of St. Thomas, Dept. of Art 

History, Mail #57P, 2115 Summit Avenue, 

St. Paul, M N 55105. Materials will not be 

returned. Submissions must be received 

no later than November 15, 2007. Earlier 

submissions are encouraged to allow 

judges as much review time as possible. 

For additional information, contact Vic

toria Young at (651) 962-5855 or e-mail 

vmyoung@stthomas.edu.• 

Women in Modernism : Making 
Places in Architecture 
Museum of Modem Art, The 
Celeste Bartos Theater 
4 West 54th Street, New York City 
Thursday, October 25 at 6:3opm 

Architectural arbiters-of the past and 

the present-have had and continue 

to have an important role in shaping 

the history and defining the legacy of 

modern architecture in the United States. 

Through a presentation and discussion, 

scholars, curators, architects, and others 

address the process of selection and the 

values that they employ each time they 

design a course or exhibition, or publ ish a 

book or article. The event will be moder

ated by Barry Bergdoll , Philip johnson 

Chief Curator of Architecture and Design 

at the Museum of Modern Art. Gwendo

lyn Wright, Professor, Graduate School 

of Architecture, Planning and Preserva

tion, Columbia University, will address 

the topic Women in Modernism: Making 

Places in Architecture. Participants in

clude Toshiko Mori, Professor and Chair 

of the Department of Architecture, Har

vard University; Sarah Herda, Director, 

The Graham Foundation for Advanced 

Abo,·e: Leonard W. Jerome Mansion. New York City 

Studies in the Fine Arts; and Karen Stein, 

former Editorial Director, Phaidon Press, 

with a welcome by Beverly Willis, FA IA. 

The event is a collaboration ofThe Bev

erly Willis Architecture Foundation and 

The Museum of Modern Art. 

Tickets ($TO; members $8; students, 

seniors, and staff of other museums $5) 

can be purchased at the lobby informa

tion desk, the Film desk, or online at 

www.moma.orgjthinkmodern. For more 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

information, please visit www.bwaf.org.• 

Preserving New York-Then 
and Now 
A symposium by The New York 
Preservation Archive Project at 
the Museum of the City of 
New York 
Saturday, February 16, 2oo8 

Papers will address: the role of the civic 
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sector; individual preservationists; profes

sionalism; the role of the media; aesthetic 

regulation versus his torical commemora

tion; and preservation advocacy. Selected 

papers will be published on the NYPAP 

website, www.nypap.org. 

The NYPAP calls for media materi

als for a Preservation Media Festival 

organized in conjunction with the 

sympos ium. NYPAP solicits submis

s ions including, but not limited to: films, 

video clips, songs, posters, and graphic 

materials that relate to the history or 

current s tate of preservation in New York 

City. The fes tival will be held on Febru

ary 15, 2oo8. Please submit materials by 

October 31, 2007 to: Liz McEnaney, New 

York Preservation Archive Project, 174 

East 8oth Street, New York, NY 10075· 

lmcenaney@nypap.org. Participants will 

be notified by November 15, 2007. • 

Magic of America Manuscript 
Now Online 

The Ryerson and Burnham Libraries of 

The Art Institute of Chicago are pleased 

to announce that "The Magic of America" 

is now available online at http: / fwww. 
artic.eduf magicofamericaf . "The Magic 

of America," a typescript of more than 

1>400 pages with approximately 650 

accompanying illus trations, was written 

and compiled by Marion Mahony Griffin 

(r87I-196r), architect, designer, delinea

tor, and artist. 1 n 19n she married Walter 

Burley Griffin (r876-1937), architect, 

landscape designer, and city planner. 

Their architectural practice spanned 

almost four decades on three continents, 

and "The Magic of America" was m eant, 

in part, to be a testament to their life and 

work together." The Magic of America: 

Electronic Edition" collates in a digital 

format all the texts and illustrations from 

the three known copies of the work. The 

electronic edition thus represents the 

mos t complete and accessible version cur

rently available of th is important archi

tectural document. The project welcomes 
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your inquiries and comments. Please 

address all communications to: The Art 

Institute of Chicago Ryerson & Burnham 

Libraries (Archives) n r South Michi-

gan Avenue Chicago, IL 6o6o3-6404, 

rbarchives@artic.edu.• 

Best Practices Guide to Digital 
Panoramic Photography Now 
Available 

The Institute of Advanced Technology 

in the Humanities (lATH) at University 

of Virginia, has just released their Best 

Practices Guide to Digital Panoramic 

Photography. The Guide was written for 

researchers and photographers seeking 

to use digital technology to build digital 

panoramas of cultural heritage sites, ar

chitecture, and art works. Several types of 

experti se are required to create th is kind 

of tool, and the guide contains advice and 

guidance on some of the technical, ad

ministrative, legal, and interpretive issues 

that may arise at each step of the process. 

The Guide is now available in an HTM L 

format or as a PDF at: http:/ fwww.iath. 

virginia.edufpanoramafTOC.html.• 

CISA Andrea Palladia Book 
Award Competition 

The Centro lnternazionale di Studi di 

Architettura Andrea Palladia seeks ap

plications for the fourth annual james 

AckermanfBalzan Foundation book 

award for the publication by the Center of 

a fi rst book by a scholar (or two scholars 

in collaboration) of architectural h istory. 

Descripti.on of conditions for application, 

due by November 15, 2007, are available 

at www.cisapalladio.org; click premia > 

vai > announcement. • 

Call For Papers 
Theorizing the Early Middle Ages 
Pacific University, Oregon 
March 27-30, 2oo8 

Theorizing the Early Middle Ages is an 

interdisciplinary conference designed to 

foster and even invent cross-disciplinary, 

theoretical discussion and exchange con

cerning the sexfgender system , concepts 

of s pace, ritual, and other aspects of ea rly 

medieval studies (c. 500-IOOO) that lend 

themselves to theoretical analysis within 

its various historical, material, liturgi-

cal, and literary contexts. The conference 

planners ideally seek contributions from 

literary scholars, queer theorists, architec

tural historians, art historians, paleogra

phers, medical historians, political histori

ans, social historians, church historians, 

and economic historians interested in 

the application of theoretical analysis 

of "Dark Age" cultural, sexfgender, and 

class systems. Equally, the organizers 

are looking for theore tically adventurous 

submissions, ones arguing for the full 

inclusion of the early medieval era within 

broader works on sexed, medical , and 

architectural bodies, spaces, images, and 

behaviors. 

The conference organizers are Lynda 

Coon (Department of History, Uni

versity of Arkansas), Martha Rampton 

(Department of History, Pacific Univer

s ity and Director, Center for Women 

and Gender Equity, Pacific University, 

ramptonm@ pacificu.edu) , and Kim 

Sexton (School of Architecture, University 

of Arkansas, ksexton @uark.edu). The 

conference s ponsor is Pacific University, 

2043 College Way, Forest Grove, OR 

97n6, (503) 352-2772 or Fax (503) 352-

3195. 

If you would like to read a paper 

at Theorizing the Early Middle Ages, 

please send a two-hundred word abstract 

along with a current CV to: Lynda Coon, 

Departmen t of History, Old Main 416, 

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 

72701, or by e-mail at llcoon@uark.edu. 

Submissions are due November r, 2007. 

The organizers will have a complete 

schedule for the conference by late janu

ary 2008.• 
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Buildings on Paper 
Architectural Archives: TheRe
sources and Their Uses 
The British Records Association 
in association with The Royal 
Institute of British Architects: 
British Architectural Library 
Tuesday, December 4, 2 007 

At the Victoria and Albert Mu
seum 

Talks will be given by: David Robinson, 

Chairman of the British Records Associa

tion; Charles Hind, H.J. Heinz Curator of 

Drawings, British Architectural Library; 

Eleanor Gawne, Assistant Director, Draw

ings and Archives, British Architectural 

Library, and Rl BA; Anna Eavis, Head 

ofNMR Services, National Monuments 

Record, Swindon; Martin Stancliffe, 

Surveyor to the Fabric, Swindon; Simon 

Bradley, Pevsner Architectural Guides, 

Yale University Press; Malcom Airs, 

Vice President, Kellogg College, Oxford; 

Michael Port, Emeritus Professor of 

Modern History, Queen Mary, London; 

and Nicholas Kingsley, National Archives. 

More information available at www.brit

ishrecordsassociation.org.uk.• 

Calendar of SAH Events 

6rst Annual Meeting 

23- 27 April 2oo8 

Hilton Netherland Hotel, 

Cincinnati 

62nd Annual Meeting 

r-s April, 2009, Pasadena 

SAH Study Tours 

5-9 October 2007 

Historic Villages of the Saugatuck 

Lakeshore 

13-23 May 2008 

Architecture of Naples, Italy 

June 2oo8 

E. Fay jones Architecture in Arkansas 

October 2oo8 

Estates of Chicago's North Shore 

Gifts and Donor Support 

r June- 31 July 2007 

On behatfofthe SAH Board and members, we sincerely thank the members listed 

below who, in April and May, made gifts to a variety of funds including the Annual 

Appeal, annual meeting, annual meeting fellowship funds, and the Buildings of the 

United States. We are extremely grateful to all of you for your generosity and your 

willingness to help the Society fulfill its scholarly mission. 

SAH Annual Appeal 

Gifts of$1,000 · $4,999 

Janet Kreger, in honor of Barry Bergdoll 

SAH Tours 

Gifts of$250 · $999 

Jacob Albert 

Lee Altmayer 

Louise Todd Ambler 

Louise Andrews 

Marlene Baumgarten 

Brendan Beazley 

Robert Beazley 

Stephanie Bernheim 

Robert Beyer 

Sara Butler 

D. Hank Dunlop 

Isabelle Gournay 

John Klingman 

Myra Malkin 

Sanford Malter 

Gary Menges 

Naomi Miller 

Mary Alice Molloy 

Edward Pass 

Richard and Carole Rifkind 

Charles Robertson 

William Ryall 

Susan Schwartz 

Jonathan Snyder 

Ward and Linda Stanley 

Ellen Weiss 

Caroline Zaleski 

SAH Annual Meeting, Pittsburgh 

Gifts of$5,000 · $9,999 

University of Virginia Press 

Fellowship Funds 

Rosann S. Berry Annual Meeting 

Fellowship Fund 

Katherine Solomonson 

George R. Collins Memorial Fellowship 

Fund 

Katherine Solomonson 

Keepers Preservation Education Fund 

Keeper Preservation Education Fund 

Spiro Kostof Annual Meeting 

Fellowship Fund 

Katherine Solomonson 

Samuel H . Kress Foundation 

Dissertation Prize 

Samuel H. Kress Foundation 

Charnley-Persky House Museum 

Foundation 

Gifts of$t,ooo · $4,999 

Robert Win ter 

Buildings of the United States 

Gifts of$250 · $999 

Marvin and Suzanne Anderson 

Gifts under $250 

Ken and Karen Berry 

Sharon Brakke 

Lynn Cochran 

Lockhart-Suver, LLC 

Karen Schaper 

Aaron and Stacey Van de Graeff 

All gifts to BUS given in honor of the 

marriage of Marvin and Suzanne 

Anderson 
13 



What is the status of the SAH ARCHES Endowment Campaign? 

When the Society celebrated its 6oth anniversary in 
2ooo, the SAH Board decided to launch a campaign to 
raise funds to create an SAH Endowment. Named the 
ARCHES Endowment campaign, the goal was to raise 
$2 million to support the Society's operations, publica
tions, and fellowship programs. Given the success of 
the initial campaign, the goal has since been raised to 
$3 million. The acronym "ARCHES" was developed to 
represent six areas that are central to the Society's mis
sion to promote the study and preservation of the built 
environment worldwide. The ARCHES Endowment 
campaign specifically stands for: 

• Advocacy-Advancing the discipline of architectural 
history within institutions of higher learning and the 
wider community 

• Research-Providing opportunities for the develop
ment and presentation of studies in architectural history, 
urbanism, landscape, and design 

• Communication-Disseminating scholarly work and 
information in print publications and electronic media 

• History-Championing the preservation of architec
tural heritage worldwide 

• Education-Encouraging the exploration and exami
nation of the built environment by professionals and 
general audiences 

• Scholarship-Fostering and acknowledging scholarly 

achievements through fellowships and awards. 

How much is currently in the Society's Endowment? 

As of April3o, 2007, the Society's endowment account 
held $1,955,101 in cash and investments, with additional 
bequests and promised gifts of more than $1,212.466. 
The endowment, which has grown steadily in the past 
seven years, has received funding from a variety of 
sources including bequests, outright gifts from individu
als, grants from foundations, Life and Benefactor dues, 
and small surpluses from the annual SAH operating 
budget. The largest single donor to date to the SAH En
dowment was the Scott Opler Foundation which made a 
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grant of $soo,ooo to SAH to create the Scott Opler En
dowment for Emerging Scholars in an effort to support 
scholarship among people who are new to architectural 

history and its related disciplines. 

When will the Society's members see benefits from the 
SAH Endowment? 

Right now. Every year the Society's Board now bud

gets more than $6o,ooo of Endowment earnings to 

fund the scholarly mission of the Society. Among the 
specific projects funded annually by the Endowment 
are SAH fellowships for research and travel ($33,ooo); 

JSAH ($ro,ooo); the move of the SAH website to a new 
software platform in 2007 ($1o,ooo); and memberships 

for emerging scholars ($1,ooo), with the remainder to 
underwrite board and operational expenses. 

How can I make a gift to the SAH ARCHES Endowment 
campaign? 

There are many ways to make a gift, either now or in the 

future. Contributions can be sent to the SAH office with 
a notation that the gift is intended for the SAH Endow
ment. Gifts that are part of an estate or promised gift 
should be outlined in your estate planning documents, 
and you should notify SAH Executive Director Pauline 

Saliga of your intentions. Making a gift directly from 
your IRA is a new possibility that is outlined on page 
two. 

We encourage you to support the SAH Endowment. 
Although the Endowment provides funding for only 
approximately 4% of the Society's $r.5 million budget, 
funding from the Endowment ensures that SAH will 
be able to continue taking a leadership role in the field 
and to respond creatively to the challenges of the new 
century and the digital age. 

Darnie Stillman, Past President and Chair, 
SAH Development Committee 

Pauline Saliga,SAH Executive Director 



BOO K LIST 

October, 2007 

Recently published architectural books andre

lated works, selected by Barbara Opar, Syracuse 

University Library 

General 

Anstey, Tim, Katja Grillner, and Rolf Hughes. 

Architecture and Authorship. London: Black Dog 

Publishers, 2007. 208p. ISBN 1904772749 

S39-95 

Box, Hal. Think Like an Architect. Austin: 

University ofTexas Press, 2007. 224p. ISBN 

0292716362 $22.95 

Architects 

Adams, Nicholas. Skidmore Owings a( Merrill: 

SOM From 1936. London: Phaidon, 2007. 340p. 

ISBN 1904313558 579-95 

Eastham, Scott American Dreamer: Bucky Fuller 
and the Sacred Geometry of Nature. Cambridge, 

U.K.: Lutterworth Press, 2007. 199P- ISBN 

07188303018 $52.50 

Fulvio, I race. Renzo Piano: Le citta visibili. Mi

lano: Electa, 2007. 324p. ISBN 9788837052089 

S76.95 

Harris, Eileen. The Country Houses of Robert 
Adam: From the Archives of Country Life. London: 

Aurum Press, 2007. 192p. ISBN 9781845132637 

575-00 

jackson, Nei l; Peter Gessel, ed. Koenig. Kiiln; 

London: Taschen, 2007. 96p. ISBN 3822848913 

S9-99 

Ochsner, jeffrey Karl. Lionel H. Pries, Architect, 
Artist, Educator: From Arts and Crafts to Modern 
Architecture. Seattle: University of Washington 

Press, 2007. 384p. ISBN 0295986980 $6o.oo 

Pinon, Pierre. Pierre-Adrien Paris: 1745-1819, 
Architecte, et les monuments antiques de Rome 
et de Ia campanie. Rome: Ecole Francaise de 

Rome, 2007. 446p. ISBN 9782728306640 
5112.00 

Reichlin, Bruno and Franz Graf, curators. jean 
Prouve: La Poetica deii'Oggetto Tecnico. Milano: 

Skira, 2007. 392p. ISBN 9788876249679 

5145-00 

Ruschi, Pietro, ed. Michelangelo architetto a 
San Lorenzo: Quattro problemi aperti. Fi renze: 

Mandragora, 2007. 237P- ISBN 9788874611003 

567-50 

Samuel, Flora. Le Corbusier in Detail. Oxford: Ar

chitectural Press, 2007. 264p. ISBN 0750663545 

539-95 

Sasaki, Matsuro. Morphogenesis of Flux Struc
ture. London: AA Publications, 2007. 112p. ISBN 

1902902572 $31.50 

Valle, Pietro. Mecanoo: Experimental Prag
matism. Milan: Skira, 2007. 216p. ISBN 

887624655X 534-95 

Wilson, Mark. julia Morgan: Architect of Beauty. 
Salt Lake City: Gibbs Smith, 2007. 256p. ISBN 

97814236oo886 $6o.oo 

Architecture, Eastern Europe 

Calzi , Renata, Patrizio Corno, and Carlo Gianfer

ro. Gypsy Architecture: Houses of the Rom a in 
Eastern Europe. Stuttgart: Edition Axel Menges, 

2007. 16op. ISBN 9783936681 123 

Architecture, Eritrea 

Boness, Stefan, contri butor; j ochen Visscher, 

ed. Asmara: The Frozen City. Berlin : jovis, 2006. 

96p. ISBN 3936314616 519-95 

Architecture, India 

Bhattacharyya, Tara pad a. Vastuvidya Systems of 
Indian Architecture. New Delhi: Ajay Book Ser

vice, 2007. 384p. ISBN 0187077670 599-90 

Architecture, Nepal 

Dangel, Purusottam. Elements of Nepalese 
Temple Architecture. New Delhi: Adroit Publish

ers, 2007. 134P- ISBN 8187392770 550-40 

Architecture, Russia 

Pare, Richard. The Lost Vanguard: Russian Mod
ernist Architecture 1922-1932. New York, Mona

celli Press, 2007. 36op. ISBN 1580931855 585.oo 

Architecture, British Colonial, India 

Scriver, Peter and Vikramaditya Prakash, eds. 

Colonial Modernities: Building, Dwelling and 
Architecture in British India and Ceylon. New 

York: Routledge, 2007. 287p. ISBN 0415399092 

548.1 3 

Architecture, Contemporary 

Eccher, Danilo and Odi le Decq, curators. La 
citta che sale: We Try to Build the Future. Milano: 

Electa, 2007. 207p. ISBN 9788837051860 

592-50 

Architecture, Medieval 

Opacic, Zoe and Alexandra Gajewski, eds. The 
Year 1300 and the Creation of a New European 
Architecture. [Turnhout]: Brepols, 2007. 300p. 

ISBN 2503522866 S96.oo 

Architecture, Renaissance 

jacquemart, Jean-Pierre. Architectures comtoises 
de Ia renaissance: 1525-1636. Besan-;on: Presses 

universitaires de Franche-Comte, 2007. 318p. 

ISBN 9782848671635 574-50 

Kanerva, Liisa. Between Science and Drawings: 
Renaissance Architects on Vitruvius's Educational 
Ideas. Helsinki: Finnish Academy of Science and 

Letters, 2007. 203p. ISBN 9514109848 $72.50 

Architecture and Literature 

Hafertepe, Kenneth and james F. O'Gorman, 

eds. American Architects and Their Books, 1840-
1915. Amherst: University of Massachusetts 

Press, 2007. 320p. ISBN 1558496025 539-95 

Architecture and State 

Culvahouse, Tim, ed. Tennessee Valley Authority: 
Design and Persuasion. New York: Princeton Ar

chitectural Press, 2007. 144p. ISBN 1568g8684X 

S4o.oo 

Building Details and Materials 

Atena, Rossana, Sa lvador Perez Arroya, and 

Igor Kebel. Emerging Technologies and Housing 
Prototypes. London: Blackdog Publishing, 2007. 

ISBN 190477265X 539-95 

Cadwell, Michael. Strange Details. Cambridge, 

Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2007. 184p. ISBN 

0262532913 $17.96 

Building Types 

Binney, Marcus. In Search of the Peifect House: 
500 of the Best Buildings in Britain and Ireland. 

London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2007. 896p. 

ISBN 0297844556 [30.00 

Crosbie, Michael j. Living Together: Multi-Family 
Housing Today. Mulgrave, Victoria: Images Pub

lishing Group, 2007. 224p. ISBN 1864702362 

565.oo 

Ford, Alan. Designing the Sustainable School. 
Mulgrave, Victoria: Images Publishing Group, 

2007. 256p. ISBN 1864702370 $54.00 

Pryce, Will. Big Shed. London: Thames & Hud

son, 2007. 304p. ISBN 0500342342 56o.oo 

Futurism (Architecture), Italy 

Costanzo, Michele and Maria De Propris. 

Sant'Eiia e Boccioni: le origini dell'architettura 
futurista . Roma: Mancosu, 2006. nop. ISBN 

8887017328 Sn.5o 

Historic Buildings, Conservation and Restora

tion 

Forsyth, Michael, ed. Understanding Historic 
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MIT Press, 2007. 320p. ISB N 0262026112 
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SAH 6 1st Annual Meeting 
23-27 April2oo8 
Hilton Netherland Plaza Hotel, 
Cincinnati 

As we look forward to the Society's Grst Annual Meeting in 

Cincinnati, a city whose buildings superbly illustrate every single 

period of North American architecture, lam pleased to note that 

we are about to hold one of the most international gatherings in 

the history of our Society. While our association was founded in 

the summer of 1940 as the "American Society of Architectural 

Historians," (it dropped the adjective "American" seven years 

later) , from its beginnings it has been devoted to the architec

tural history of all cultures and regions. An essay in the very 

fi rs t issue of our journal, in 1941 , expressed great concern about 

the wartime des truction in Europe ("In Memorium Monu

mentorum") and the volume published just prior to the Society 

shortening its name in 1947 was resolutely devoted in its entirety 

to the architecture of Latin America. 

Now, 61 yea rs later, the SAH has truly become a global soci

ety. Almost 50% of the more than 140 presenters, respondents 

and session chairs will be traveling to Cincinnati from abroad-

from eleven different European countries, from many cities in 

the Middle East, from Asia, Latin America, South Africa and 

Canada. A delegation from Australia and New Zealand will join 

us to celebrate the 25th birthday of our sister organization, the 

Society of Architectural Historians of Australia and New Zealand 

(SAHANZ) and its journal Fabrications. We owe an enormous 

gratitude to our many international colleagues who will present 

their research at the SAH Annual Meeting. And, we are equally 

grateful to the many donors who have made a large number of 

travel fellowships possible (more than in any other comparable 

academic society) tha t help presenters, especially graduate stu

dents, with their travel expenses. 

The global reach of our conference will be reflected in many 

areas of inquiry that have recently come into focus, be they Mod

ernism in Africa, the histories of the Muslim City, or the colonial 

and postcolonial developments in Asia or South America. Other 

sessions will present new approaches to landscape and garden 

history, look at the ephemeral and short lived architecture at 

exhibitions, or address new methodological approaches to the 

buildings and spaces of antiquity and medieval Europe, the role 

of women as clients and architects or interdisciplinary challeng

es in pre-modern architectural h istory. 

At the same time, the continued interest in US American 

Co,·er: Mies van der Rohc, House Werner. Berlin. 1912-13 

Images on cover. pages 3-6 courtesy of Jana Cephas. 

architectu re wi ll be represented in sessions about, for instance, 

suburbs, synagogues, the conditions of architectural production 

and, of course, our wonderful host city of Cincinnati. The local 

team under the leadership of Nnamdi Elleh and JeffTillman 

are arranging a colorful bouquet of study tours on Saturday and 

Sunday (in addition to shorter walking tours on Thursday and 

Friday) in order to introduce the extraordinary wealth and beauty 

of Cincinnati's architecture to our delegates. On Saturday, we 

will celebrate the sooth birthday of Andrea Palladio (1508-

rs8o), both with a session in the morning and a special program 

and presentations during the Saturday evening reception. 

The Society's Board of Directors is aware of both the chal

lenges and the opportunities that come with the global growth 

of our scholarly community and the technological developments 

that are quickly changing the ways we communicate, research 

and publish. At our business meeting on Thursday evening we 

will briefly report about the SAH's digital initiatives that will 

lead to broader visibility of our publications and activities, and 

which will offer our members access to new forms of digital im

agery and information. Professor Jean-Louis Cohen has agreed 

to deliver the keynote address about the sta te of our field today. 

Some of the most important and most enjoyable aspects 

of our Annual Meetings are the discussions and conversations 

between sessions and at the evening receptions. Countless 

friendships have emerged at these occasions and are renewed 

and cul tivated year after year, and it sometimes feels as if one 

were attending a rather large family gathering. I would like to 

express my heartfelt thanks to the local organizing committee, to 

our many presenters and session chairs, and to our team at the 

SAH headquarters in Chicago. I hope you wi ll join us for a fru it

fu l and productive meeting with many enjoyable conversations 

and exciting discoveries in Cincinnati. 

Dietrich Neumann 

SA H First Vice President a11d 

General Chair; 61st SAH Annual Meeting 

Brochures for the 61st An nual Meeting in Cincinnati will be 

mailed in early January. In the mean time, please check the 

SAH website at www.sah.org for conference and registration 

details. 



SAH STUDY TOUR 

There is no doubting that Ludwig Mies van der Robe made a 

significant impact on the development of modern architecture. 

Buildings like the Seagram Building in New York and the Lake 

Shore Drive Apartments in Chicago have become significant 

points of departure, if not actual models, fo r modern design. 

However, these works have too often been understood only from 

the vantage point of their later inAuence on architects and de· 

signers. By examining the development of the works of Mies in 

its specific historical and geographical context, one is able to ap· 

predate the complexities of his contributions to modern design 

theories and practices. This was the goal of the study tour Mies 

van der Rohe: In Situ and in Context: to situate the works ofMies 

in the historical and professional context in which he worked, in 

addition to examining the physical context in which these build· 

ings were built. 

Abo,c: Mies \311 der Rohc. Apartment House. \Veisscnhofsiedlung. Stuttgart. 1927 

Our exploration of Mies in situ began with a visit to the 

Department of Architecture and Design at the Museum of 

Modern Art led by tour leader and curator Barry Bergdoll , who 

had placed a selection Mies's drawings of his earliest projects on 

view. Guided tours of Skidmore Owing & Merrill's Lever House 

and Mies's Seagram Building followed, with detailed analyses 

given by Phyllis Lambert, who worked in M ies's office during 

the design of the Seagram Building. Ms. Lambert also joined 

us on a day trip to New Canaan, Connecticut, where we were 

introduced to some of the works of the "Harvard Five," a group 

of modernists educated under Wa lter Gropius's tutelage. These 

architects demonstrated an interest in the application of modern 

forms to res idential living, aims exempli fied by Philip johnson's 

Glass House, the Eliot Noyes house, the Marcel Breuer house 

and Mies's Morris Greenwalt House. Despite obvious similari· 

ties in their approaches, each designer treated this notion of 
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the modern house with a uniquely individual understanding of 

mate rial and spatia lity. This divergence in treatment would be 

addressed during the second stage of our tour, a trip to Berlin 

where we examined the development of Mies's earlier work in 

situ and the a rchitectural context in which he began to develop 

his own ideas about form, s patia lity, material and modern living. 

Upon arrival in Berlin, tour leader Dietrich Neuman n 

conducted a walking tour of the ci ty, in troducing the 18th-, 

19th- and 2o th-century archi tectural context in which Mies was 

to s pend h is fo rmative years. Critical to that backd rop were the 

build ings of Karl Friedrich Schinkel, notably the Neue Wache 
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and the Altes Museum. Schinkel became an important refer· 

ence during our trip, as M ies's early design explorations were 

heavily influenced by the great Prussian arch itect. Schinkel 's 

in fluence was particula rly apparent in Peter Behrens's Villa 

Wiegand, which notably exhibits an in terior spatial flow and 

exterior ga rden arrangem ent that M ies would later explore and 

develop at length throughout his career-for example, in h is 

early Africanische Strage Siedlung and the later Weissenhofs ied· 

lung hous ing block. We saw that Mies's design for Haus Lemke 

(1933) exhibited a more active relationsh ip to the garden than his 

Above: Lc Corbusicr. Dou ble Villa, Wcisscnhofsicdlung . Stuttgart. 1927 

At righ t: Walter Gropius. Bauhaus Building. Dessau. 1927 



earl ier houses in and around Berlin-e.g. 1-laus Riehl (r9o6-

1907), 1-laus Werner (r912·13) and 1-laus Eichstaedt (I921-23)· 

I-I a us Lemke demonstrated a more rigorous and formal relation

ship between the interior and the surrounding landscape, an 

approach we saw resolved in the elegant decentralized interior of 

the Neue Nationalgalerie. The Le Corbusier-inspired Hauser am 

Rupenhorn by the Luckhardt brothers and Alfons Anker seem 

also to reflect this more formalized relationship to the landscape, 

a visit which also suggested to us how Mies and his contempo

raries influenced each other. 

One of the main formal differences between M ies and his 

contemporaries became clear upon visiting the complex of build

ings at the Bauhaus in Dessau, where Mies was the director in 

the last years of the school, and comparing this to the Weis

senhofs iedlung above Stuttgart. Whereas Le Corbusier's duplex 

house, ).J. P. Oud's row houses at the Weissenhofsiedlung and 

Gropius' Meisterhauser at the Bauhaus were va rious manipula

tions of the three dimensional cube, Mies' Weissenhofsiedlung 

apa rtment block strongly emphasized the vertical plane, d istend

ing and extrud ing that plane into a block form. 

In addition to visiting an excellent selection of great works of 

architecture-including access to some exquisite buildings never 
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before opened to the public, most notably a residence designed 

by Walter Gropius and the Noyes house in New Canaan, and 

Peter Behrens's AEG Turbinen fabrik in Berli n-the highlights 

of the tour were undoubtedly th e informative presenta tions by 

tour leaders, Barry Bergdoll and Dietrich Neuman n, and our 

subsequent discussions . Additionally, both of our tour leaders 

found knowledgeable people in all of our tour locations who 

were eq ually eager to share their h istories of the bu ild ings we 

visited, some of who even unexpectedly invited us into their 

hom es. As such, Mies van der Rohe: In Situ and in Context was a 

high ly informative and pleasurable experience, one that all tour 

participants are sure to apprecia te for years to com e. 

]ana Cephas, 

Hatvard University 

Scott Opler SAH Study Tour Fellowship Awardee 
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NEW Study Tour added for 2oo8! 

Following the successful model of the Society's recent two-part 

study tour focusing on the archives and buildings of Mies van 

der Rohe, this summer SAH will offer another study tour that 

wi ll focus on both the extensive architectural archives and built 

work of two great American Modernists: Louis I. Kahn and 

Robert Venturi. 

The summer study tour, Louis Kahn and Robert Venturi: The 

Yale-Ph iladelphia Axis, will focus on key works of 2oth-century 

modern architecture by Louis Kahn and Venturi Scott Brown 

Associates (VS BA) in Philadelphia and beyond, forming an inte l

lectual and physical axis between Yale University in New Haven, 

Connecticut and the city of Phi ladelph ia where both architects 

have had major impact. The tour will commence at the Architec

tural Archives of the University of Pennsylvania, which preserves 

the works of more than 400 designers from the r8th century to 

the present, to view the Louis I. Kahn Collection and the VSBA 

Archive. The Kahn Collection , which includes more than 6,300 

drawings and roo models representing more than 200 projects, 

was put on permanent loan to the University from the Pennsyl

vania Historical and Museum Commission in 1978. The VSBA 

Archive, donated by the architects in 2oo6, includes drawings. 

models, manuscripts and firm correspondence representing the 

entire body of the prolific firm's work. Following a behind-the

scenes tour of the archive, a walking tour of the Penn campus 

will focus on the work of these two design firms on the campus. 

Buildings will include the Alfred Newton Richards Medical Re

search Building (Kahn, 1958-1 960), the restoration of the Anne 

and Jerome Fisher Fine Arts Library (Frank Furness, r888-189 1, 

restoration VSBA, 1987-1990), and VS BA's more recent plans 

for alterations and additions to Penn's major historical buildings 

to form a campus cente r known as the Pere lman Quadrangle. 

In addition to touring the historic structures that provided 

the context for Kah n and Venturi and other members of "The 

Philadelphia School." including the Second Empi re Philadelphia 

City Hall (John McArthur, Jr. , 187I- t90I), the tou r will feature 

important works by the Philadelphia School including Gui ld 

House (Ven turi, 1964) and Romaldo Giurgiola's United Fund 

Headquarters Building (1971) , INA Tower, and Penn Mutual 

Tower, all in Philadelphia. Plans are underway to include a vis it 

to the Vanna Venturi House (the house fo r Venturi's mother, 

1964). the Ven turi Studio, and Erdman Hall dorm itory (Kahn, 

1965) on the campus of Bryn Mawr College. We will tour Louis 

Kahn 's Norman Fisher House (r96o) on the way to the Trenton 

Bath House (Kahn, 1954-1959) and other important Modern 

sites in New Jersey. The group will then proceed to New Haven 

fo r an ins ide r tour of the wealth of Modernism on the Yale Uni

versity campus, includ ing the Yale University Art Center (Kahn 

1951-1954). the Yale Center for Bri tish Art (Kahn , r969- 1974), 

Paul Rudolph's Art and Architecture Building (1959-1963). and 

other bui ldings by prominent Modernists including Saarinen, 

Breuer, Johnson. 

The tour wi ll be lead by Will iam Whitaker, who manages the 

Kahn, Venturi, Philadelphia School, and other collections at the 

Architectural Arch ives at University of Pennsylvania. 

A full itinerary for the study tour will be available in early 

2008. Visi t the Society's website and the SA H Newsletter for 

updates. 
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Change of Date f Book Release 
Preserving New York-Then 
and Now 
Symposium at the Museum of the 
City of New York 
23 February 2008 

The date of the symposium has been 

changed from February 16 to February 

23- The accompanying book, Anthony 

Wood's Prese1ving New York: Winning the 

Right to Protect a City's Landmarks (Rout

ledge) is now available. 

[Editors' Note: Please see the October 

2007 SAH Newsletter for more information 

on this conference.] • 

Call for Papers 
A Critical Examination of Preser
vation & Sustainability 
The Sixth National Forum on 
Historic Preservation Practice 
March 2009 

Goucher College, Baltimore, MD 

Historic preservation practice in the Unit

ed States has become complex, profes

sional, and inclusive, while reflecting an 

increasingly mainstreamed and popular 

public ethos. This has, in turn, focused 

the attention of some presetvation-

ists far beyond traditional concerns for 

preserving individual historic buildings, 

landscapes and neighborhoods, to grap

pling with ways to integrate preservation 

with land use and transportation plan

ning, smart growth, and management of 

resources; in short, seeking ways to make 

historic preservation a central part of the 

growing discussion of developing sustain-

able practices. This seri es of Nationa l 

Forums, co-sponsored by a consortium 

of I I graduate historic preservation 

programs, has focused on the chang-

ing perspectives of his toric preservation 

practice in the United States. The Sixth 

National Forum on Historic Preservation 

Practice, to be held at Goucher College, 

March 2009, will explore the challenges 

that preservation faces in becoming a 
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critical component of the national debate 

about sustainability. 

The Forum will bring together anthro

pologists, architects, landscape architects, 

economists, geographers, planners, scien

tists, resource managers, urbanists, and 

preservationists from higher education, 

government offices, nonprofit institutions 

and private practice, to focus on a criti-

ca l assessment of current preservation 

practices and how they can be applied to a 

sustainable future. 

Historic preservation of existing 

buildings and landscapes embodies the 

concept of sustainable architecture and 

landscape architecture. Preserving and 

continuing to use existing buildings and 

landscapes typically takes less energy 

then building simi lar new buildings and 

landscapes. Preserving and continuing to 

use existing buildings means that fewer 

renewable and nonrenewable resources 

are consumed. Preserving and continu

ing to use existing buildings means that 

less raw land and historic landscapes are 

consumed for growth. 

H istoric preservation of existing 

neighborhoods and commercial d istricts 

embodies the concept of a sustainable 

society. Preserving and continuing to use 

existing neighborhoods with their closely 

integrated network of houses, schools, 

parks, open spaces, streets, alleys, and 

religious institutions provides residents 

with an environment that encourages hu

man interaction. Presetving and continu

ing to use traditional commercia l districts 

provides residents with a variety oflocally 

oriented goods and services. 

In particular, the Sixth National Fo

rum is interested in receiving abstracts on 

the following topics: 

• Interface between presetvation and 

sus tainable architecture and landscape 

arch itecture standards. 

• How preservation practice can be 

used to create sustainable neighborhoods 

and commercial districts. 

• Accommodating growth and 

prese rvation in existing urban and rural 

environments. 

• Developing effective connections 

between preservation organizations and 

those promoting smart growth and sus

tainability. 

Papers must be analytical rather than 

descriptive. They should address new 

approaches to historic preservation and 

sustainabili ty, and not be simply case 

stud ies. Papers should focus on new ma

terial that brings fresh information and 

insight to the nexus between preservation 

and sustainability. 

While the focus of the conference 

is on preservation practice and susta in

ability in the United States, papers may 

incorporate international perspectives 

for comparative purposes or in ways that 

bring domestic practices and issues to the 

fore. 

Abstracts and any inquiries should be 

sent to: 

David L. Ames, Conference Coordinator, 

and Di rector of the Center for Historic 

Architectu re and Design 

University of Delaware 

Newark, DE 19716 

PI-lONE 302.83!.1050 

FAX 302.831.4548 

davames@udel.edu 

Abstracts may be submitted electroni

ca lly or in hard copy. 

The Sixth National Forum on Pres

ervation Practice is co-sponsored by the 

graduate historic preservation programs 

of Boston University, Columbia Uni

vers ity, George Washington University, 

Goucher College, University of Cincin

nati, University of Delaware, University of 

Florida , University of Kentucky, Univer

sity of Minnesota, University of Oregon, 

and University of Southern California. 

Abstracts should be between 300 and 

soo words and must be submitted no 

late r than Janua ry 31, 2008. Abstracts 

should contain the author's name(s), post

al and e-mai l addresses, and telephone 

and fax numbers at the top of the page. 

Papers will be selected based on thought

fu lness, organization, and how well they 



address the focus of the conference. The 

selection committee reserves the right to 

request modifications to proposals. 

Authors will be notified by April 15, 

2oo8 if their proposed paper has been se

lected. For those selected, complete drafts 

of papers, 10 to 12 pages in length, will be 

due on September r, 2008 for review by 

the selection committee. The committee 

reserves the right to request modi fications 

to the drafts. Final papers, to be made 

available to attendees at the conference, 

will be due on December 1, 2008. It is 

the intention of the committee to publish 

selected revised and expanded papers in 

proceedings after the conference. • 

The Wolfsonian-FIU Fellowship 
Program 

The Wolfsonian-Florida International 

University is a museum and research 

center that promotes the examination of 

modern visual and material culture. The 

focus of the Wolfsonian collection is on 

North American and European decorative 

arts, propaganda, architecture, and indus

trial and graphic design from the period 

1885-1945. The United States, Great 

Britain, Germany, Italy, and the Nether

lands are the countries most extensively 

represented. There are also smaller but 

significant collections of materia ls from 

a number of other cou ntries, including 

Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, Japan, 

the former Soviet Union and Hungary. 

The Wolfsonian libra ry has approxi

mately so,ooo rare books, periodicals, 

and ephemeral items, as well as standa rd 

reference materials. 

Fellowships are intended to support 

full -time research, generally for a period 

of three to five weeks. The program is 

open to holders of master's or doctoral 

degrees, Ph.D. candidates, and to others 

who have a significant record of profes

sional achievement in relevant fie lds. 

Appl icants are encouraged to discuss 

their project with the Fellowship Coor· 

dina tor prior to submission to ensure 

the relevance of their proposals to the 

Wolfson ian's collection. 

For more information about The 

Wolfson ian and its collection, visit 

the webs ite a t h ttp: / fwww.wolfsonian . 

fiu.edu, call 305-535-2613, or e-mail 

resea rch@thewolf.fiu.edu. The applica· 

Lion deadline is December 31, for resi

dency during the 2oo8-2o10 academic 

yea rs. 

Jonathan Mogul, Fellowship Coordinator/ 

Research Associate 

The Wolfsonian· FI U 

1001 Washington Ave. 

Miami Beach, FL 33139 

305-535-2613 (phone) 

305-531-2133 (fax) 

resea rch@ Lhewolf.fiu .edu h ttp:f fwww. 
wolfsonian.fiu.edufeducationjresearchf • 

John Brinkerhoff Jackson Prize 
and David R. Coffin Publication 
Grant 

The Foundation for Landscape Studies 

invites applications fo r the John Brincker

hoff Jackson Book Prize for the year 2008 

to be awarded to a book that has made 

a s ignificant con tribu tion to the study 

and understanding of garden h istory and 

landscape studies. The J. B. Jackson prize, 

named in honor of one of the founding 

figures of American landscape studies, 

honors a d istinguished book in the Eng

lish language that was published between 

2004 and 2007. All awards of up to 

$1,500 are made by a jury of members of 

the board of directors of the Foundation 

for Landscape Studies and any non·board 

member they may wish to appoint to 

serve on the committee. 

The Foundation for Landscape Stud

ies is seeking nominations from authors, 

publishers, and in terested readers fo r 

the 2oo8 prize. Books published du ring 

the period 2004 through 2007 that have 

made the most s ignifican t contribu tion to 

the s tudy of garden history and landscape 

studies without restrictions on the period 

or subject treated or the nationa li ty of 
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the author. Only books based on origi

na l research and those that break new 

ground in method or interpretation will 

be considered. The purpose of this prize 

is to reward contributes to the intellectual 

vitality of garden h istory and landscape 

studies. 

Publishers must send books to each 

of the appointed jury members before 

December 1, 2007. A cover letter should 

include a complete mailing address, 

phone number, and email address of the 

author(s) . 

The David R. Coffin Publication Grant 

is intended to su pport the production of a 

book that will make a significant contri

bution to the study and understanding 

of landscape history and en vironmental 

design. Both authors and publishers are 

welcomed to submit applications for this 

award. 

To receive the mailing addresses fo r 

the John Brinckerhoff Jackson Prize jury 

or address inqu iries, visi t www.founda

tionforlandscapestudies.orgjawards.html 

or contact: 

Elizabeth Barlow Rogers, President 

Foundation for Landscape Studies 

7 West 8rst Street 

New York, NY ro024 

rogerseb@aol.com • 

International Winter School 
Multipli- Cities 
Univers ity of Liverpool 
13-18 January, 2oo8 

!50 participants from different countries 

will collabora te on a series of intercon

nected arch itectural design projects that 

will explore various aspects of the urban 

landscape of the future. Ten differ-

ent groups will have the opportunity to 

explore urban issues in collaboration with 

a guest tutor fcritic. Every day will start 

with a short lecture followed by studio 

work and tu toria ls in the school, and 

will close with open discussion where 

participants and critics will share their 

experiences. On the last day, the projects 
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produced by each group will be presented 

at the Rl BA North West Gallery in Liver

pool, reviewed and awarded. In addition, 

the re will be organized architecture tours 

around the city of Liverpool. 

Multipli-Cities will explore topics such 

as architecture, public art, des ign, urban 

planning, regeneration and sustainabil

ity in an era when more than half of the 

world's population lives in cities. The 

workshop will also examine the way in 

which architecture is responding to the 

pressures posed by the growth of 'mega

cities' vis-a-vis the depopulation of other 

urban and rura l areas. 

For more information, visit http:j f 
\VWW. I iv .a c. ukjlsa fwi n ter /index. htm I. • 

EURAU 'o8 
4th European Symposium on Re
search in Architecture and Urban 
Design: "Cultural Landscape" 
Madrid 
16-19 January, 2oo8 

The acronym EURAU describes a conflu

ence of: EU, for Europe; R for research; A 

for architecture; and U for urbanism. It 

is the result of the effort of a wide group 

of university teachers and reaserchers, 

initially prompted by the French Ministry 

of Culture and Communications program 

to promote meeting forums in Europe. 

Past meetings have taken place in Mar

seille (May 2004), Lille (November 2005) 

and Brussels (October 2oo6). 

"Cultural Landscape" is organized 

by the Superior Technical School of 

Architecture of the Technical University 

of Madrid ETSAM/UPM, in collaboration 

with the National School of Further Edu

cation in Architecture of Marseille ENSA, 

the National Superior School of Further 

Education in Architecture and Landscape 

of Lille and the Association of Superior 

Institutes of the cities of Brussels-Liege

Mons I SA l, with support from the Span

ish Ministry of Education and Science. 

Participants will offer presentations 

organized into th ree thematic fields: r. 
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About action f modern landscapes; 2. 

About knowledge 1 time landscapes; 3-

About training I interdisciplinary land

scapes. 

For a list of the eighty-seven main 

participants, and further information on 

the conference, vis it http:J fwww.eurauo8. 

comfinglesjint-present.htm. • 

Return Emigrations: Architectural 
Cross-Currents in Post-War 
Germany and America 
Temple Hoyne Buell Center for 
the Study of American 
Architecture, Columbia University 
24-25 January 2oo8 

The story of Modern arch itecture and its 

origins in Germany is a narrative written 

largely in the United States, and consoli 

dated by its emigrated heroes in post-war 

America. For those who remained in Ger

many, the reassertion of Modern a rchitec

ture's legitimacy hinged on its continuity 

with those same origins, but required that 

the narrative be told somewhat different

ly. The status of central Modernist tenets, 

of political compliance and resistance, 

and of the Bauhaus itself was destined to 

become embattled, especially as fo rmer 

colleagues returned to Germany in the 

form of newly-naturalized American advi 

sors to the reconstruction effort. 

By considering more s pecifica lly the 

nature of the post-war political climate, 

and by s tudying the trans-Atlantic rela

tionships and affiliations among such 

figures as Rudol f Schwarz, Ludwig Mies 

van der Rohe, Hans Scharoun, Martin 

Wagner, Walter Gropius, Hans Schwip

pert, Otto Bartning, and Paul Bonatz, 

among others, "Return Emigrations" will 

trace the struggles for differentiation and 

the search for affin ities among the Ger

mans who left and those who remained. 

"Return Emigrations" is supported by 

the German Academic Exchange Service; 

DAAD and Bayern LB. 

For more information see http:J I 
www.arch.columbia.edufbuellf or contact 

Richa rd Anderson at rpa2ro r@columbia. 

edu or Lynnette Widder at 

lwidder@risd.edu. • 

International Seminar on Vernac
ular Settlements (ISVS) 
Fourth International Seminar: 
"Vernacular Settlements and Ar
chitecture in Transition" 
School of Architecture, CEPT 
Ahmedabad, India 
14-17 February 2oo8 

ISVS-IV will explore how vernacular 

builders in Asia negotiate the inevitable 

and increasingly rapid changing environ

ment-in terms of climate, economics, 

politics, and communications. 

The first part of the seminar will be 

devoted to case studies, and the second 

to a field study and workshop in three 

"microregions" near Ahmedabad: Patan, 

Vadodaa ra and Siddhpur. 

For more information, visit http:f 1 
isvs.architexturez.net/04/ • 

Sixth Annual Conference for 
Medieval Studies 
Graduate Student Conference: 
"Authority, Authorship, and 
Audience in the Middle Ages" 
Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, Indiana 
15-16 February, 2oo8 

This year's theme looks at the concept of 

authorsh ip in the Middle Ages. Because 

our modern understanding of author

s hip is quite different from that of the 

Middle Ages, how to define authorshi p 

and identifying who should be called an 

author are questions well worth pursuing. 

Papers will address all facets of author

ship through engagement with art, archi

tecture, gender, historical documentaion, 

manuscript creation, and literature. 

Eve Salisbury, Associate Professor of 

English at Western Michigan University 

wi ll be the plenary s peaker. 

For more information, visit http:/ 1 



web. ics. purdue.edu;-com ita tujconfer· 

ence2oo8.html. • 

International Network for Tradi
tional Building, Architecture & 
Urbanism (INTBAU) 
Relevance ofTraditional 
Architecture: Housing Rural 
Communities and the Urban Poor 
Kano, Nigeria 
26-27 February 2oo8 

INTBAU Nigeria is proud to present its 

first conference in Kano, Nigeria, together 

with an official opening ceremony. 

Traditional architecture still stands 

today and is relevant because it has always 

addressed sustainability. The conference 

brings together national and international 

practitioners, educators, and students of 

the built environment in the quest for 

sustainable answers to the deterioration 

of rural and urban spaces worldwide. The 

aim of the conference is to seek solutions 

from our traditional architectu re, bui lding 

and u rbanism , in order to develop better 

and cheaper ways of providing high-qual

ity sustainable buildings for our rural 

areas and cities. 

Prince Demas Nwoko, the academic 

patron for the conference, has identified 

the focus of the conference as encourag

ing the involvement of government, pub

lic and private entities to help promote 

traditional building in Africa. 

For more information , visit http:j f 
www. in tbau.orgjnigeriacon ference2oo8. 

htm. • 

Sixth International Congress in 
the History of Modern Spanish 
Architecture 
Crossed Glances: Exchanges 
between Latin America and Spain 
in the Spanish Architecture of the 
2oth Century 
University of Navarra 
Pamplona, Spain 
13-14 March 2oo8 

It is obvious that Spanish architects of 

the r95os had an in-depth and more or 

less direct knowledge of the writings 

and works of modern avant-garde lead

ers throughout Europe and the United 

States. In any case, students from this 

era and the following two decades largely 

experienced this impact through publica

tions that arrived from Latin America. 

However, it would be too ingenuous to 

believe that the Latin American influence 

on Spanish architecture of the period is 

subject to the limits of the printed word. 

Not only did the poverty of fifties' Spanish 

society find part of its salvation in the 

extensive help it received from some of its 

former colonies, but Spanish architects 

also found models and working guide

lines in Latin American architecture-an 

architecture which was both 'familiar' and 

highly attractive, offering a revised and 

more up-close version of European and 

North American modernism. 

For more information, vis it 

http:j lwww.unav.eslarquitecturalcon

gresoj2oo8jenglishfsubjectfindex.htm • 

Cities in Film: Architecture, 
Urban Space and the Moving 
Image 
School of Architecture J School of 
Politics & Communication 
Studies 
University of Liverpool 
26- 28 March 2oo8 

'Cities in Film' will explore the relation

ship between film, architecture and the 

urban landscape drawing on interests in 

fi lm, architecture, u rban studies and civic 

design, cultural geography, cultural stud

ies and related fields. The conference is 

part of University of Liverpool's contribu

tion to the European Capital of Culture 

2008, and aims to foster interdisciplinary 

dialogues around architectural and fi lm 

history and theory, film and urban space, 

and to point towards new intellectual 

frameworks for discussion. It seeks to 

draw on the work of theoris ts and practi-

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

tioners engaged in ideas in these areas, 

examining film in the context of urban 

design and developmen t and exploring 

in particular the contested social, cultural 

and political terrain that underpins these 

practices. 

For more information, visit http:j I 
www.liv.ac.uklisafcityinfilmjconf2oo8. 

html. • 

National Conference on 
Cityscapes 
The Baker-Nord Center for the 
Humanities and The Cleveland 
Institute of Art 
Cleveland, Ohio 
27- 30 March, 2008 

This conference is intended to explore the 

intersections between the urban environ

ment, the humanities, and social change. 

The conference considers the city as a 

physical, poli tical, economic, and social 

entity and as a real and imagined place 

that has inspi red and continues to inform 

some of the most important work in the 

humanities. 

The conference aims to explore the 

city as a crucible of creative change, 

investigating its relationship with human 

cultures of the past and present and its 

place in envisioning possible futures. 

This latter aspect is especially significant 

today, when many cities, particularly 

older American cities like Cleveland, are 

challenged by profound s hifts in popula· 

tion, infrastructure, politics, and identity, 

as well as the globalization of capital and 

the degradation of the environment. 

For more information, visit http:j I 
www.case.edujartscijbakernordf 

Cityscapes_Conference.html. • 

Center for the Study of Architec
ture in the Arab Region (CSAAR) 
Instant Cities: Emergent Trends 
in Architecture and Urbanism in 
the Arab World 
School of Architecture and 
Design , American Universtiy of 
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Sharjah, United Arab Emirates 
1-3 April, 2008 

Throughout the Arab region , rapid 

urbanization fueled by speculation and 

geopolitical transformations have had a 

significant impact on architecture. The 

flow of people, goods and capital into the 

Gulf states has prompted fundamental 

changes resulting from economic growth 

and diversification intended to lessen the 

dependence on oil revenues. 

The CSAAR 2008 conference will fo

cus on the causes and effects of em ergent 

trends in the architecture and urbanis m 

in the Gul f. Questions to be considered 

include: How has economic progress 

affected contemporary architecture and 

urbanism in the Arab region? What 

theoretical cons tructs can be employed 

to explain transformations in the built 

environment? What can be learned from 

architecture and urbanism in fast-devel

oping cities like Dubai? How have in

habitants adapted to the effects of urban 

development? 

For m ore information on the 

conference and its participants, visit 

http: / j wwv-.r.csaar-center.orgjconferencej 

2oo8Ajindex.htm#pap. • 

Transfer and Metamorphosis: 
Architectural Modernity between 
Europe and the Americas 
1870-1970 
Zurich 
26-29 June 2oo8 

A joint Conference in Zurich Co-sponsored 

by the Swiss Federal Institute ofTechnol

ogy Zurich (ETH), the Society of Architec

tural Historians (SAH), and the European 

Architectural H istory Network (EAH N) 

TI1is conference will consider Europe 

and the Americas as a continuous and 

highly productive space of architectural 

communication. It seeks to elucidate the 

processes of assimilation and modification 

that happened to forms, ideas and concepts 
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of architectural modernity during their 

transfer from one continent to another. 

Some areas of these processes are rela

tively well known. Figures such as William 

Lescaze, Richard Neutra, Walter Gropius 

or Ludwig Mies van der Rohe stand for a 

European presence in the architecture of 

North America, while European "Ameri

kanismus" introduced issues of high- rise 

building and urban growth, mass produc

tion and prefabrication to the architectural 

debates. This conference will broaden the 

view beyond such established phenomena 

to include the period of political consolida

tion and economic growth on both conti

nents after ca. 1870 and the postwar period 

before the growing impact of globalization 

on architectural practice. 

The less known contacts among 

Mediterranean countries and Latin America 

also will be addressed. The scope of papers 

will move beyond the transfer of formal 

or functional ideas and consider the entire 

field of architectural history and theory, as 

well as the rid1 conditions of architectural 

production. Where and how did topics and 

methods of architectural debates and their 

publications influence ead1 other? Which 

role did arcllitecture schools play in this 

cultural transfer) How did the export of 

American building methods, for example, 

change the way architecture came about 

in Europe and Latin America? Where has 

the adaptation of certain legal frameworks 

helped to shape urban form? 

The reconstruction of such processes 

will reliably encounter issues of modern 

local, regional/spatial or national identities. 

The reception and processing of diffe rent 

traditions will require comparative analyses 

and the conference will debate the pro

ductive misunderstandings and creative 

misreadings that are prevalent in this area. 

Comparative perspectives will present 

individual architects and their work on both 

continents, examine the cross cultural influ

ence of certain schools of arcllitecture and 

design, study the reflection and distribution 

of archi tectural thought through different 

media such as film and photography, and 

look at the transnational career of particular 

building types, the adaptation of buildings 

to climate and nature, to local technolo-

gies and cultural traditions, as well as the 

changing fortunes of theoretical approaches 

at different locations and geographies of 

modernity. 

Details about how to register for the 

conference will be available in early 2008. 

Visit the SAH website at www.sah.org for 

updates. • 

Calendar of SAH Events 

61st Annual Meeting 

23-27 April 2008 

Hilton Netherland Hotel, 

Cincinnati 

62nd Annual Meeting 

1-5 April , 2009, Pasadena 

SAH Study Tours 

13-23 May 2008 

Architecture of Naples, Italy 

Mid-July 2 008 

Estates ofChicago's North 
Shore 

30 j uly-4 August 2008 

Louis Kahn and Robert Ventu
ri: The Yale-Philadelphia Axis 

8- 13 October 2008 

E. Fay Jones: Architecture in 
Arkansas 



GIFTS AND SUPPORT FOR SAH 

Recent Bequests to the Society 

One of efforts of the Development Com

mittee over the years-at least since Jim 

Halpin was spearheading the campaign 

in the late I97os, and probably ear

lier-has been to encourage members to 

remember SAH in their wills. As you all 

know, in order for SA H to remain the vi

tal and exci ting organization that it is and 

to continue its activities for our members 

and for the fie ld, it is essential to build up 

the SAH Endowment. That has been the 

thrust of our ARCHES campaign, begun 

with the new century, and its frui ts have 

been the many new fellowships and sub

ventions that we are now able to offer. As 

sad as we are to lose long-time members 

who have been strong supporters, active 

participants in our activities, and good 

friends, it is heartwarming to learn that 

they have remembered the Society. 

Within the last couple of years, a number 

of such members have passed away, and 

we have been enormously gratified to 

learn of bequests they made to the SAH. 

The most recent was Richard Howland, 

a former Vice-President, whose bequest 

reached us at the end of the summer. 

Earlier, we received gifts from: Elisabeth 

Blair MacDougall , who was not only a for

mer President but also a former Editor of 

JSAH; Dean Eckert, who led an SAH tour 

of Japan for the Society a quarter century 

ago; and Nancy Halverson Schiess and 

Marian B. Davis, both of whom served on 

the SAH Board. To all of these devoted 

members we are extremely appreciative 

not only for their service but for the gen

erous spirit in which they remembered 

the Society. 

To honor those members who have 

named the Society in their wills, the 

Board has established the SAH Legacy 

Society, and we would encourage all 

members to consider joining in this 

effort. To that end, we have produced a 

brochure outlining how to create a lasting 

legacy with in the Society by remember

ing the SAH when the question of estate 

planning arises. If you are at all interest

ed, just contact Pauline Saliga, our Execu

tive Director, who will be happy to send 

you a brochure and offer any advice she 

can. We hope you will consider remem

bering the Society in your will or estate 

plans and encourage others to do so as 

Gifts and Donor Support 

I August- 30 September 2007 

well. It is one way to ensure both that 

your values and wishes are honored and 

that the Society will have the resources 

to continue well beyond its Centennial in 

2040-which is, after all, only 33 years 

away. 

Damie Stillman, Chair 

SAH Development Committee 

On behalf of the SAH Board and members, we sincerely thank the mem

bers listed below who, in August and September, made gifts to a variety of 

funds including the s tudy tour program, fellowship funds, and the Build

ings of the United States. We are extremely grateful to all of you for your 

gen erosity and your willingness to help the Society fulfill its scholarly mis

sion. 

SAH Tours 

Gifts oj$250-$999 

Ramla Benaissa 

John and Joan Blew 

Kathleen Carmody 

Constance Casey 

Peter Dessauer 

Belmont Freeman 

Susan Green 

Marlene Heck 

Edward Hirschland 

Nancy Kent 

Kare n Kingsley 

William and Marjorie Kriebel 

Phyllis Lambert 

Brian and Mildred Larson 

Christy MacLear 

Myra Malkin 

Courtenay McGowen 

Fraser and H elen Muirhead 

Edward Pass 

Margaret Pendry 

Dorothy Raphaely 

Roger and Gretchen Redden 

Robert Rettig 

Robert Smith 

William Stern 

Sharon Vattay 

Michio Yamaguchi 

Caroline Rob Zaleski 

Fellowship Funds 

Burket E. Graf Fellowship Fund 

M ary Alice Molloy 

Buildings of the United States 

Gifts under $250 

Mark and Jennifer Taylor 

(In honor of the weddin g ofMarvin 

Anderson) 
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BOOK LIST 

December, 2007 

Recently published architectural books 

and related works, selected by Barbara 
Opar, Syracuse University Library 

General 

Sykes, A. Krista, ed. The Architecture 
Reader: Essential Writings From Vitruvius 
to the Present. New York: George Braziller, 

Inc., 2007. Distributed by W.W. Norton 

& Company, Inc., New York. 334P· ISBN 

9780807615799 $35-00 

Architects 

Blackburn, Winfrey P., Jr. and R. Scott Gill. 

Kentucky Houses of Stratton Hammon. Lou

isville: Butler Books, 2007. 208p. ISBN 

unavailable. $6o.oo 

Buckner, Cory. A. Quincy jones. London: 

Phaidon, 2007. 272p. ISBN 0714848433 

$29.95 

Cammy Brother. Michelangelo, Drawing, 
and the Invention of Architecture. New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2007. 224p. 

ISBN 9780300124897 $75.00 

Geraghty, Anthony. The Architectural 
Drawings of Sir Christopher Wren, All 
Souls College, Oxford: A Complete Cata

logue. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007. ISBN 

9780754640714$150.00 

Hume Frazer, Susan and William Law

rence Bottomley. The Architecture of 
William Lawrence Bottomley. New York: 

Acanthus Press, 2007. 349P· ISBN 

9780926494237 $85.00 

lncerti, Guido, et al. Diller + Scojido (+Ren
fro): The Ciliary Function. Milano: Skira, 

2007. 220p. ISBN 9788861300675 $85.00 

Lahikainen, Dean T Samuel Mcintire: Carv
ing an American Style. [Salem, Massachu

setts]: Peabody Essex Museum, 2007. 

304p. ISBN 0875772099 $75.00 

Lapidus, Alan. Everything by Design: My 
Life as an Architect. New York: St. Martin's 

Press, 2007. 320p. ISBN 0312361661 

$25-95 

Lewis, Paul, Marc Tsurumaki, and David 

J. Lewis. Lewis. Tsurumaki. Lewis: Oppor
tunistic Architecture. Chicago: New York: 
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Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 192p. 

ISBN 1568987102 $40.00 

Marotta, Antonello. Daniel Libeskind. 
Roma: Edilstampa, 2007. 191p. ISBN 

9788878640320 $42-50 

Meier, Richard . Richard Meier Houses and 
Apartments. New York: Rizzoli , 2007. 272p. 

ISBN 0847829944 $85.00 

Piano, Renzo. Renzo Piano Museums. New 

York: Monacelli Press, 2007. 240p. ISBN 

1580931898 $6o.oo 

Architectural Criticism 

AI-Asad, Mohammad and Majd Musa, 
eds. Architectural Criticism and journal
ism: Global Perspectives- Proceedings of an 
International Seminar Organized by the Aga 
Khan Award for Architecture in Association 
with the Kuwait Society of Engineers, 6-7 
December 2005, Kuwait. Turin: Umberto 

Allemandi & C., 2006. 204p. ISBN 

8842214809 $45-00 

Pawley, Martin and David jenkins. The 
Strange Death of Architectural Criticism: 
Martin Pawley Collected Writings. London: 

Black Dog Publishing, 2007. 48op. ISBN 

1906155194 $59-95 

Rendell, Jane. Critical Architecture. London; 

New York: Routledge, 2007. 268p. ISBN 

0415415381 $48.13 

Saunders, William S., ed. The New Archi
tectural Pragmatism: A Harvard Design 
Magazine Reader. Minneapolis: University 

of Minnesota Press, 2007. 208p. ISBN 

o816652643 $22.95 

Wittman, Richard. Architecture, Print 
Culture and the Public Sphere in Eighteenth
Century France. New York: Routledge, 

2007. 304p. ISBN 0415774632$135.00 

Architectural Design 

Frederick, Matthew. 101 Things I Learned 
in Architecture School. Cambridge, Mas

sachusetts: MIT Press, 2007. 128p. ISBN 

0262062666 $12.95 

McGrath, Brian and Jean Gardner. Cine
metrics: Architectural Drawing Today. Chich

ester: Wiley-Academy, John Wiley & Sons 

Ltd , 2007. 272p. ISBN 9780470026694 

$125.00 

Architectural Drawing 
Hasbrouck, Wilbert R. The Chicago Archi
tectural Club, Prelude to the Modern. New 

York: Monacelli Press, 2005. 639p. ISBN 

1589031448 S75.oo 

Architectural Practice 

Elvin, George. Integrated Practice in Archi
tecture: Mastering Design-Build, Fast- Track 
and Building Information Modeling. Hobo

ken: John Wiley & Sons, 2007. 268p. ISBN 

9780471998495 $70.00 

Architecture--Canada 

Stanwick, Sean and jennifer Flores. 

Design City: Toronto. Hoboken: john 

Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2007. 272p. ISBN 

9780470033166 $65.00 

Ruan, Xing. Allegorical Architecture: Living 
Myth and Architectonics in Southern China. 
Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 

2007. 240p. ISBN 0824821513 $45.00 

Architecture--France 

Goldstein, Claire. Vaux and Versailles: The 
Appropriations, Erasures, and Accidents That 
Made Modern France. Philadelphia: Uni

versity of Pennsylvania Press, 2007. ISBN 

978o81224058o $55.00 

Architecture--Great Britain 

Airs, Malcolm and Geoffrey Tyack. The 
Renaissance Villa in Britain 1500-1700. 

Reading: Spire Books, 2007. 276p. ISBN 

9781904965138 $70.00 

Monteyne, Joseph. The Printed Image 
in Early Modern London: Urban Space, 
Visual Representation, and Social Exchange. 
Burlington: Ashgate, 2007. 302p. ISBN 

9780754660194 $99.95 

Muthesius, Hermann and Dennis Sharp. 

The English House: First Complete English 
Edition. Facsimilie edition. Translation of 
Das englische Haus (Wasmuth, Berlin, 1904-

1905). 3 vols. 25op., 248p. and 274P· ISBN 

9780711226883 $225.00 

Architecture--Human Factors 

Silber, john. Architecture of the Absurd: 
How "Genius" Disfigured a Practical Art. 
New York: Quantuck Lane Press, 2007. 

128p. ISBN 1593720270 $27.50 



Architecture-India 

Gast, Klaus- Peter. Modern Traditions: 
Contemporary Architecture in India. 
Basel: Birkhauser, 2007. 128p. ISBN 

9783764377540 $49-95 

Architecture-Indonesia 

Nas, Peter J.M. Past in the Present: 
Architecture in Indonesia. Rotterdam: NAI 

Publishers, 2007. 286p. ISBN 9056625721 

S48.oo 

Architecture-Ireland 

Dublin City Council. The Georgian Squares 
of Dublin: An Architectural History. Dublin: 

Du blin City Library & Archive, 2006. 172p. 

ISBN 9780946841783 $55.00 

Arch itecture-lsrael 

Weizman, Eyal. Hollow Land: Israel's Archi
tecture of Occupation. London: New Left 

Books, 2007. 328p. IS BN 9781844671250 

$34-95 

Architecture-Italy 

Bolognesi, Cecilia. Design City: Milan. 
Hoboken: john Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2007. 

296p. ISBN 9780470026830 $65.00 

Gobbi Sica, Graz. The Florentine Villa: 
Architecture History Society. London: Rout

ledge, 2007. 224p. ISBN 9780415443975 
$100.00 

Architecture-Russia 

Akinsha, Konstantin, Grigori Kozlov, and 

Sylvia Hochfield. The Holy Place: Architec
ture, Ideology, and History in Russia. New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2007. 212p. 

ISBN 9780300110272 $38.oo 

Architecture-Scotland 

Gifford, john. Perth and Kinross. New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 2007. 

Published in association with Buildings 

of Scotland Trust, Edinbu rgh. 884p. ISBN 

9780300109221 S5o.oo 

Architecture-United Arab Emirates 

Damluji, Salma Samar. The Architecture of 
the United Arab Emirates . Reading, United 

Kingdom: Garnet Publishing Ltd., 2006. 

334P· ISBN 1859641563$120.00 

Architecture-United States-California 

(Los Angeles) 

Watters, Sam. Houses of Los Angeles, 1885-

1919. New York: Acanthus Press, 2007. 

386p. ISBN 9780926494305 $89.00 

Architecture-United States- Native 

American 

Lekson, Stephen H., ed. The Architecture 
of Chaco Canyon, New Mexico. Salt Lake 

City: University of Utah Press, 2007. 294P· 

ISBN 9780874808464 $55.00 

Architecture-United States-Pennsylva
nia (Pittsburgh) 

Toker, Franklin. Buildings of Pittsburgh. 

Charlottesville: University of Virginia 

Press, 2007. Series: Buildings of the Unit

ed States (BUS). 200p. ISB N 0813926505 

$24-95 

Architecture and Patronage 

jodidio, Ph il ip. Under the Eaves of 
Architecture: The Ago Khan: Builder and 
Patron . Munich: Prestel, 2007. 214p. ISBN 

3791337815 S75.oo 

Architecture and Photography 

Shulman, Julius, Hunter Drohojowska

Philip, Owen Edwards, Philip J. Ethington, 

and Peter Loughrey.Ju/ius Shulman: Mod
ernism Rediscovered. 3 vols. [New York]: 

Taschen, 2007. 116op. ISBN 3822842877 

$300.00 

Architecture and Rhetoric 
Van Eyck, Caroline. Classical Rhetoric and 
the Visual Arts in Early Modern Europe. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2007. 240p. ISBN 9780521844352 

Architecture, Ancient 

Marzano, Annalisa. Roman Villas in 
Centra/Italy: A Social and Economic 
History. Leiden: Brill , 2007. 832p. ISBN 

9789004160378$209.00 

Stuart, james and Nicholas Revett. 
The Antiquities of Athens: Measured and 
Delineated by james Stuart and Nicholas 
Revett, Painters and Architects. New York: 

Princeton Architectural Press, 2007. 496p. 

ISBN 1568987234 $125.00 

Thomas, Edmund. Monumentality and 
the Roman Empire: Architecture in the 
Antoinine Age. Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2007. 48op. ISBN 9780199288632 

$205.00 

Welch, Katherine E. The Roman Amphi
theatre: From its Origins to the Colosseum. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2007. 355P· ISBN 9780521809443 $85.00 

Wightman, G.J. Sacred Spaces: Religious 
Architecture in the Ancient World. Leuven, 

Belgium: Peeters, 2007. 1130p. ISBN 

9789042918030 $180.00 

Arch itecture, Contemporary 
Vidiella, Alex Sanchez. The Sourcebook 
of Contemporary Architecture. New York: 

Coll ins Design, HarperCollins Publishers, 

Inc., 2007. 6oop. ISBN 9780061241970 

$6o.oo 

Architecture, Modern 

Blundell-janes, Peter Eamonn Canniffe. 

Modern Architecture Through Case Studies, 
1945-1990. Amsterdam; Boston; London: 

Elsevier/ Architectural Press, 2007. 255P· 

ISBN 075066374X 

Frampton, Kenneth. The Evolution of 2oth 
Century Architecture: A Synoptic Account. 
Wien; London: Springer, 2007. 16op. ISBN 

3211311955 S39.95 

Bridges 

Cleary, Richa rd L. and Eric Delany. Bridges. 
New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 

2007. 384p. ISBN 9780393731361 $75.00 

Building Materials 

Pauwels, Wim. Building with Reclaimed 
Materials. Enghien (Belgium): Beta

Plus Publishing, 2007. 256p. ISBN 

9789077213735 $11o.oo 

Building Types 

Ford, Alan. Sense of Entry: Designing the 
Welcoming School. M ulgrave, Victoria: Im

ages Publishing Group, 2007. 16op. ISBN 

1864702389 $45-00 

lsozaki, Arata, Tadao Ando, Terunobu 

Fujimori , Kengo Kuma, and Hiroshi Hara. 

The Contemporary Tea House: japan 's Top 
Architects Redefine a Tradition. Tokyo; New 

York: Kodansha International, 2007. 136p. 

ISBN 4770030460 $39.95 

McKinnie, Michael. City Stages: Theatre 
and Urban Space in a Global City. Toronto: 

Un iversity of Toronto Press, 2007. 192p. 

ISBN 9780802091215 $45.00 
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Spicer, Andrew. Calvinist Churches in Early 
Modern Europe. Manchester: Manches

ter University Press, 2007. 304p. ISBN 

9780719054877 $84-95 

Buildings-Remodeling for Other Use 

Thiebaut, Pierre. Old Buildings Lookingfor 
New Use: 64 Examples from Europe. Stutt

gart: Edition Axel Menges, 2007. 276p. 

ISBN 3936681082 $86.oo 

Civilization-Germany-2oth Century 

Weitz, Eric. Weimar Germany: Promise and 
Tragedy. Princeton, New Je rsey: Princeton 

University Press, 2007. 425p. ISBN $29.95 

Interiors 

Rice, Charles. The Emergence of the Inte
rior: Architecture, Modernity, Domesticity. 
London; New York: Routledge, 2007. 161 p. 

ISBN 0415384672 $148.75 

Landscape Architecture 

Conan, Michael, ed. Contemporary Garden 
Aesthetics, Creations and Interpretations. 
Washington, D.C.: Dum barton Oaks Re

search Library and Colelction; distributed 

by Harvard Unive rsity Press, Cambridge. 

270p. ISBN 9780884023258 $35.00 

Society of Architectural Historians 

1365 North Astor Street 
Chicago. I L 6o610-2144 

Czerniak, Julia and George Hargreaves, 

eds. Large Parks. New York: Princeton 

Architectural Press, 2007. 256p. ISBN 

1568986246 $29.95 

Ruggles, D. Fairchild. Islamic Gardens and 
Landscapes. Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 2007. 320p. ISBN 

9780812240252 $49-95 

Schwartz, Neal J.Z., ed . Emergent Memory: 
The National Aids Memorial Competition . 
San Fra ncisco: Natio nal Aid s Memo

rial, 2006. Distributed by Ram Publica

tions, Santa Mo nica, 2006. 100p. ISB N 

1933570067 

Masterworks 

Association Maison Blanche. Maison 
Blanche: Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, Le Cor
busier: History and Restoration of the Villa 
jeanneret-Perret 1912-2005. Basel; London: 

Springer !distributor), 2007. 184p. ISBN 

3764378360 $49-95 

Urban Design 

Hinsh aw, Mark. True Urbanism: Living in 
and Near the Center. Chicago: American 

Planning Association, 2007. 224p. ISB N 

1932364277 $44-95 

Women Architects 

Cole, Doris. Candid Reflections: Letters 
From Women in Architecture 1972 Cl[ 2004. 

New York: Mid march Arts Press, 2006. 

184p. ISBN 9781877675638 $24.00 

The SAH Career Center gives 
employers and job seeking 
professionals an easy way to 
find one another. 

Vis it http:ffcareers.sah.org 
today to post or search job 
listings. 

Membership in SAH is notre
quired to use the Career Center 

Non-Profit Org. 
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